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ASTModems.
They're Just Your Speed;.~.
II

AST introduces a new family of standalone
and internal PC modems designed for the
way you work.
Whether you're shopping for a state-of-theart, high-speed 19.2K bps modem with error correction; a low-cost 1200 bps, HayesI.Mcompatible
modem loaded with features ... or, anything in
between ... AST has just your speed.
AST's new modem family includes 1200,
2400, 4800 and 19,200 bps modems in both
standalone (synchronous and asynchronous)
and internal PC (asynchronous) models.
Fast and and Reliable.
The AST-2X9600™ standalone and AST2X9600™ internal PC modems save thousands
of dollars per year in telephone-line charges
when used for intensive, high-volume file transfer applications. Fast, 19,200 bps speed is
achieved using the industry standard MNp™
data compression. While data integrity is
assured with MNP error correction.
For less intense applications, the AST2X2400™ and AST-2X2400B™ provide data compression and error correction at speeds up to
4800 bps.

Low-Cost, Hayes-Compatible.
The AST-1200™ and AST-1200BTM provide
reliable, 1200 bps dial-line communications for
a variety of applications, including popular
interactive and bulletin-board services.

~-.t.

'"

Ask for AST modems by name. Visit your
local, authorized AST dealer and compare AST
modem prices and features. There's an AST
modem just your speed.
Send today for AST's helpful Modem Selection
Guide. It'll help you select the modem that's
right for your particular application. For your
free copy of this gUide send the attached coupon to AST Research, Inc., 2121 Alton Ave., Irvine,
CA92714-4992, Attn. M C or call (714) 863-1480.

RESEARCH INC.
Iye~ ~n~n-; i~o~~o~ ~ ~T~~e~s-;-o~y! I
I
I

Faster, yet price competitive with many 1200
bps modems, are AST's two 2400 bps modemsAST-2400™and AST-2400RrM They're the right
solutions for a mix of interactive applications
and low-volume file transfers.

I
I
I
I

Name

Title
Company
Address

I City/State/Zip
I~~~o~

I
I
I
I

I
I

L:e~o~-I~s~'I~c~2~t~A\~r~e,~ ~I~=-A~ ~ ~

AST l11arket<.; product<.; worldwide-m Europe call- 44 I 568 4350; in the Far East call. 852 0499 9113; in Canada call: 416 826 7514 AST registered and AST-1200, AST 1200B, AST-2400, AST-2400B, AST-2X2400, AST2X2400R AST-2X9fiOLl and AST-2X9600B trademarks of AST
Research, Inc. :-'lNr If.:lLil'mark of r-.licnKom, Inc. Hayes trdLiem.uk of Hayes Computer Products. CopYright ( 1986 AST Research, Inc. All rights reserved
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A few u.s. sites will beta
test HP'S RIsc-based Spectrum 930 system.

17

60 Standards: The New

Fiber Diet
BY WILLIAM STALLINGS

Raisin Bran doesn't have it.
Fruits and grains don't have
it. Only the new FDDI standard provides your backbone
LAN with the optical fiber it
needs for improved health.

Pricing
EDC'S new pricing for network software promises to
have a big impact on how
users pay for software,
reports Gary McWilliams.

19

FEATURES

69.

Strategies

BY GIACOMO V. REPETTO

A year after its acquisition
by Ameritech, ADR faces old
and new challenges, Karen
Gullo reveals.

There once was a
puppetmaker named Gepetto
who dreamed of having a
real son, and a telecom director named Repetto who
wanted a packet switching
network. You know how
the first story turned out.
This is the second story.

22 Mainframes
IBM'S 3090 upgrades cause
a flurry· of activity among its
pcm competitors, while users' reaction is lukewarm,
reports Jeff Moad.

26 Regions

79 VTAM: SRA's Vital

Connection

Susan Kerr went to Mexico to survey that country's
efforts to bolster its use of
high technology.
32

BY DALE KUTNICK AND
RALPH EMMETT CARLYLE

If codes were commercial
dump sites, VTAM, with its
numerous connections and
interfaces, would have a
prime spot on the cleanup
list. IBM'S first step is to
bring in LU 6.2.

Taxation
The new tax law isn't nice
to independent contractors,
but they're not taking it
sitting down, contends Willie
Schatz.

38 Benchmarks

85 Technology-Sword or

Shield?

EDS forms a joint venture
with Lucky-Goldstar in Korea to provide dp services.

43

BY RALPH EMMETT CARLYLE

MIS veterans may soon be
.eligible for a special early
retirement program. Don't
write away for a brochure.
A pink slip will be sent if
you qualify.

lbrclusive
Behind the News
In an exclusive DATAMATION
interview, B.N. Naumov, the
head of Soviet data processing, holds forth on the
state of state dp and the
possibility of joint East-West
ventures. International editor Paul Tate and DATAMATION advisor David Hebditch record what may be
the "Opening Moves" of a
red dawn in the dp world.
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A Net Gain for Packet
Switching

91

What You Should Know·
About Programmers
BY MARJORIE FREEDLAND

Is your present job satisfying? Do you have to hire
idlers who think the world
owes them a living? Is there
hope for a better future?
Here's what systems analysts and programmers say.

o
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107 Hardware
Norsk Data strengthens its
line of minicomputers with the
introduction of the ND-5000
series.
11 7 Advertisers' Index
11 9 Software

BST introduces Endevor-DB for
applications running under
Cullinet's IDMS/R.

126 Books
John M. Carroll reviews

Designing the User Interface:
Strategies for Effective HumanComputer Interaction, by Ben
Shneiderman.
126 Calendar
May means communications.
Don't miss IBERICOM '87 in Lisbon, the International Conference on Communication and
Data Communication in Brussels, and ISDN '87 in Monterey,
Calif.
128 People
I. Bernard Cohen of Harvard
University puts the computer
industry into historical perspective.
130 Letters
Two about the printed word: a
response to "excess" and more
lines about printers.
130 Readers' Forum
How do we sin at the office?
Bruce C. Kula counts the ways,
in "Microethics."
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- 5 Graphics Update
BY DAVID L. PELTZ

More than 500 companies produce computer graphics products. What's new, what's not.

- 9 Mass Storage Opportunities
BY ANNE A. ARMSTRONG

Users have an insatiable appetite for memory, and the cost of
providing it is dropping dramatically.
Cover Photograph by
Peter Angelo Simon
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editor from VM Software, Inc.
With VMSQIJEDIT's full-screen display, even non-experienced
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rllith Fieldwatch; we actually base
many business decisions on historical
data from field service. ~~ -~=:i~;~!~:Manager,

MIS

McDonnell Douglas
Manufacturing Industry
Systems Co. (MDMISCO)

Find out how McDonnell Douglas and other leading corporations use Fieldwatch™ field
service software as a valuable source of management information-and to sharpen their
competitive edge and contribute to bottom line profit as well. Call 1-800-247-1300
(617-272-4100 in MA) for our "Corporate Profiles" Series.
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FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION
AT REVOLUTIONARY PRICES.
With the new CIE 3000 8 Ion Deposition Printer, freedom of expressionjs
yours at last. Now, it's easy to print electronic forms overlaid with your data,
on-site. And at only 2 cents a page, it's
affordable too.*

=~
lO~

your company's documents will look like
they were typeset and printed at great
expense. But cost a great deal less.
Our printer manages up to 32 fonts
on one page, with practically no limitation on font size. You can choose from
8 standard fonts-and add 24 optional
ones-for your electronic forms and
correspondence.
Express yourself. We give you alot of
artistic license. Our graphic arts features
include line drawing, shading, reverse
type and bit-mapped graphics-all the
tools you need to print attractive forms.
Even add logos and signatures for a personalized appearance.

3000 8 is fully compatible with IBM
and DEC, as well as a variety of other
host systems.
Of course, C.Itoh offers nationwide
service, with several on-site service plans
to choose from, as well as an end-user
support staff.
80, go ahead. Express yourself. Call or
write C.Itoh today at (213) 327-9100. Phone
toll-free at 1-800-843-6143. In California,
call 1-800-323-2024. TELEX: 652-451.
TWX: 910-343-7446. 19300 80. Hamilton
Ave., P. 0. Box 9116, Torrance, CA
90508-9116.

Non-stop technologyfrom C./toh.

• Includes amortization,
maintenance, consumables and paper.

Flexible electronicforms.' On
demand. Printing invoices or state-

ments-even multiple form sets in different sequences-is a snap. The CIE 3000 8
can store up to six pages of electronic
forms and print faster and cheaper than
other methods.
By creating and modifying electronic
forms, you virtually eliminate the high
cost of stocking and keeping inventory
of preprinted forms.
'
Not to mention being able to update
and instantly print documents as you need
them. Now, one small change won't mean
your entire stock of forms ends up in
the trash.
And with our array of multiple fonts
and point sizes, plus proportional spacing,
MHP LaserJe/ is a trademark 0/ Hewlett-Packard Inc.
Xerox 9700 is a trademark 0/Xerox Corporation.
-IBM is a registered trademark o/International Business Machines, Inc.
-DEC is a registered trademark 0/Digital Equipment Corporation.

M

Ion deposition printing is durable and
dependable. A revolutionary four-step
printing process with few moving parts.
This means very low monthly maintenance costs. In fact, about half what it
takes to keep a laser printer going.
At a fast 30 pages-per-minute, it can
print 20,000, 50,000 or as many as 150,000
XEROX
HP
C.Itoh
LaserJet CIE 30008
9700
8 ppm
30 ppm
120 ppm

Print Speed
Monthly
150,000 1,300,000
3,000
Recommended pages
pages
pages
Volume
Engine
100,000 5,000,000 78,000,000
pages
pages
pages
Life
Purchase
$313,635
$2,995
$16,995
Price
Cost
$.1040
$.0212
$.0207
Per Page

pages a month, to keep you operating
virtually non-stop.
The CIE3000 8 uses plain bond paper
in letter and legal sizes and form lengths
from 7 to 14 inches. What's more, the CIE
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In the new world ofthe IDM

1bkenRing network itS
nice to see an old familiar face.

The Token-:-Ring LAN is a reality. NETBIOS-compatible LANS: IRMALAN SNA Workstation is software
was the company that developed it that provides the PC with the 3270
It should be equally unsurprising
functionality of IRMA; IRMAIAN
that the technology that best allows APA Graphics Workstatioh transthe Token-Ring to communicate
forms a PC on a LAN into ~ mainwith the mainframe comes from
frame graphics workstation. It can
DCA, the makers of IRMA
also store, print, plot and redisplay
Introducing IRMAIAN.
graphs right at the PC.
.
IRMAIAN is a new family of
The IRMALAN family includes
software and hardware products
gateways that connect Token-Ring
that can exploit the full power of
networks to both DFT controllers
PCs on the Token-Ring and other
and SDLC communication lines.
It shouldn't surprise you that IDM

lM

OO

lM

1M

IM

Best of all, IRMAIAN can do
all that with the ease and SimpliCity
of IRMA. Which means your users
can feel as comfortable working
with IRMAIAN now as they have
been working with IRMA
To find out more about DCA's
IRMAIAN, call us today at 1-800241-IRMA, ext. 507.

c:!CCI®
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IRMA. 1RMAJ.AN. IRMALAN SNA Worilstationand lRMALAN APA Grap.ics Worilstation are tmdemorltsifand DC4 is a registered tmdematk ifDigilal
CommunicaJions AssociaIts. Inc. IBM is a registered tmdematk ofInternational Business Machines Cmpomtion. V 1984 DigiIal CommunicaJions AssociaIts.Inc.
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Attachmate has answers to your questions
about micro-mainframe communications.
Hardware answers, software answers and
now a guide packed full of answers to some
important questions-questions worth asking
before you make long-term decisions.
What should you know about mM@ standards,
multiple sessions, windows, file transfer, API, .
and graphics?
You'll find the answers and solutions in
Attachmate's Quick Reference Guide for
Micro-Mainframe Communications-with a

chart comparing mM, IRM.N, and Attachmate.
For a free copy, call toll free:

1·800·426·6283

/i!i]E ;j ij tfrq
Micro-Mainframe Technology: m put our heart in it!
Attachmate Corporation
3241118th S.E., Bellevue, WA 98005
(206) 644-4010
or

Copyright 01986. Attachmate Corporation. IRMA is a registered trademark Digital Communications
Associates. Inc. mM is a registered trademark International Business Machines Corporation.
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SPECTRUM
IN BETA

GIVING !BE NOD
TO TOLEBAN!

TBID LAYOFF
AT SftEK

NEW ROADS
FOR!BE MAC

STRIKE UP
TBE BAND

PALO ALTO -- The long wait may finally end this month
for Hewlett-Packard Co. Insiders say the company this
month will place first beta units of its RISC-based
Spectrum 930 system into a handful of u.S. customer
sites, a month earlier than HP had indicated last
fall. Following right on the 930's h.eels i>nto beta will
be the higher-performance Series 950--provided that
system passes its next major milestone: its first manufacturing run-through.
SEOUL, SOUTH KOREA .!..- The Korean government looks set
to select superminicomputers from Tolerant Systems
Inc., San Jose, for its $176 million National Administration Information System (NAIS). In the first stage
of the project, which runs until 1989 and is designed
to improve the country's computer technology, 100
superminis will be manufactured in South Korea under
license. A further 10,000 workstations for NAIS will
be procured locally. The second phase of the project
calls for the development of a KOrean sourced and manufactured supermini by the early 1990s. This system
will be based on Tolerant technology.
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIF. -- Sytek Inc. has laid off 46
workers , its third such action in 15 months. The move,
which leaves the communications company with approximately 450 employees, occurred "because we didn't make
. all our revenue projections," a spokesman says.
PITTSBURGH -- Now that Apple has introduced versions
of its Macintosh personal computer with expansion
slots, the inclusion of the Mac into standard networks
such as Ethernet and token ring is a step closer. Publicly, Apple announced plans to ship an Ethernet card
that supports the TCP/IP protocol as part of its Unix
option for the Macintosh II; behind the scenes, Apple
is helping to finance development of a Macintosh-totoken-ring connection at Carnegie-Mellon University.
The university has already developed hardware and
software that tie a Macintosh on the Appletalk network
:to token ring via Ethernet. Current work is focused on
incorporating a token ring card directly into the Macintosh. Completion of that effort is probably a year
away, after which Apple hopes a third-party house will
market the product.
WESTWOOD, MASS. -- Cullinet Software Inc. hopes to
drum up interest March 31 in two recently acquired
products for DEC VAX and IBM mainframe markets through
a series of video conferences. The product parade inDATAMATION
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cludes a preview of the DEC VAX database to be avail- .
able in September, IDMS/D, and formal release of two
PC-based products: IDMS Architect for designing
IDMS/R mainframe databases, and Implementation Workbench, a tool for working with Cullinet's mainframebased manufacturing software.
THE BACE
FOB ERASABLES

TOKYO -- The race to introduce erasable, rewritable
optical disks is on. Sumitomo Chemical and Sumiomo
Metal Mining will begin joint production of optical
magnetic disks at one of the metal company's factories
by the end of this year . Initial production targets
are for 100, 000 disks per year, increasing to 1 million at full capacity. Competition will come from Idemitsu Petrochemical Co., which moved aggressively
into the electronic materials field last year. It i s
skipping the memory-only optical disk market to go to
production of semifinished rewritable disks.

MSA EYES
THE VAX

ATLANTA -- Success is certainly contagious. Just
about everyone, it seems, wants to get in on the joyride Digital Equipment Corp. is having these days. So
it comes as little surprise to learn that Management
Science America Inc. , which made its name selling applications for the IBM mainframe, has turned its considerable attention to the VAX market, particularly
in the manufacturing realm. You'll recall MS,A stuck
its big toe in the market last year when it acquired
Information Associates, Rochester, N. Y. , which develops Digital-based and IBM-based software for col~
leges and universities. But now high-ups tell us that
MSAhas a plan for its new manufacturing software company (formed following the acquisition of Comserv
Corp., Minneapolis, earlier this year) to offer products in this area . Stay tuned for details on exactly
what and when.

ROT SO SWIft
AftEB ALL

LA HULPE , BELGIUM --Introduction of the SWIFT II
banking network has been delayed until the second
quarter of 1988~-two years behind schedule and well
over the initial $70 million budget. A date for the
cutover to the new network will be fixed by a Society
for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication
(SWIFT) board meeting in June. Until then, the 1,361
banks that use the network to exchange 900, 000 messages a day will be dependent on the existing SWIFT I
net. Problems dogging development of SWIFT II include
extending the on-line message recovery facility from
two weeks to four months. The introduction of SWIFT
II--which will not only have a higher capacity but

10 DATAMATION
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ARBIIERVENTS
PEER-TO-PEER
The Micro!
Mainframe
Cooperative
Processing
Software
Solution.
Th e pressure
ismountil1gto
integrate hun~
dredsofincreasingly more powerfulPCsinto existing networks.
Networkswithteleprocessi ng
subsystems original1y designe(j
to supportterminals.
Applicationbacklogs have
created pressure to provide advanced program communications
betweenintelJigentprocessors
using currentand next-generation
languages and data. bases.
There's pressur~ between
peer groupsinorganizationsto
use theirownmainframe-or PC""'
basedtools.
And there·s.even pressure
oncompanies to makestrategic
connectivitydecisions.given.the
myriadtemporary]inkfixeson
the market and the promisesof
future, deliver-abies fr0In.a. single
vendor:
Thea n swer to peer-to-peer
pressureis peer:-to-peer communications.The answeris
Arbiter~Th1

Arbiteris aVTAM-based
cooperative processing subsystemwhichw?sdesign~d to
integratemainframesa l1 pmicrocomputers aspeers.As?VTAM
subsystem,Arbiter is capClble
ofsupporting hllndreds aiPCs
simultan~ouslywithhigherdata

transfer rates and lower syst~m
ov~rheadthan CICS- anci.TSObased approaches FullySNAcompatible, Arbiter.notonly
impro"esthe.performance·of
existingnetworks with LU·2
d~vices, putby desigrtis com ..
patibJe and performs optimally
with LU6.2;

Arbiter's advanced file transfer
facilities include applicationprogram interfaces (APIs) to existing
COBOL, PL/L Pascal and AssembIer applications, and a generalpurpose External File.Interface
utility. In addition. Arbiter delivers
total end-to-endcommunications between 4GL and data base
extraction' packages (ego SAS® )
and PC tools like Lotus 1-2..3®
and dBASEII® and III.®
Data.transfersmaybeinteractive or batch . in both directions, directlyorthrough remote
disks using familiar PC DOS
commands. Arbiter's dynamic
managementofVSAM data sets
and a moreefficientVTAM-:-based

transportvehicle result in a
superior implementation of the
virtual diskconcept
Arbiter addresses major
security considerations by complete integration with. RACE
CA.:.TOPSECRET™ and ACF2®.
Arbiter also generates SMF
records to provide information
for accounting, auditing, and
network and CPU performance
measurement Arbiter allows
control of the micro/mainframe
environment based on an organization'spolicy ratherthantechnicalproduct limitations.
Since its introduction,Arbiter
has. been installed in bluechip
Fortune 500 corporations, large
government agencies and major
service organizations; The results
have beenimpressive. Better
than 50% CPU overhead savings
vs. CICS.:.based links and file
transfers upto 10 times the
speedofCICS-and TSO-based
products.
So, to find out why Arbiter
is.without peer. call Thngram
Systems Corporation today at
(919)481,.4444. Ask about
putting Arbiter to\vork immediatelywithatrial evaluation.

Look Ahead

also support new applications--has already been
pushed back once because of late delivery of networking software from Burroughs.
.
BOW GREEN
WAS AlVIDABL'S
VALLEY

SUNNYVALE, CALIF. -..;.. One of Silicon Valley's early
success stories, Amdahl Corp. , .plans to look fo'r
greener pastures when next it comes time to expand its
manufacturing operations. Al though Amdahl doesn't expect to need more space for at least another two years,
when expansion is required it will be outside the val..;..
ley. Amdahl headquarters will stay where they are. No
decision has been made on where the manufacturing expansion will take place. In deciding to expand outside
the valley, Amdahl is emulating its majority shareholder Fujitsu Ltd., which two years ago set up a disk
manufacturing operation in Oregon.

WINDOWS ON
MAlNFllAMES
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LOS ANGELES -- Pop-up windows, popular on micros, will
be available to mainframe users with a software product under development at Trax Softworks Inc. Called
Saint (for spreadpad, appointment calendar, index
card file, notepad, and terminal print utility), the
package is, scheduled for release in the fourth quarter
and will operate with the firm's ESS electronic
spreadsheet product for mainframes and/or its mainframe word processing package EdWord, or by itself. It
is being designed so that data will be interchangeable
between windows. Backup applications screens and windows will be able to be moved, changed in size, overlapped, or highlighted with a single keystroke.
With the acquisition of ISSCO (Integrated Software
Systems Corp. ) by Computer Associates, Garden City,
N . Y ., complete and with ISSCO now part of CA's enlarged
Applications Product Division, development of interfaces between ISSCO's graphics packages and the parent
firm's financial· and business software are either finished or nearly so ..•.• Bluebird Systems, Carlsbad,
Calif., is readying a bevy of new products for early
April introduction, inc-Iuding a package that makes it
possible fOr 4 9 users to share a single IBM AT, and.
something the company is calling SuperBoard/386 . . . .
Unify Corp. , Lake Oswego, Ore., is planning to go 'public within the next year, following in the footsteps
of Oracle Corp. and Informix Software Corp., leaving
Relational Technology Inc. , Alameda, Cal if., as the
only one of the Big Four RDBMS rivals in private hands.
Unify, which claims 50% of all Unix RDBMS licenses
sold worldwide, says that a listing will raise its
profile rather than extra working capital.
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WITHOUT DATA GENERAL
INTEGRATING YOUR SYSTEMS IS LIKE
MIXING OIL AND WATER.
FOR FULLY INTEGRATED
BUSINESS AUTOMATION, TALK TO
DATA GENERAL.

Our communications story is second to
none. We give you the most complete IBM
compatibility. We also adhere to industry standards like Ethernet® and X.25.
To maintain a competitive edge, a busiOur business automation solutions
ness needs to integrate all its resources. Ultiintegrate all levels of your company. From PC's
mately blending 'people, departments, data
to mainframes. From the next room to the
and computer systems together.
next continent.
Data General's Business Automation SysOur MV/Familysystems lead the industry
tems integrate all these vital elements. Which
in price/performance. And give you a low cost
gives your company one, accessible informaof ownership, along with service, training and
tion flow.
support.
Our industry-leading CEO® software
Today, over 165,000 CEO users have disgives you the most integrated business automa- covered true integrated business automation.
tion essentials. With spreadsheets. Graphics.
To create the best possible blend for your busiDecision support. Tools that help you make
ness systems, talk to Data General. Call 1-800faster, better informed business decisions.
DATAGEN (Canada call 1-800-268-5454.) Or
Then we take you further. By letting you
write: Data General, 4400 Computer Drive, MS
integrate your existing applications.
C-228, Westboro, MA 01580.

4. Data General

a Generation ahead.
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©1987 Data General Corporation. CEO is a registered trademark of Data General Corporation. Ethernet is a registered
trademark of Xerox Corporation.
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Heres A Graphic

~

~.

PCOX 1echnology.

Whatever you want in microto-mainframe graphics, wherever
you want it. Tnats what you get
with PCOX Technology.
Starting with a better view.
Our 3279 S3G graphics give your
PC the clearest, brightest and
most accurate host graphics on the
market. Our 3179 APA graphics
come standard with 16 colors.
Both come with the power to
run GDDM, SAS/Graph~ DISSPLATM
and TELAGRAF.TM Plus screen
saves, printer and plotter support,
and high speed file transfer.
All standard.
But that's just the beginning.
peox Technology gives you
the same graphics capability everywhere in your network. Whether

your pes are clustered around a
controller, ganged up in a LAN or
isolated miles away in branch
offices. And if you have an IRMATM
board, it'll run there too.
peox graphics products
also give you a uniform API and a
software migration path to other
micro-to-mainframe capabilities,
including windowing, multiple
host sessions, and more.
In fact, you can run just about
any peox 3270 software-graphics
or otherwise-in any combination,
on any peox connection.
So you get true freedom of
choice.
For micro~to-mainframe
graphics, thats a first. For peox
Technology, it's business as usual.

It's also the reason why more
companies are standardizing on
peox Technology for all their
micro-to-mainframe needs.
Take a closer look at peox
Technology, and the full line of
PCOX micro-to-mainframe graphics
products.
Then draw your own solutions.

800-225-PCOX
In California, 415-969-1999

CXI
CXI, Inc., 1157 San Antonio Road,
Mountain View. CA 94043. Telex: 821945.
CIRCLE 13 ON READER CARD

Micro-to-mainframes
most versatile graphics
family.

Clearer. brighter.
more accurate S3G
graphics.

APA Graphics for
coax and remote
environments.

Mainframe graphics
for coax and remote
LAN gateways.

Plus a software path to
O'flier micro-to-mainframe
functions.

PCOX is a trademark of CXI. Inc. IRMA is a trademark Of Digital Communications Associates. Inc. SAS/GRAPH is a registered trademark
of SAS Institute. Inc. D1SSPLA and TELAGRAF are trademarks of Integrated Software Systems Corporation. © 1987. CXl,lnc.

News in Persnective
PRICING

BaHling Out Of
APricing Corner
Digital hopes its new pricing scheme
for software on networks will calm
confused users.
BY GARY McWILLIAMS
Early this month, Digital
, Equipment Corp. dramatically embarked on one of the
most critical undertakings'in
its recent history: setting a
new software pricing policy to
replace one grown complicated and largely unsuited to the
networked environment.
It's an effort that portends major changes in the
way Digital users will pay for
their software. It's also an important milestone for Digital,
which has lately begun to de~ scribe itself as a software
(5
company. That it is the first
£
major computer maker to
~ contend with network-based
. ~ pricing is due largely to its

success with networking.
Others are soon to follow.
"We recognize the fact
advanced cluster technology
changes the way yo~. think'
about licensing software,"
says Digital's Jeffrey C. Kalb,
vice president for low-end
systems and technologies.
Work on the new pricing
schedule, which Digital in October said would be imp lemented over the next 20
months, was accelerated, according to observers close to
the company. The price
changes will broaden the narrow gulf between MicroVAX
and large VAX fees, and enable
software to be moved legally
among machines of similar
sizes. In addition, observers

expect steps to be taken to establish software as a network
service. Other changes include a one-year warranty on
all hardware and discounts
based on annual dollar
purchases.
The impetus for the
change is clear. Digital is rapidly moving away from timesharing systems to a distributed processing orientation.
vAxclusters and the company's Local Area vAxcluster
,(LAve) software for MicrovAX
computers enable software to
'be moved easily among processors of different sizes and
software prices.
In addition, expansions
to the company's line of software-compatible VAX computers now enable applications to
run on systems packages
from $10,000 to $4.8 million.
Clair W. Goldsmith,
president of the U.S. Digital
Equipment Computer User
Society (DEeDs) and executive director of information
technology at the University
of Texas Health Science Center, San Antonio, says anoth-

er reason for the change is
that the company "is trying to
address the issue" created by
the ease with which software
can be moved among large
and small VAX computers. Another reason is that Digital
"boxed itself into a corner" by
introducing networkwide resource sharing without first
committing to a new software,
pricing plan, says Leslie
Maltz, director of computing
and ,communications resources at the Stevens Instituteof Technology, Hoboken, N.J.
.
,
Trying to Regain Control
"The problem existed
the minute they invented VAXclusters. When Local Area
vAxclusters brought the MicroVAX into the whole thing,
[the pricing problem] touched
another whole class of people
because of the number of MicroVAXs [installed]," says
Maltz. "What they are trying
to do is to gain control again."
While agreeing that the
issue Digital hopes to address
the most in its repricing is the
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potential for software piracy
on vAXc1usters, Goldsmith
downplays the extent of such
illegal software swapping.
Many users are already
upset at the implied challenge
to their honesty in a recent
decision to ban software
transfers with used equipment, says Goldsmith. In first
proposing the ban, Digital
said the move was "aimed at
tightening compliance and
discouraging unauthorized
movement and usage of
software."
A DECUS questionnaire,
mailed to 50,000 members,
asked if the transfer ban
would aid compliance with
current licensing policies. It
drew an angry response, says
Goldsmith. "The overwhelming majority [of 9,500 returns] said they didn't see
how it would." Many of those
who replied felt the question
was an accusation, he says.
Regardless of the company's intent in its transfer
ban, the change already has
had an impact. Some users
are delaying new purchases
and calling for existing software licenses to be "grandfathered" under prior transfer rules. Infotron Systems
Inc., Cherry Hill, N.J., put off
plans to replace five older VAX
11/700 series computers
with new VAX 8000 series
computers as a result of the
ban, says Pat Maroney, director of MIS, communications,
and engineering. The upgrades were proposed in order to lower maintenance and
service costs, but now Infotron Systems may forego the
larger computers altogether.
"Our plan was to go to
fewer, larger machines," says
Maroney. "Now, we're not
planning any major machine
purchases this year. It's a factor of the lower resale value
of the machines. We're forced
to keep them," he says. A
Digital spokesman says the
rules would be "fine-tuned,"
but declined prior to actual
implementation to say what

the changes would be.
To the issue of what users would like to see in a revamped policy, Goldsmith
says pricing should take into
account "the use of software
rather than which machine or
processor it's running on. My
view is when you buy software it should be available on
all machines in the cluster."
Even though vAxc1usters can be configured for
fault tolerant operation, "If
the processor on which software resides fails, even
though there are others able
to do the job, the whole sys-

GOLDSMITH
DOWN PLAYS

THE EXTENT
OF ILLEGAL
SOFTWARE
SWAPPING.
tem is down as far as that user
is concerned," reasons Goldsmith. "Trying to solve that
problem is something the industry is attempting to deal
with. People don't want [a
software license] to be limited to a particular machine."
In fact, Digital already
has taken the first steps
toward disassociating a license from a particular computer with its Local Area VAXclusters. In an LAVC, a VAX or
MicroVAX acts as a software
librarian, dispensing copies of
the operating system to other
members on the network.
Only a total up to the licensed
number of users can have the
software at anyone time, says
Marty Gruhn, vice president
at the Sierra Group, a Tempe,
Ariz., market research firm.
She says a reason for the
repricing, and one likely to be
felt most by users, is that soft-
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ware is seen within Digital
and elsewhere as the largest
future revenue opportunity
for vendors. Declining hardware prices are forcing all
hardware manufacturers to
focus more attention on software and the revenue they
derive from it, she says. Software expenditures are beginning to outstrip hardware and
will shortly represent the
largest portion of the MIS budget, she adds. "There is a cultural shift underlying the attention [to software]," Gruhn
says. "DEC is more and more
positioning itself to be a software supplier. The repricing
has to say a lot about how DEC
perceives its future."
The company's present
license policy is rooted in its
past. It uses a series of price
tiers, devised when the VAX
line consisted of three machines within a comparatively
narrow performance range.
That tiering, in which license
fees are based on processor
size, has become harder to establish with nine new VAX
models and three workstations now in its processor
line, say users.
"We're so confused with
what we have that we have to
bring [Digital] in to tell us
what we've got. It's not as
simple as ordering from a
book anymore," says Dennis
G. Martineau, vice president
of the computer systems
group at Project Software &
Development Inc., Cambridge, Mass. The variations
of software licenses now possible have made the present
policy too complex, he says.
Changes to individual
prices and new tiers created
by a much broader product
line also create confusion for
users desiring to upgrade
their systems. "It's getting
complicated handling existing
licenses," says Infotron's
Maroney. "For instance, do
we pay the differential between what we already paid
or the existing cost of a license? We bought one of the

first packages of All-in-l; it
was $25,000 and now is
$10,000. What would we
pay?"
Not a Precise Measure

While the existing price
structure also is intended to
differentiate between machines of different performance ranges, it isn't a precise measure of usage or
performance, and that represents an issue with some users. Stevens Institute's Maltz
says separate prices for MicroVAX II and VAxstation software "is bizarre" considering
that both are based on the
same processor. "Just because one's called a workstation and one's a Micro VAX, it's
still the same software and
same application."
Whatever method the
company has chosen on
which to base its pricing, it
had better be flexible, argues
Bill Hancock, a networking
consultant and vice president
of engineering at Essential
Resources Inc., New York. A
complete pricing review will
have to encompass networkbased servers and distributed
applications that haven't even
appeared. "How do you
charge for applications that
have pieces running here and
there? If a MicroVAX is the
server and a [VAX] 8800 is the
client, do you charge more for
one and less for another?"
asks Hancock.
These are questions
with no easy answers.
"It's going to be interesting," notes Martineau.
"The hardware engineering
people have come up with this
neat architecture and now the
software people have to figure out how to protect it." Infotron's Maroney adds, "The
clear message we hear is
there is a need for some consistency in Digital's software
pricing policies. The ability of
the industry to deal with issues in terms of licensing is
probably the major issue for
this year."
•

STRATEGIES

.

Dennis Strigl, president of Applied Data Research Inc.

Business As Usual?
A year after its acquisition by
Ameritech, ADR still faces some old,
as well as new, challenges.
BY KAREN GULLO
What happens when a multibillion dollar company like
Ameritech acquires a leading
mainframe software firm like
Applied Data Research Inc.?
Only good things, to hear
ADR officials and users tell it.
ADR contends that it's been
business as usual since it was
acquired about a year ago for
$215 million by the Chicagobased parent of five Midwestern Bell operating companies.
Company executives emphasize the advantages of being
under the umbrella of a deeppocket partner, saying that
the pressures of quarterly
performance have been lifted
and that significant investments in R&D during a troubled period in the industry are
now possible. However, management reshuffling, continued operating losses, a slow
market, and the impending
presence of IBM's DB2 has
cast a shadow over a seeming]
~ ly bright picture.
~
Business was a bit unE usual last fall when ADR's
g- president Martin A. Goetz
8' stepped aside by his own
~. choice and was replaced by an

Ameritech man, Dennis
Strigl, formerly president of
Ameritech Mobile Communications. Goetz has the titles of
senior vp and chief technology officer. ADR's chairman and
ceo, John Bennett, retained
his titles.
Some observers see the
new appointment as Ameritech's desire to graft its culture onto ADR. "It's Ameritech's way of streamlining
management," says Bob
Brandt, systems manager for
the systems development
group at Mays Department
Stores, Piscataway, N.j., and
president of Cadre, ADR's
user group. "They want to
bring ADR management into
the style of Ameritech."
Brandt says he doesn't anticipate more bureaucracy at
ADR, but more focus on the
product line's direction.
"Strigl's there as a management-administrative type of
figure. His appointment
brings Marty Goetz out of an
administrative position and
back into a position where
he's setting the direction of
the product line. During the
time Goetz spent as president, he was always more of

an R&D type of individual."
Meanwhile, ADR's new
president says that except for
changes in the method of financial reporting to the parent company, ADR has not felt
"the heavy hand of Ameritech. We don't get help from
the parent company unless
we ask for it. That should be a
comfort to our customers.
What we have gotten from
Ameritech is the ability to invest significant amounts of
revenue in R&D at a time of difficulty in the industry. If we
were measured on quarter-toquarter results," says Strigl,
"we might not have been able
to invest as heavily in R&D as
we did in 1986. Our relationship with Ameritech allows us
to invest even more than we
would. We plan to spend 20%
of revenues on R&D In 1987."
The company spent 19% of
revenues on R&D in 1986.
This philosophy is not
lost on customers. "ADR has
been a little strapped for cash,
especially for R&D," says
Bruce Clauter, manager of
systems software at Borden
Inc., Columbus, Ohio, and
president emeritus of Cadre.
"Now they have Ameritech
behind them and can afford to
invest more."

Strigl says he can't give
specific results for 1986, and
wouldn't comment on losses.
He did say the company increased its revenues from last
year. "If you attempt to normalize 1986 revenues with
1985, and by normalize I
mean that in '86 we introduced a new lease program,
we accounted for our maintenance revenues in a different
way, and we booked our revenues on delivery rather than
onorder .... If we were to
eliminate all that and do what I
call normalize, you would see
an increase in '86 revenues of
about 6%."
Bill Clifford, executive
vice president, says ADR had a
better than anticipated fourth
quarter 1986. Customers
were encouraged not to
spend all of their dp budgets
in 1986, "so we anticipated
that the last quarter of the
year would be slow," he says.
One third of the company's
sales, however, came in the
last quarter. The majority of
those were sales of Datacom/
DB, ADR's relational database,
he says. "During a period of
belt-tightening, we didn't
think the fourth quarter

Effects of the Market
The company, like some
of its competitors in the database management software
arena, has felt the effects of
price-cutting and a sluggish
market. In the nine months
ending Sept. 30, 1985 (the last
time ADR reported financial information before acquisition),
the company suffered a net
loss of $2.3 million on revenue of $103.7 million. The
company's financial status is
now melded into the parent
firm's results (Ameritech's
1986 earnings were $1.14 billion on revenues of $9.36 billion), but continued operating
losses seem apparent. "I
wouldn't be surprised if they
were close to the bone or losing money," says Brandt.

IIGOETZWAS
ALWAYS
MOREOFAN
R&D TYPE.II
would be as strong. A very .
positive sign in a tight
economy."
While a 6% revenue increase is better than nothing,
it's less than ADR had in previous years. In 1985, for example, revenues increased 17%,
to $150 million from $128.2 in
1984. That, however, hasn't
stopped the company from
maintaining an ag~ressive en-
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hancement schedule for its
product line or buying strategic technologies over the last
few months. ADR announced
release 1.4 of Ideal, its fourth
generation application development system, which, according to company benchmarks, provides a 25% increase in system throughput
performance.
In addition, the company
announced new releases of
several other products.
In February, ADR acquired an sQL-based relational
database management system from Software Systems
Technology (SST), College
Park, Md. The microcomputer-based product, XDB, will
give future releases of Datacom/DB SQL capability in
mainframe, LAN, and PC
environments.

Commitment to SQL
Other highlights at the
company in the last six
months point up ADR's commitment to support SQL, part
of a larger strategy to both
live with and compete with
IBM's formidable DB2. In September, ADR announced a
strategic alliance with Teradata Corp., Los Angeles, to integrate ADR's software tools,
using SQL, with Teradata's
DBC/l012 Data Base Computer system. This way, ADR
customers can use Datacom
to run transaction processing
applications on an IBM mainframe and ad hoc queries
against very large databases
on an DBC/I012 simultaneously.
Also in September, the
compat;ly announced Ideal, Escort, a fourth generation
applications development
system for LANs. It permits
data sharing between IBM PCs,
LANs and Datacom/ db mainframe databases under the
control of ADR's Datadictionary.
"ADR recognizes that the
emergence of SQL ... is of
concern to our users,"says
Clifford. "People are looking

at it not so much for its syntactical elegance or ease of
use, but as a focal point of applications portability. In light
of this, ADR is supporting SQL
in a couple of ways."
First, says Clifford, Ideal
users will be able to generate
an applications program using
either fourth generation constructs or by imbedding SQL
statments. This feature will
be available on a future release of Ideal, to come in approximately 12 months, according to Clifford. Second,
for Datacom/DB users, the
company is supporting SQL as
an optional data manipulation
language. This feature won't
be available for another 12 to
18 months.
While ADR, like other independent software companies, is taking steps to stay in
sync with IBM and DB2, Dennis Strigl says the company's
effort to support SQL doesn't
mean it can't win market
share with Datacom/DB. "If
you look at results from early
last year, you would see that
we struggled against DB2,"
says Strigl. "However ... we
feel very confident of our ability to compete against DB2. It
[DB2] has been out, and people have had a chance to evaluate it and often times. benchmark it against Datacom/DB.
Where they've done that, I
think we've done extremely
well."
Hew Contract With 3M Corp.

ADR recently landed a
large contract with 3M Corp.
for Datacom/DB. 3M is migrating from DOS to MVS and
was using Cincom's Total.
ADR beat out several of its
toughest competitors in the
DBMS arena for the contract,
which is worth up to $7 million. The real beauty of the
deal, says ADR, is that the conversion to Datacom/DB will
be totally transparent to users, i.e., no rewriting of applications will be necessary.
Users laud the company's aggressive enhancement
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schedule for Ideal (the last release, announced in June, was
the third major release in 17
months), but say that they
wish ADR would be as aggressive with Datacom. The product's latest release, 7.5, became available this month, but
users say they are waiting for
the next release, 8.0, which
will contain some "fairly monumental changes," according
to Bob Brandt. "The only area
that [ADR] has been slow in is

"ADRHAS
BEEN ALITTLE
STRAPPED
FOR CASH. "
in a new release of Datacom.
Company executives have alluded to it at the last few Cadre meetings, but we don't
know when they will introduce it."
Joseph Farrelly, vice
president of research and development, says the company
has not set a release date for
the enhancement, but says
the new release would appear
sometime within 12 to 18
months. He revealed to DATAMATION three new features
that 8.0 will embrace. First,
the product will allow users to
generate in real time the definition of a new database, a
boon for users who want to
generate their own private
databases by downloading a
subset from the mainframe
database. Second, the product will feature a join capability for combining data from different tables. Last, 8.0 will utilize "referential integrity,"
which means that users can
define and change business
rules in the data dictionary instead of in the applications
program itself.
Brandt, who is familiar

with the enhancements, says
they will do much to bolster
the status of Datacom/DB.
"With them, ADR can really go
head to head with DB2."
Meanwhile, there was
talk a year ago about joint
product development between Ameritech and ADR
and/ or development of a proprietary product for use at
Ameritech, which touched a
chord with users who feared
the giant telecommunications
company might alter the direction in which the company
had been going for over 25
years. On the subject of the
convergence of telecommunications and software technology, Strigl says there are possibilities for the future, "but
it's not clear how that convergence will take place. For our
purposes now, ADR is not engaged in the development of a
proprietary product for
Ameritech." The two companies are interested, however,
in throwing a little business
each other's way, points out
Clifford.
For now, the company
has its hands full with keeping
up enhancements, fending off
DB2, keeping its prices competitive with IBM, and generally keeping its head above
water. With Ameritech looking over its shoulder, those
tasks may be easier, but who
knows how long the Ameritech umbrella will stay up.
Others view the company's future differently. "ADR
is in transition," says Bob
Brandt. "There's always a
concern when you're dealing
with a company that's losing
money. If they were on their
own, it would be a serious
concern, but with Ameritech
backing them, it's not a major
concern.
"ADR experienced a lot of
growth a few years ago when
Ideal was introduced," continues Brandt. "Then IBM
came along with DB2 and
things changed. It's going to
take some dollars before ADR
begins to bounce back."
•

Is the data you need distributed across
multiple computers?
With INGRES, you get a truly distributed database.
INGRES works across multiple operating environments
from mainframes to minis to PCs.
And with INGRES you can build applications and
share data that span multiple computersjust as easily as
if all the data were located on one machine.
Users don't have to worry about where the data is
located, how to get it or what type of hardware and operating system are used. Your entire company uses one
powerful DBMS with consistent reliable results.

Do you need greater productivity in
developing applications?
Only INGRES gives you a comprehensive application
development environment. With a 4GL that includes SQL,
a Visual-Forms-Editor and interfaces to traditional
programming languages. This will increase your organization's productivity by leaps and bounds.
Your end-user will find INGRES easy to use too.
Whether they want to create forms, queries, reports or
graphs. And using INGRES/PC LINK, end-users can
download host INGRES data for use with products like
Lotus 1-2-3 and dBASE.
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Houston. . . . . . . . . .
UT Salt Lake City ..... ,
WA Bellevue. . . . . . . . ..
Seattle .......... ,
WI Milwaukee........

Mar 10
Feb 3
Jan 22
Mar 4
Jan 27
Feb 18
Jan 28
Apr 28
Mar 19
Mar 11
May 26
Apr 14
Apr 8
Mar 12
Mar 26
Feb 10
Jan 27
May6
Jan 8

Canadian Seminars:

Be Vancouver........ Feb 12
ON Edmonton ....... , Mar 19
London . . . . . . . . .. Mar 18
Ottawa .......... , Jan14
Thronto . . . . . . . . .. Feb 4
................ May6
NS Halifax........... Mar 5
QB Montreal . . . . . . . .. Feb 19
Quebec .......... Mar 24
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Is performance important in your
SQL applications?
The heart ofINGRES is a high-performance SQL
relational database management system.
INGRES is uncommonly fast. INGRES provides
special support for transaction processing and complex
queries. And INGRES is compatible with DB2.
If you answered "YES" to any of these questions,
register for a FREE INGRES Seminar by calling
(800)4-INGRES.
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Jun24
Feb18
Apr29
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May28
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Mar26
Mar17
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Feb 18
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News in Perspective
MAINFRAMES
year and to boost maximum
main memory on both the
AS/XL 90 and AS/XL 100 to
2GB, compared with 256MB on
the 3090-600E.
Both Amdahl and NAS
were also expected to respond to IBM price/performance improvements, either
with list price reductions or
negotiated, off-list price
frame. While such a claim breaks on a customer-by-cusmight be of limited practical tomer basis. Meanwhile, both
value, many observers be- Amdahl and NAS are promislieve IBM was unwilling to sur- ing either to come close to or
render the performance high match IBM's six-processor
ground, particularly at a time performance with four-prowhen Amdahl and NAS were cessor configurations of their
beginning to make some mar- own. So, while neither Amket share headway.
dahl nor NAS will commit to
According to figures plans to ship six-way systems
compiled by San Jose-based of their own, they are likely to
Dataquest Inc., while IBM in- sell users on the latent
creased its mainframe market growth potentialin their prodshare leadership in worldwide uctlines.
"IBM may still have us
revenue by 4.6 percentage
points through the first three slightly on the high end, and
quarters of 1986, IBM gained for a handful of very large dp
no ground in the fourth quar- users that may mean someter after Amdahl and NAS thing," says Dennis Stein,
started shipping their largest Amdahl's manager for prosystems. "IBM hasn't been in . cessor product marketing.
the driver's seat in main- "But, overall, we were
frames since the third quar- pleased with the IBM anter'" says Dataquest's Kim- nouncement. We didn't see a
lot of new function there. The
ball Brown.
At the time IBM made its goal seemed to be to do it the
announcement, its plan to same way but with a little
ship the 77MIPS 3090-600E in more power." While some
the third quarter would have IBM seers expected the comput the company ahead of Am- pany's announcement to indahl's 75MIPS 5890-600, clude channel support for
which doesn't ship until the faster data transfer rates, IBM
fourth quarter, and on an even saved that feature for another
footing with NAS, which had day.
planned a third quarter ship
Another of IBM's apparfor its AS/XL 90 and AS/XL 100. ent goals was to plug a competitive hole in its product
Reshuffling the Deck
line where Amdahl had been
But both NAS and Amdahl enjoying success with its
have reshuffled the deck 41MIPS 5890-300 dual processlightly since then. Amdahl in sor system. Prior to the IBM
mid-February added faster announcement, the 5890-300
memory components to the offered a 34% performance
5890 line, claiming a 4% over- advantage over IBM's dyadic
all performance boost and vir- 3090-200 at about the same
tual parity with the 3090- price. The claimed perfor600E. At the same time, NAS mance advantage was even
was reportedly planning to ac- greater in IMS environments.
celerate initial shipment of Of the 5890 systems it
the AS/XL 90 and AS/XL 100 to shipped in 1986-estimated
the second quarter of this to total 55-Amdahl claims a

IBM Moves to Take
The High Ground

IBM's 3090 upgrades may spur a
response from Amdahl and NAS, but
users,are reacting mildly.
BY JEFF MOAD
In the never-ending fight between IBM and its Japanesebacked pcm competitors,
IBM's latest round of 3090
performance and configuration upgrades is more like a
competitive counterpunch
than a knockout blow.
The announcements4% to 18% performance improvements in IBM's current
3090 models, plus new threeprocessor and six-processor
3090 configurations---:revived the company's recently
challenged claim to high-end
performance leadership and
shored up a competitive
weakness faced by its 3090
Model 200 dyadic system.
But by the time IBM starts
shipping the faster E-Series
versions of its current 3090
lineup in May and the new
three-way and six-way systems in the third quarter, it
may have already lost much of
the competitive ground it regained with these announcements.
Among other things, IBM
had hoped to head off the loss
of its high-end mainframe performance leadership to
Mountain View, Calif.-based
National Advanced Systems,
which was scheduled to start
shipping an 80MIPS, four-processor version of its Hitachibuilt AS/xL-compatible processor line in the third quarter
of this year. IBM's 3090-400,
which has been shipping for
seven months, is rated at
about 47MIPS. If left unchallenged, the four-way AS/XL
100 would have givenNAS a legitimate claim to having the
largest IBM-compatible main22 DATAMATION
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"large majority" were 5890300s. Best of all for Amdahl,
the company was able to sell
the increased performance of
the 5890-300 for a price on a
par with the IBM 3090-200,
contributing to high 1986
profit margins.
IBM's new 3090-300E is
seen as "quite obviously their
fighting machine," according
to Amdahl's Stein. Priced at
about the same level as the
3090-200E, however, the
5890-300E still offers a discount of about 27% compared
with the 3090-300E.
Few Changing Buying Plans

While IBM and its pcm
competitors attempt to outmaneuver each other, customer reaction to the announcement, even among
some users anxious for increased single-image mainframe processing power, has

fin
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OURSOFTWARE IS PREFERRED
BYAN EUTE CIRCLE.

This world has many companies whose
products are marketed across borders. But
only one whose software crosses borders- in
two important respects.
First, our technology.
Several years ago, McCormack & Dodge
pioneered a technique of integration which
allowed users to move effortlessly from one
application to the next while pursuing a

path of inquiry. In effect, this development
erased the borders between packages and
created a single informational environment
for corporate decision, making.
Second - and even more important than
our celebrated borderless technology - is the
McCormack & Dodge approach to multi,
national service and support. Truly border,
less in the classic geographic sense.

We have professionals in over 40 coun,
tries. We offer systems and documentation
in multiple languages. We design our sys,
tems to accommodate the myriad laws and
business practices found throughout the
world. And to run in several different hard,
ware environments.
In the world of McCormack & Dodge,
knowledge has no borders.

MCCormack & Dodge
a company-of
D The Dun 8< Bradstreet Corporation
DID
Financial, human resource, manufacturing and application development software for mainframe and minicomputer environments. CallI-SOO-343-0325.
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XEROX
ffXerox has a range of
'
Electronic Printing Systems that produce
10 originals per'minute to 120 per minute.
And they thought I was prolific:'
Leonardo da Vinci

Whether you're pounding out a few pages
or putting out pages by the pound, Team Xerox
has the solution to your printing problems. To
Xerox that's more than just producing reliable
printers. It's more than just service. It's a belief
that finding the solution to your problems
isn't good enough unless it's the exact, right

~~==!l~l~solution.

Asa
result, Xerox
has developed
more than just
one of the
broadest
ranges of electronic printing systems-its one
of the most unique. For instance, Xerox 4045
Laser CPs are desktop printers that are also
copiers. The two new models have expanded
memory capabilities-the Model 20 for IBM
3270 data processing systems, and the Model
50 for desktop publishing and other applications where full-page graphics are needed.
Work groups and small corporate departments have special problems when it comes to
electronic printing. Problems the Xerox 2700
and 3700 can solve. Both laser printers are
designed for remote printing. The 2700 can
produce 12 originals per minute. And the 3700
can produce up to 24 pages per minute on
paper sizes up to 11" x 17".
Xerox has electronic printing systems for
more intricate needs. The 4060
computer print~~~~~-..mr-~ ing system can
turn out 60 pages
per minute. Its
ion-deposition
print engine is
extremely reliable
and an economical way to
produce documents with a lot of text The

Xerox 4050 is a laser printer that creates lasersharp text and graphics at 50 pages per minute.
The Xerox 8700 and 9700 set the standard for high-volume electronic printing. And
now, the new 8790 and 9790 take that standard
to a new level. These high-volume electronic
printing systems give corporate data centers
and service bureaus imag41g tools that are
unsurpassed by anything else on the market
The 9790 can produce up to 120 pages a
minute. And can handle both text and graphics,
which is critical for so many high-speed
applications.
So, if you'd like more input on
how a Xerox Electronic Printing
-~C""'."""','~'C"".'"" ~ystem can
nnprove your
output, call
Team Xerox at
_~"1-800-TEAM

XRX. Or send in the
coupon below. Because when it comes to
solving your problems, we'll m~
help you fmd the solution. iii
_ _I11III

fi

_*

Xerox brings out the genius in you.

rI
I
I
I
I
I

Xerox Corporation, ED. Box 24, Rochester, NY 146~
D Please have a sales representative contact me.
D Please send information on Xerox Electronic Printing
Systems.
NAME

COMPANY

(please Print)
TITLE

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

PHONE

I

'I '

Or, if you can't wait, call

1-800-TEAM-XRX, ext. 1878
(1-800-832-6979, ext. 187B).

I
I
I
I
I
II

,_I
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XEROX®. and the number names are Irademarks of XEROX CORPQRATION.
IBM® is a Irddemark oflNTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINi:S-CORPORATlON.
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News in Perspective
REGIONS
been lukewarm. Few of the
users contacted recently by
DATAMATION say they are
changing buying plans as a result of the IBM moves.
"It's just a relatively insignificant price/performance boost that doesn't add
anything new in terms of functionality," says Dean Allen,
director of information services at Lockheed Corp.,
which is in the market for
more processing power but
won't be buying the new, enhanced 3090s soon. Allen, after evaluating the 3090 announcement, recommended
that the Burbank, Calif.-based
company go ahead with plans
to buy two 308lK mainframes
on the used computer market..
The used 3081Ks offered Lockheed a big price/
performance savings and no
significant functional limitations compared to the 3090s,
Allen says. Even if IBM had
gone ahead with the faster

IIIBM STILL
HAS NOT
EXPLOITED
ALL OF
MVSjXA/S
TALENTS.
II

data transfer rate feature, "I
doubt that it would have made
any difference."
There was some new
functionality in the IBM announcement. VM/SP HPO was
improved, and VM/XA was upgraded to support the new
processors, more eMS applications, and intersystem facilities. That was too little, say
many users who contend that
overhead and memory limitation problems still trouble
VM/XA, and that much still
needs to be done in other

areas. "IBM still has a long
way to go to exploit all the talents of MVS/XA," says Tom
Blodgett, MIS vice president
at Southeast Bank in Miami.
Of course, some very
large users always on the
lookout for more MIPS in a box
were pleased with the IBM upgrade and not particularly
troubled by the company's
move to restrict the new
price/ performance improvements to customers willing to
upgrade between models. According to Joseph T. Brophy,
senior vice president at the
Travelers Insurance Companies, "We are planning to
move into that [high-end] performance range, so we were
delighted about the announcement. Over the next
few years, with the addition of
image processing and expert
systems to what we're doing
now, we're going to need all
the performance we can get
our hands on." The Travelers
already is planning to upgrade
one system to a 3090-400E
and probably will take a 3090600E, says Brophy.
Even among large users,
however, not everyone is prepared to drop everything and
stand in line for a 3090-600E.
United Airlines also falls in
the category of being able to
use all the processing power
it can get, but, according to
MIS vice president Donald
Karmazin, the company will
hold off ordering the newest,
biggest box until it can be assured that the latest release of
the TPF airline control program will take advantage of
the new multiprocessor architecture. According to Karmazin, United has been holding
off on buying a 3090-400 for
the same reason. Until the latest release of TPF for fourprocessor and six-processor
systems is ready, he says,
"this announcement causes
no fundamental change in our
buying plans. I see it really as
an attempt by IBM to bring its
price/performance more in
line with its competition." •
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A Few Rays of Light
South of the Border
GATT membership and a World
Bank loan may help push lagging
high technology in Mexico.
BY SUSAN KERR
It's not often that gaggles of
giggling grammar school children, European ambassadors,
and digitized pictures of
Christie Brinkley in a seethrough bathing suit can be
seen within a few feet of each
other. But that opportunity
presented itself at the recent
MexCom computer and communications trade show held
in Mexico City.
Beyond the fun and the
pomp, though, MexCom '87
heralded the start of what
could be the most important
year to date for high technology in Mexico. For while the
technological discrepancy between Mexico and its northern neighbor is overwhelming, this year the Latin country is taking the first steps to
narrow that gap. Among them
are sweeping changes in
trade restrictions as well as
the allocation of billions of pesos to modernize the country's telephone and data communications networks.
Mexico traditionally has
had a closed, protectionist
economy, but this is changing. The government decided
in late 1986 to join the international trade organization
GATT, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.
This move potentially opens
the door for a wider and more
state-of-the-art selection of
computers and electronic
products.
Affording new technology has always been a problem
in Mexico. The country has
faced economic hardship
since the oil glut in 1981 and is
struggling under the weight

of poverty and illiteracy.
Computerization in a country
with plenty of excess labor
clearly has not been a number
one priority; MexCom show
organizers say the Mexican
market for computers and peripherals could reach only
$559 million this year.
But there are signs of
hope across the board. Mexico hopes to finalize this
month a $12 billion loan, jointly supplied by the World Bank
and commercial lending institutions. According to a U.S.
embassy official, the Mexican
governme"nt has not received
such money in any magnitude
in almost two years.
While most of the incoming funds will be spent on
housing and projects such as
building roads, a chunksome say upwards of $5 billion-will be allocated to expand telephone service in the
country.
That's particularly heartening to satellite equipment
suppliers. Last year, in preparation for televising the
World Cup soccer games,
which it hosted, the Mexican
government purchased two
Hughes satellites dubbed
Morelos.
,"The satellites are up
there but are only being partially used," says Patricia Farias Barlow, president of Fapezal Comunicacion, Mexico
City, a cosponsor of MexCom. Providing telephone
services to outlying areas via
satellite is an obvious way to
go. Barlow says that the satellite equipment the Mexican
government will be in the
market to buy includes transmitters and receivers.

·

*EXTRA*·

ITTrushes aid to fleet
A California shipping agent,
who used to worry about keeping
in touch with a worldwide fleet of
container ships by telex, called his
operation "shipshape" today.
Bill Lowe, a manager for Los
Angeles-based Merit Steamship
Agency, Inc., added that ITT
Worldcom experts had made it
"much, much easier" to transmit
cargo schedules.
Merit, a nationwide shipping
agency, is one of the few agencies
to represent a number of st0amship companies in worldwide
cargo transport, Mr. Lowe
explained.
"We dispatch over 40,000 telex
messages a month;' he said. "So
we really needed a first-rate communications network to keep our
customers on top of their imports
and exports:'
ITT Worldcom solved all the
sticky problems that Merit faced
with its last international carrier,
Mr. Lowe pointed out. "And they
even cut some of our costs-by
50%!"

Service ... and Savings.
Among Merit's major clients is
Japan Line, which each year
moves thousands of containerized
shipments, inland and overseas.

BACK IN TOUCH-Shipping agent Bill Lowe after rescue.
ITT Worldcom created a super- saging services.
Let the· ITT Lifesavers go to
efficient network between Merit's
14 U.S. locations and Japan Line's work for you. Call 1-800-9220184. Or mail our coupon.
Tokyo headquarters.
This network . - - - - - - - - - - - -......- - - - - -..
includes cus- ITTWORLDCOM. WE COULD BE YOUR LlFESAVER.sM
tomized commuName
nications soft- _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Title
_ _ _ _ _ __
ware, plus ITT's Company
sophisticated A - d - d - r e - s s - - - - - - - - - - - - - C i - t y - - - Worldbridge SM -St-at-e- - - - - - Z - i p - - family of networking, office
World Communications COMMUNIC ATIONS
automation and ITT
Dept. CR/A.IOO Plaza Drive
MI
electronic mes- Secaucus. N.J. 07096
SERVICES VIA

ITT

© 1986 ITT World Communications Inc.
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CURIOSITY: Crowds gather at Apple Computer's booth to see the Macintosh computer at the recent MexCom show in Mexico City.

An interesting outgrowth of More1os is that with
so much excess capacity,
more is being made available
for data transmission. The
Mexican government reportedly is beginning to make
pricing concessions to facilitate this type of usage. Additionally, Barlow says that a
push is under way to sell Morelos space segments to companies in the southern U.S.

Taking Advantage of Morelos
One supplier taking advantage of Morelos is Lehmex, Mexico City, which represents such American companies as Vitalink Communications Corp., Mountain
View, Calif., and Republic
Te1com Systems, Boulder,
Colo.
Lehmex was the first private company to buy space on
Morelos, says company executive Carlos Leiva Amour.
"Right now, the problem for
companies is that it takes a
long time to get a private
line," he comments. These
companies are looking at satellites as an alternative. For
example, Lehmex just signed
up the Instituto Tecnologico
de Estodios Superiores de
Monterrey, a private university, which will place the hub
at its main computer site near
Mexico City and remote terminals at 25 other locations
28 DATAMATION
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throughout the country.
"The
government
launched the satellite to offer
better service," Amour says.
"The rates to use it have
come down considerablyone third of what it cost a year
ago. You still need a license,
but the government is making
it easier to get permissions."
Making it easier to do
business in Mexico is a top
priority of its government. A
Mexican embassy official
based in Washington, D.C.,
says that Mexico is drastically
changing its import requirements, both in terms of allowing a larger number of goods
to enter and by assessing lower duties.
Under the new way of
doing business, Mexico is in
the process of abandoning its
tough import permit requirements on all except approximately 900 of 7,000 items.
Computers are no longer on
the list. Under the previous
arrangement, some felt that
import permits were hard to
come by.
Another change is in the
manner import duties are
assessed. Mexico used to
charge duties up to 100% of
the value of the imported
good. Now, the top rate is in
the 45% range. Additionally,
Mexico has abandoned its
practice of allowing customs
officials to assign the worth of
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the product in question. By
the end of 1988, the country
will move to the GATT system,
whereby there is one commonly agreed-upon interna:tional value for products.
These moves are attractive to outsiders, says Milton
Ganley, who, as president of
Do Mas Corp., Washington,
D.C., represents such American companies as N ynex
Corp. in dealings with Mexican and Latin American
distributors ..
"Europe is saturated" in
terms of buying potential,
Ganley says. "The last three
to four years, studies show
Central America and the Caribbean are tops" in potential.
But. a long road lies
ahead of Mexico. Last year,
the official inflation rate was
105%. Although authorities
are trying to reduce it to below 80% in 1987, first indications are not encouraging.
The economy is the
number one worry for Mexican businessmen. Although
the economic incentives give
hope, the U.S. embassy official claims that, until the peso
strengthens, it is doubtful that
there will be an onslaught of
outside computer vendors on
the country. Instead, the official says, those companies already established in Mexico
will battle it out among themselves. Major U.S. companies
already in Mexico are IBM,
Unisys, Hewlett-Packard,
NCR, and Apple.

Software Still Lacking
Another U.S. official, Rafael Fermoselle, director of
the U.S. Trade Center in
Mexico City, points out that
there is a demand currently
not met by existing suppliers.
Many basic systems hardware needs can and have been
fulfilled, but peripherals and
software for all types of systems are still relatively scarce
in the market. "I don't see
that many people pushing
software," he says.
That desire to get be-

yond the basic computer box
is becoming obvious to some.
Local area networking vendor
Novell Inc., Orem, Utah, is
beginning to make a big push
in Mexico, says Miguel de
Lascurain, commercial director of Dinamia, a large Mexican distributor and parent
company of N ovellco de
Mexico.
"We're still waiting for
the year of the LAN here too,"
de Lascurain laughs. "We're
getting our feet wet. The LAN
market in Mexico has grown
very slowly... it's part of the
maturing process of the industry. Mexico lags the U.S.
by approximately two years.
[For LANS], the hardware has
been ready but the software
hasn't."
The lag time was evident
at the MexCom show. On the
microcomputer front, few 32bit 80386-based machines
were demonstrated. AT&T In-

IN MEXICO,
THE GOVERN-

MENTIS
THE BEST
CUSTOMER.
fosistemas' booth featured
the Unix PC, a system that
AT&T has had little success
with in the U.S. and in fact last
August essentially stopped
ordering from supplier Convergent Technologies Inc.,
San Jose.
Because many of the
50,000-plus show attendees a
were students, the emphasis
by vendors was on demon- g
~
strating high technology to 1
people who have had little ~
contact with it. Apple was a -"
big hit with mobs straining to ~
get a look at the Macintosh's :i
graphics. At NCR's exhibit, ~
children played computer ~
V)

INTEGRATING-. ..:
YOUR OFFici"WITH- 'DATAPOINT;S StARFLEE1:····

IT'S LIKE ,COLUMBUS ;. ';.> :.
MoviNG' UP TO' Tl-lE"QEi;'.'·

When it comes to large scale
departmental computing, many
vendors simply don't know the devil

from the deep blue sea.
In fact, managers everywhere are
exploring the course set for their
departmental systems and finding
themselves adrift in uncharted waters.
Unless they have discovered
Datapoint systems. For almost 10
years, Datapoint has been delivering
real local area networking instead of
token promises.
Now, Datapoint introduces the
next generation - the first extended
architecture network based on the
advanced STARFLEET technology.
Allowing you to sail boldly toward the
ultimate destination: maximum

integration with minimum
obsolescence.
The result? Productivity gains
today and investment protection for
tomorrow.
Let us help you chart a course
for your business computing future.
Write today for a copy of Datapoint

Departmental Systems: The Best of
all Worlds: Datapoint Corporation,
MS/l(..39, 9725 Datapoint Drive,
San Antonio, Texas 78284.

DDATAPOINT

Copyright © 1986 Datapoint Corporation. Datapoint and the D logo are registered trademarks of Datapoint Corporation. STARFLEET is a trademark of Datapoint Corporation.
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Underachiever..

Using a PC merely as a stand-alone is rather
like using a race car to fetch the groceries.
A severe case of under-utilization.
But it's a widespread problem. And, since
PCs are here to stay; a serious one. So we at
Hewlett-Packard did some hard thinkingwhich resulted in the Personal Productivity
Center (PPC). The PPC is an office information
system based on the HP 3000 family of computers. It's designed to help you realize the full
potential of your PCs, including IBM.
One way the PPC does this is with
HP Information Access. It gives your PC users
a consistent, relational-like interface to data
anywhere in the network. Without special
programming. It can save data in a variety
offormats, such as i-2-3® from Lotus® and
R:Base ™ 5000, right on the PC. This means
that its data can be manipulated and analyzed
off-line. So your users are less prone to ask you
for special reports. Leaving you free to satisfy
your users' more important needs.
With HP Advancemail, your PC users can
send messages and files to any user on the
network, as well as process mail off-line. Which
means not only added convenience for your PC
users, but less drain on the host system.
All of these capabilities are given to your
IBM PC users as well. And every PC user can
also send any DCA-compatible file throughout
the network, the file automatically being converted to the format which the recipient can
read and edit. Your PCs are linked to each other
as well as to central data bases-yet they also
provide users with their own local processing
power and familiar user interface.
The Personal Productivity Center, as you
can see, is quite a remarkable achievement.
Made more so because it can be integrated
with IBM PROFS and DISOSS mainframe office
systems. It lets your PC users share printers,
discs and tape back-up devices. And it comes
from the company with an unsurpassed record
of service and support; the company that never
stops asking "What if ... " about how best to
help you fully utilize your PCs.
For more information, call1800 367-4772,
Dept. 275M.
1-2-3® from Lotus® is a U.S. registered trademark of Lotus Development
Corporation.
RBase ,. 5000 is a U.S. trademark of Microrim:'!' Inc.

~~
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Business Computing Systems
© 1987 Hewlett-Packard Co.
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TAXATION
games on the Tower system.
"This is a good opportunity to let people know about
technology and what it can
do," says Hector A. Aguirre,
manager of NCR's financial
distribution division in Mexico City.
NCR hopes to sell roughly
$35 million to $40 million
worth of product in Mexico
this year as compared with
$30 million in 1986.
While it sounds like positive news for vendors, ironically the altered trade laws
and even MexCom. itself
could signal a changing of the
guard in electronics suppliers. Fermoselle of the U.S.
Trade Center says American
computer c~mpanies currently supply 85% to 90% of the
market in Mexico. Until MexCom's initial appearance
three years ago, his outfit put
on the only computer-related
trade show in Mexico. The
U.S. Trade Center-sponsored
show allows only American
companies, whereas MexCom is open to all nationalities. Non-U.S. companies
such as Plessey took advantage of that fact.
Asked his opinion of
MexCom, Fermoselle says,
"If you have 90% of the market and the only trade show,
and along comes a forum for
all companies and countries .... " He doesn't finish
his thoughts. Why cheer competition, he seems to imply.
Mexico is a vital trading partner of the U.S.-the third
largest market after Japan and
Canada for American goods,
he notes.
Joining GATT "is a sign to
the international community
that we'll pull our act together," says the Mexican embassy official. "It'll create a positive image to play by international rules and they [other
nations] used to complain we
didn't do that. ... So now
we'll have to follow the rules
of the international community and we'll have both rights
and obligations."
•

PuHing Their Heads
on the Tax Block
The new taxlaw has threatened
independent contractors, but they
are planning to fight back.
BY WILLIE SCHATZ
This isn't exactly what Sen.
Daniel Patrick Moynihan had
planned.
When the Democrat
from New York introduced
last June what eventually became Section 1706 of the Tax
Reform Act of 1986, he told
his colleagues that "my
purpose is to propose a noncontroversial and narrow
amendment." He came close,
but didn't get the cigar.
The proposal, which
directly affects independent
contractors such as programmers and systems analysts,
by making it more difficult for
them to qualify for write-offs
they previously enjoyed, did
stay out of harm's way long
enough to slip unobtrusively
into the new tax law just before the 99th Congress called
it quits. But that was the end
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of its peace and quiet. Now,
with the 100th Congress having just opened for business,
all hell's breaking loose.
With the law barely on
the books long enough for the
ink to dry, there's already a
movement to either delay its
implementation or totally
wipe it out. Rep. Judd Gregg
(R-N.H.) would put 1706 on
hold until Dec. 31, 1988, via
H.R. 792. Senators Alfonse
D' Amato (R-N.Y.) and Christopher Dodd (D-Conn.) would
kiss section 1706 good-bye
through S. 491.
You wouldn't think one
of the shorter and more intelligible sections of the Internal
Revenue Code could cause
such trouble. Section 1706
amends Section 530 of the
Revenue Act of 1978 by add.:
ing a new subsection (d) saying, "This section [530] shall
not apply in the case of an

individual who, pursuant to an
arrangement between the
taxpayer and another person,
provides services for such
other person as an engineer,
designer, drafter, computer
programmer, systems analyst
or other similarly skilled
worker engaged in a similar
line of work." It becomes effective for "remuneration
paid and services rendered"
after Dec. 31, 1986.
To get the real story,
you've got to find Section
530. Don't look in the Internal
Revenue Code, because it
isn't there. We're talking serious obscurity here. But after
getting up close and personal
with the '78 Revenue Act,
Section 530 see·ms to at least
make the waters less murky.
The section doesn't affect a worker's status as an
employee or an independent
contractor. The Internal Revenue Code mandates that
worker status be determined
in all cases under common law
rules. Section 530 establishes
safe harbor provisions that
limit employment tax liability
where there is some reasonable basis, such as judicial
precedent or industry practice, for treating a worker as
an independent contractor
rather than as an employee.

Two Classes Forbidden
But employers can't
have two classes of workers
performing substantially similar tasks under substantially
similar terms and conditions
(whatever those are-the Internal Revenue Service will
decide on a case-by-case basis) and treat some as employees, with all the tax liabilities (unemployment compensation, FICA, etc.) that
entails, and others as independent contractors. That
consistency requirement has
been around since Section ~
530 was enacted and is not af- ~
fected by 1706.
]
According to Ron Pa- E
lenski and Mary Jane Saun- ='_1
ders, ADAPSO's general coun- ::

Oracle Announces SQL*Star: ·
The First Distributed Relational DBMS
In 1979, Oracle Corporation
delivered the very first relational
DBMS. Oracle also delivered
the very first implementation
of SQL. Today, Oracle is proud
to announce that we have
delivered the very first distributed relational DBMS. It's
called SQL*Star,TM and it's an
open-system ... the very first.
SQL*Star enables organizations to integrate, different
computers, different operating
systems, different networkseven different brands of DBMSs
- into a single unified computing and information resource.
SQL*Star allows users to
access data stored in different
databases-including our own
ORACLE and IBM's DB2 and
- SQL/DS-Iocated on multiple
dissimilar systems as easily as
if all the information were
stored in the same database
on a single computer.

SQL*Star is a location-independent,
hardware-independent, networkindependent, DBMS-independent open
system.

Location independence means
users don't need to know where their
data is located. Whether it's on one computer or on dozens. On one desktop, in
one building or around the world.

SQL*Star is an open system, so you
needn't be limited by the network and
DBMS interfaces provided by Oracle.
Our SQL*Star Tholkits allow you to
develop your own custom interfaces to
networks or DBMSs. And our national
consulting organization is ready to
assist you with those· specialized
interfaces.

Hardware independence means
users don't need to know on what kind
of hardware or under which operating
systems their data resides. On mainframes, minis or micros. Under MVS,
VM/CMS, VAX VMS, PC-DOS, UNIX or
many others.

Best' of all, you don't have to wait for
SQL*Star to become a reality. It's here.
Mainframes, minis, micros. On VAXI
VMS, VM/CMS, MVS, PC-DOS, UNIX.
DECNET, SNA, coax, async. ORACLE,
DB2, SQL/DS. Which is why you
'
should call today, to enroll in the next
free ORACLE seminar in your area.

Network independence means
users don't need to know what networks
are used to transmit their dElta. DECNET, SNA APPC, coax connections,
Ethernet.!fCP/IP, async or others.

caul-800-345-DBMS. 1bd~y.

DBMS independence means users
don't even need to know what DBMS is
providing the data: ORACLE, IBM's
DB2 or SQL/DS. And in 1987, even
VSAM, IMS and other non-SQL DBMSs.

·ORACLE®
Compatibility • Portability • Connectablllty

20 Davis Drive, Belmont, CA 94002

© 1987 ORACLE<!> Oracle Corporation. The companies mentioned above own numerous registered trademarks. TRBA

"THE DE FACTO
D."

The broadest range of systems
for total graphics solutions:
It's the compelling reason why
so many of the world's foremost corporations select
Tektronix. Tek established the
standard for graphics tools compatibility. For the development of
graphics software. And for the
easy migration to more powerful,
more productive graphics
processing systems.
Today, Tek graphics

are recognized worldwide as the
de facto standard. From highperformance 3D to low-cost
desktop graphics to precision
color output systems. In fact,
more leading graphics application software packages are
designed for Tek products than
any other equipment in the world.

Plus, the Tektronix graphics
standard means that a costefficient migration path is
always ahead of you, protecting
your hardware, software and
training investments.
To learn more about why the
de facto standard should be your
standard, contact your representativ~ about Tek Graphics
Processing Systems. Or call

TEK GRAPHICS
PROCESSING SYSTEMS.

~~88~g~~~1~1~7202.

Copyright © ,1986 Tektronix; Inc. All rights reserved. Graphics on displays (lefl to right) courtesy of.' •
'" Precision Visuals, Inc., PDAEngineenng, PLOT 10®TekniCAP. PLOT10®TekniCAD, MCS, and ISSCO~ VMO-101B.

Plug-In Parallel Processing

HOW TO BUILD
ALOW ~q!J,.PIGH

PERFOlCMAnCE
TRANSACTION
PROCESSOR

The Model 3280 from Concurrent Computer Corpora·
tion is the best place to start. It has the power to handle
up to 30 complex transactions per second.
In applications such as ATM, POS and
}~ij,;,,""Y',!,i:';;;::;;~r7:~:~~rr"I?J::~~~,tT;"""" lottery systems, rates of up to 200
transactions per second have
been achieved.

low Cost
From all the benchmarks we have
run, including the industry stand·
ard ETI debit/credit benchmark and
avariety of application relevant
tests, the 3280 yields the lowest
cost per transaction of any on line
system available today.
Expandable
With our family of compatible systems,
you won't run out of power when your
applications grow.
We offer a high degree of IBM (SNA)
and ISO connectivity as well as afull
set of communications networking
facilities. So, you don't have to
sacrifice functionality to get cost!
performance.
Call

1·800·631·2154
or write us at
Concurrent Computer Corporation
2 Crescent Place
Oceanport, NJ 07757

Concurrent
Computer Corporation
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News in Perspective

sel and associate general
counsel, 1706 revokes the
safe harbor provisions in
three-party (i.e., worker /
broker / client) situations and
permits the IRS to issue regulations regarding the employment tax status of certain
technical personnel, including
computer programmers and
systems analysts.
So what's the problem?
Only everything, argue
ADAPSO, the IEEE, the Independent Computer Contractors Association (ICCA), the
Technology Consultants National Association (TECNA).

The IRS' did its best to
help. The agency tried to put
it all to rest with a release stating that Section 1706 does not
"automatically convert certain technical service specialists from independent contractors to employees for income and employment tax
purposes. The specialists are
to be classified 'as independent contractors or employees under generally applicable common law standards."
"1706 stinks," says
Harb Hayre, chairman of the
IEEE's United States Activities Board career activities

council and a professor of engineering at the University of
Houston. "It's going to put
small independent contractors out of business. They
can't afford to become employees."
The United States Activities Board's position statement has a few more words
on the subject: "The dislocation that Section 1706 will
create will have a chilling effect on innovation and productivity throughout the nation's research and development community.... Section
1706 must be immediately re-

pealed or amended so that it
will apply fairly and equitably
to all occupations."

ADAPSO's Obiections
No way, counters
ADAPSO. We can work it out.
Let's just leave it alone.
"The purpose of the tax
bill was to clean up the loopholes, and that's exactly what
1706 does," says Jack Courtney, a member of ADAPSO's
professional services section
and president of Computer
Task Group, Buffalo. "We're
not interested in creating
problems for bona fide inde-
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not interested in creating
problems for bona fide independent contractors. It's the
people holding themselves
out as independent contractors but who don't now qualify and never have qualified as
one under the 20 tests of common law that are a problem."
Ah yes, the 20 ques'tions.
If we're talking common law,
we're talking a long time on
the books, folks. Like centuries. For purposes of the Federal Insurance Contributions
Act (FICA), the Federal Unemployment Tax Act (FUTA), and
income tax withholding, an individual is an employee if he
satisfies the" common law

INDEPENDENT
CONTRAC·
TORS CAN'T
AFFORD TO
BECOME
EMPLOYEES.
test. That means the worker
is an employee if the person
for whom he works has the
right to specify not only the
work product but also the
time, place, and manner in
which the work is to be performed. All the employer has
to have is the right to assert
such control.
Now the fun starts. Lobbyists from all the interested
parties have been swarming
over Capitol Hill. One congressman tried to make it
easy on himself by having a
simultaneous meeting with
ADAPSO and ICCA supporters.
There wasn't much
chance of lighting a peace
pipe. The various parties
can't even agree on numbers.
The Congressional Joint Tax
Committee says Section 1706
will raise $12 million annually

for the government for the
next five years. ADAPSO contends it's more like $1 billion
to $1.6 billion per year.
So now it's down to winning the hearts and minds of
the House and Senate.
"There's strong support
for the status quo [keeping
1706] in the House," Rep.
Robert Matsui (D-Calif.), a
member of the omnipotent
Ways and Means Committee,
told last month's ADAPSO Capitol Caucus. "We will have a
technical corrections bill in
April for the Tax Reform Act.
But that will apply to nonprofit entities and municipalities.
"I don't think there will
be any substantive amendments on 1706. But it's quite
possible there will be some
offered when the bill gets to
the Senate floor. A two-year
moratorium is the best the opponents can get."
To counter those arguments, Matsui advised
ADAPSO to argue that changing the bill so soon after it became law would be patently
unfair and would impose a significant financial burden on
companies that have changed
their procedures to comply
with 1706.
That's not the only economic hit companies may
take. As ADAPSO's Palenski
warns, "Elimination of the
safe haven provisions of the
1978 Revenue Act suggests
that computer software and
services companies and their
clients review their relationships with outside contractors. Specific reference to
programmers and systems
analysts in the 1986 Tax Reform Act may presage increased IRS enforcement, and
failure to comply with the
common law rules could be
costly."
"I think ADAPSO's position is absolutely correct,"
Matsui told the caucus. "But
you're going to have to make
sure the members are educated. And you'll have to maintain surveillance."
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BENCHMARKS
Best Bid
Sun Microsystems Inc., of
Mountain View, Calif., has
agreed to pay $20 million in
stock to acquire Centram Systems West Inc. of Berkeley,
Calif. Sun overcame an earlier
offer for Centram from 3Com
Corp. of Mountain View. Centram markets Tops, software
that ties Apple and IBM personal computers to Unixbased microcomputers. Centram has shipped about
21,000 copies of the software
to date. 3Com had proposed
only one week earlier to take
over Centram for an undisclosed price. Failure of the
3Com-Centram deal followed
the collapse last year of
3Com's plans to merge with
Convergent Technologies
Inc. of SanJose.

Out Shopping
Cullinet Software Inc. plans
to acquire warehouse and expert systems software developer Distribution Management Systems Inc. (DMS) in
an agreement valued at about
$18 million. The acquisition,
for 1.69 million shares of Cullinet stock, continues a series
of recent buy-outs of software
developers in the Digital
Equipment Corp. market.
The DEC marketing thrust had
led Cullinet to acquire for a
combined $12.4 million in
cash database developer Esvel Inc., manufacturing software developer Computer
Strategies Inc., and database
tools developer Applied Development Corp. The latest
agreement requires SEC approval that could delay the
takeover by up to three
months, says a Cullinet
spokesman. DMS, whose software runs on Il3M and DEC
computers, maintains a customer base of such international companies as Nestle.
Under the agreement, DMS
would operate as a wholly
owned subsidiary of Cullinet,
with chairman John Landry
and president Robert Weiler
maintaining their posts, the

spokesman says. Both men
joined DMS from McCormack
& Dodge.

Joint Venture
General Motors' Electronic
Data Systems, Dallas, has
formed a joint venture with
Korea's
Lucky-Goldstar
Group to provide systems integration and data processing
services to Lucky-Goldstar
and other Korean companies.
The venture, called Systems
Technology Management,
will be headed by Y.T. Kim,
formerly an executive vice
president with Lucky-Goldstar. Jerry Thorson, formerly
EDS's manager of international business development, has
been named executive vice
president. The new venture
will handle all of the data processing and communications
within Lucky-Goldstar's 20
affiliated companies. The
move follows EDS'S recent
formation of a joint venture
with Olivetti to market sys:..
terns integration services to
European firms.

Pioneer Acquired
One of the industry's original
microcomputer companies,
Cromemco Inc. of Mountain
View, Calif., has been sold to
diversified management conglomerate Dynatech Corp. of
Burlington, Mass., for an undisclosed price. Dynatech,
which bought Cromemco
along with four other small,
private companies on Dec. 31,
says Cromemco cofounders
Harry Garland and Roger
Melen will remain with the
company. The company will
be part of Dynatech's video
communications and test and
measurement instruments
group. Founded in 1974, Cromemco had seen limited success selling into academic and
technical markets. "More recently, the company had focused on video graphics and
communications. Cromemco
had 1986 sales of about $15
million and was not profitable
last year.
•
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everyone leaves the nest.·
Discover the benefits of TRW's quality
maintenance and repair services for your
IBM systems. Mainframes. Minis. Micros. And
compatible peripherals. You'll find true security
with TRW's expert and remarkably cost·
effective service programs.
TRW's nationwide network of service profes·
sionals, thoroughly trained in maintaining IBM
systems, are dedicated to keeping your equip·
ment in prime operating condition. Whether
it's preventive maintenance or emergency

repair of an occasional malfunction, we'll
keep downtime low so that your productivity
remains high. With guaranteed fast response.
24 hours a day if necessary.
There's an economical, comprehensive TRW
Service Program that's just right for your
equipment and your requirements. Call
1·800·257·7464 today for all the facts. Take
wing with TRW and discover the advantages
of independence.

r CLIP AND-SEND! Da,t;-:-3/ B7l
. It's about time I leave the nest, also.
Please send me more information.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Third Party Maintenance
From A Company Called TRW

State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ZiI'-P- - Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

TRW Customer Service Division
Dept. 845, 15 Law Drive

© TRW Inc. 1987 TRW is the name and mark of TRW Inc.
IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation
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ACCESST
TECHNOLOC
IT'S EASY TO USE.

DATABASE
Cullinet's new· database products
support all applications - small and
large, simEle and complex - to imErove productivity ana guarantee
data integrity.

NEW IDMS/ARCHITECT
Now Cullinet offers the only family
of computer-aided software engineering tools that integrate both database
ana applications cfesign.

IT'SEASYTC

APPLICATIONS
Integrated business applications now
in use by over 2500 customers form
~e core of your successful informa- I
tion strategy.

• Dramatically improves design quality, • The Cullinet Manufacturing System
• High-transaction processing is enshortens development time and autolets you plan, control and react to
hanced with comprehensive MIS
mates documentation - all with
real-world changes in the manufactUl
and end-user development tools.
reduced MIS manpower resources.
ing cycle, worlcfwide. And now for
government contractors, the system
• Integrates database, fourth-generation
• Delivers database products for conoffers Eroject management, bid trackdevelopment tools and applications.
nectibility across mainframe, departmental and personal computer
• Mouse-driven, graphics-based intuitive ing and funds man.agement in compi
ance with DOD reporting standards.
architectures.
interface delivers the ultimate simplicity in applications and database deSign. • The Cullinet Financial System
• Features an integrated data dictionary
delivers on-line financial control to
that ties together multiple data sources
maintain current information acand supports SOL.
curately, efficiently and securely.
• Completely automatic backup and
• The Cullinet Human Resources
recovery requiring absolutely no
System gives you a complete perhuman intervention. Recovers and
sonnel management and payroll
re-establishes all transactions as well
processing capability.
as data integrity.
• New finanCial and manufacturing
functionality extend Cullinet's
application solutions.

:.MPLEMENT

NEW IMPLEMENTATION
WORKBENCH
I

..•.

;

-

ulliner's ne~ :'expert" implementa:m tool dra~'atically reduces applica:ms installation time and assures
~oject success.

IT'S EASY TO JUSTIFY

NEW 3X3 ARCHITECTURE .
Cullinet's comprehensive circumference strategy spans mainframe,
departmentarand personal computers
for unmatched system integration.

NEW BUSINESS CASE
Cullinet has done extensive research
and quantified the variables, making it
easier for you to implement your
information system strategy.

• Database products, fourth-generation • Cullinet's business-planning mo~els .
his top-down, PC-based implemenbusiness applications and iiiformation
spotlight specific benefits of an mforcenter tools.are engineered to work
tion aid and project management
mation system deSign.
:,01 provides training, customized, . .' together providing total corporate
• These models help evaluate the ~os~
computing solutions. ' . .
l-Iffie documentation and data conassociated with die "buy vs .. build"·
!rsions for Cullinet applications.
.
.
• SOL provides a point of compatibility decision.
across a three-tiered platform.
ts Cullinet manufacturing applica• An informative white paper detailing
':ms to the way you do business.
• Distributes uniform database products, the economics of information systems
What if.. ?' implementation modelstrategx- is available to help you examapplications and decision support
Ilg and planning can be simulated.
ine the ROI of your information
throughout your organization's persystem.
sonal, departmentafand mainframe
computers.
• Integrates and provides connectibili~
i
between the DBC VAX - the world s
leading departmental computer - and
An Information Technology Integrator
your IBM mainframe.
For The 80s, 90s AncfBeyona.
I

Cullinet

EXPERIENCE IDMS/87 ON MARCH 31ST IN ONE OF THESE CITIES NEAR YOU:

.tlanta, Boston, Charlotte, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Dallas, Denver, DetrOit, Hartford, Housto~ Kansas
City (Missouri) Los Angeles, MiIineapolis, Montreal, New Brunswick (New Jersey) New York City, uttawa,
Pfuladelprua, Portland (Oregon), San FranciSCO, Seattle, St. LOUiS, Tampa, Toronto, Tulsa, Washington, D.c.

I
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Thndem technology extends transaction processing
to a compact, low-cost system.

YOU GROW, EXT GROWS.
1b add power, just add proc~ors. You can
grow from four to over 22 lIT-I transactions
per second.You can upgrade memory from
four to 64 megabytes. Grow at each location
or grow to new locatiOns, with software
thafs compatible throughout your Tandem
network
EVERYIHING'S EASIER.
All m~or components are field-replaceable,
so setvicing them is fast and foolproof.
Our high-perlonnance, relational database
Simplifies use. And powerlul programmer
tools speed up application development
NO MORE TAPE REELS.
Atape cartridge snaps in and out and stores
90 megabytes, replacing two full
reels of tape.1here's room to
add another tape drive if you
need it
LOCAL AUTONOMY
CORPORATE UNITY.
1he EXT is the low-cost system that lets you
distribute your proc~ing to the local level
More work gets done and you save
communications costs. And because the EXT
knows its way through all the major protocols (SNA,X.25 and O.S.!.) it can connect
to and integrate with your network
ACOMPUTER ROOM ON WHEELS.
Everything is contained in one cabinet that
needs no special air-conditioned environmentJust wheel it in and plug it in.
Unpacking and set-"up require only about
an hour.

TIIE DA11\ EXP~AY
Multiple high-density disk
drives allow parallel data
acc~. This speeds up data
flow and shortens response
time. Each drive can be individually maintained and
replaced without interrupting
-+ [~~= ~~!*..... s;tvice.
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COMPACTCO~CKnON

CONfROLLERS.
They're all on a single board. Advanced,
high-density circuitry saves space and
increases reliability. Communications lines
can be configured individually and can
function Simultaneously.
NO-FAUlT INSURANCE.
Tandem's unique, parallel architecture keeps
you up and nnming without the waste of
idle backup components. Instead, multiple components .
. share the workload. Ifone fails,
the others pick up the slack
EXTEND US ACALL.
Thndem systems are
at work for Fortune 500
Companies in banking, telecommunications, manufacturing, retailing and energy, as well as
several branches of the u.s. Govt
1b find out what we can do for
you, call 800-482-6336 or write:
Tandem Computers Incorporated,
19191 Vallco Parkway, Loc. 4-31,
Cupertino,CA 95014.
A~TANDEMCOMPUTERS
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Behind the News
SPECIAL REPORT

Opening Moves
The Soviet Union says it wants a dp detente. In an
exclusive DATAMATION interview, Gorbachev's
man in charge of rpass computerization, B.N.
N aumov, proposes joint ventures with the West.
The reaction in Washington is mixed and cautious.
BY PAUL TATE

AND DAVID
HEBDITCH
Boris Nikolaevich
Naumov, the distinguished director of
the Soviet Union's
Institute of Informatics Problems, sits in
his Moscow office and pounds his fist
emphatically on his desk.
"We are ready to cooperate with
the West in science, in fundamental research, in applications, in production, and
in the future generations of computers.
We want to organize joint ventures in
many different fields, and as soon as possible. It depends on you, not on us. We
are ready. Are you?"
Naumov pauses to let his heavily accented words sink in. He picked up much
of his English during his time as a visiting
professor on process control systems at
MIT in the late '50s. A few years later he
began the design and development of the
USSR's strategic minicomputer line, the
SM series. Now his status as an academician at the Soviet Academy of Sciences,
as the head of an institute in the front line
of the Soviet Union's mass computerization scheme, and as a leading figure in the
Eastern Bloc's I1-nation research program into future generation systems
makes him one of the grand masters of
Soviet computing (see "The Man Behind
the Message").
His call for East-West cooperation,
during an exclusive interview with DATAMATION in Moscow, reflects the new,
highly publicized Gorbachev policy of
openness, or glasnost.
"From my point of view," he contin~Q) ues, "we must progress in many differ::c
ent ways with this cooperation. We must
1 feel it is profitable both from your side
';. and our side. When I say profitable, I'm
~ not just talking about money, but about it
~ being a very useful thing for the progress
of technology."

Naumov is not naive. He realizes
that access to a massive and eager new
market is very tempting to the West's
business community. He also realizes
that such an offer is highly contentious,
since many in the U.S. believe that any
increase in U.S.-Soviet dp trade will
strengthen the USSR's military
resources.
Naumov·feels this view is misguided. "Maybe, if a company has a secret,
then it must save it, and if a technology is
used in rockets or something like that,
then it is impossible to share it, but for
other things, no problem. Take the pc.
What is strategic about a personal
computer?"
That is no longer just a Soviet view
of the U.S. high-tech export controls
with the Eastern Bloc. A recent report
. from the U.S. National Academy of Sciences says the consequence of stringent
export controls for U.S. companies is
lost business of around $9 billion a year,
and the U.S. government is preparing to
lower some barriers to East-West trade
(see "The Word from Washington").
Some forms of East-West coopera-

. tion may indeed benefit both sides. Most
observers put the Soviets about five
years behind the West in hardware. They
are just moving into volume production·
on I6-bit pcs, 32-bit superminis, and multiprocessor mainframes running under
operating systems similar to IBM's VS/
VM. The software gap is narrower, particularly in operating systems and process and production control applications.
Soviet scientists have been responsible
for a number of important developments,
from linear programming to some of the
language compiler theories now being
used in Japan's Fifth Generation Project
(see "The Soviet Leading Edge").
Where the Soviets have excelled is
in the fields of computing science, application algorithms, and theory. What the
Soviet Union lacks is an industry that can
back up those theories with volume production-a point that Naumov readily
admits.
Not Enough Computers

"Certainly we have some problems,
and these aren't simple ones," he says.
"The biggest problem is. that we do not
have enough computers. It's not the design of the computer that is the main obstacle, but organizing the production. It's
a problem of developing a modem industry in computers which can provide what
the users want.
"For each area we are ready to have
serious discussions with your companies
and your people. That is why we are asking you if you are willing to cooperate
with us at this time. Weare prepared to
join with you. If you are not prepared to
join us, then excuse us please, but good-

Boris Nikolaevich
Naumov, director of
the USSR's Institute
of Informatics
Problems.
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Naumov wants to
develop very small,
very cheap computers
for children.

bye. We will survive without you.
ucts). These are very bad computers and
"If in future we work by ourselves, they still don't work. Now we are not so
like NEe does in Japan where its comput- stupid and in future we will not buy these.
ers aren't compatible with anything, then
"But we have bought computers
it will produce very bad conditions for from the Japanese and these are very
your businessmen. It will be impossible good. We bought 4,000 Yamaha computto sell to us. Those products will not be ers with a simple network for schools.
compatible with our computers.
They are very reliable and they are very
"So, I propose that we organize an cheap. I like the Japanese. They are very
international institute for the standard- accurate in their technology and their
ization of future generation computer business relations. But they have probsystems-to work together at a funda- lems. When IBM wants to sell us IBM XTs
mental level. When we have got those . for example, it is easy. But when we
standards, you will go back to your coun- wanted to buy from the Japanese they
tries and build systems using your tech- had 10 times more trouble getting
nology and we will go back to our country approval."
and build with our technology."
The widespread economic and soNaumov also proposes ventures for cial reforms rapidly being introduced in
linking medical databases via satellites the Soviet Union by First Secretary Mikand pcs, for developing cheap and simple hail Gorbachev depend heavily on the
educational software and hardware, and mass use of computing technology to
for designing and developing integrated make them work (see "Gorbachev's
manufacturing systems.
Gambit"). The Soviet Union needs prodNaumov isn't prepared to agree to ucts fast. The USSR's current Five-Year
just any type of venture, though. "I have Plan calls for 1.1 million microcomputers
had some proposals when companies to be installed by 1990 and for production
want to organize joint ventures for pro- of all computers to be increased by 140%
ducing old products. We must buy mod- over the same period.
.
ern products, not old ones. These must
"We made many serious decisions
have compatible software with our own, at the 27th Congress," explains Naumov,
like Unix or something else we want to referring to the Communist Party's
use, and have high-level interfaces for in- meeting in Moscow in February 1986,
strumentation. I have had a few cases "especially about how we must improve
when Americans have sold us very bad in the fields ofinformatics and computers
things-like an IBM XT [clone] (not from and so on. It is one of the main directions
IBM; IBM always sold us very good prodthat we must follow in our country.
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"Maybe for us it was more important to apply computers as process control computers at first. At that time we
did not use computers in office automation so much. Now we are using them for
text editing, for spreadsheet calculations, for local information retrieval, and
so on."
This "electronization and computerization of the national economy," as
Naumov describes it, is being supported
by a three-pronged policy: the creation of
a stronger, independent Soviet dp industry; extending technical cooperation with
other EasteIl]. Bloc countries; and seeking stronger commercial and scientific
links with the West.
"In many countries people are mistaken," he observes. "You think that it is
only possible for our country to buy computersfrom the U.S. or from other Western countries. But you must understand
that our country is a great country, like
your country, and the first problem we
must solve for our country is to improve
our own industry. It's impossible, in any
case, only to buy. We must have our own
industry. This is the first way we are going ahead and we are doing so very actively. We have agreements with other
socialist countries that have been given
the highest priority."
Joint Proiects Involved
Those Eastern Bloc accords involve
joint projects among 11 socialist countries covering the production of the current ranges of mainframes, minis, and
pcs. There are also links between the
Academies of Science of these countries
involving extensive and ambitious programs of joint research into future technologies such as AI software and computer architectures. These fall under the
Eastern Bloc's Comprehensive Program
of Scientific and Technological Progress
to the Year 2000.
But for all the grand plans, Naumov
concedes that some aspects of the Soviet
technology industry are still weak: "We
are only at the first phase of this development," he explains. With so much political attention being paid to the use of computers, however, he is confident that the
existing industrial infrastructure can be
quickly improved. As Naumov puts it, "It
may take us a long time to harness the
horse, but when we have, then we like to
ride very fast. Look at our achievements
in nuclear power-not Chernobyl!-and
space technology."
Certainly, the Soviet computing in-

dustry has become increasingly independent. For example, Naumov revealed
that he is now completing the design of a
combined television and 16-bit computer, costing, he says, the same as a regular
color tv, and destined for mass production later this year. Naumov explains,
with one of his easy smiles, "Because
Mr. Reagan restricted our relations in
the field of computers, we have improved faster than we thought before.
We're grateful to him."
Naumov continues in a more serious vein. "Many times, I hear people in
the West say that we just copied DEC or
IBM or so on. It's not true. It's impossible
for us to have direct copies like that. IBM
and our computers are quite different.
Now we are going our own way."
Naumov's point here is significant.
While Soviet component technology
may be competent, it does not match the
sophistication of that in the U.S. or Japan.
To copy a U.S. machine, chip for chip or
board for board, would be impossible.
The Soviet DEC-like SM Series of minicomputers and the Soviet IBM 360-like ES

mainframes have more in common with
plug-compatible systems than direct copies (see "Soviet Systems").
Yet Naumov admits that in the past
these two major U.S. companies did provide a direction for Soviet hardware development. "Certainly, there was a time
when we were working with the standards set by DEC and IBM, but we were
prepared to pay for that," he says.
Naumov' s reference is specifically
to East-West discussions on licensing
U.S. technology. "If you want just the
technology then you must pay for it," he
repeats, "and we wanted to pay DEC, for
example, to use their standard. We had
discussions with senior people and at
that time it would have cost us between
$5 million and $7 million to use the DEC
standard in our circumstances. And our
officials agreed. But after that, along
came the bureaucrats and .... " He
shrugs eloquently.
The result of that failure of the two
superpowers to cut a licensing deal was
that the Soviet Union became more active in developing its own range of DEC-

like systems, the SM Series. There are
some DEC systems that have entered the
country via the so-called gray trade,
which bypassed the export restrictions
(see "Techno-Bandits," Sept. 15, 1984,
p. 116). Nevertheless, most of the estimated 60,000 SM minis now installed, of
which 40% are employed in process control tasks, were designed and built in the
Soviet Union and other Eastern Bloc
countries. That was Naumov's job until
1983.

Even More Strategic Role
Now his role as the head of the Institute of Informatics Problems (IPIAN) is
even more strategic for the development
of the Soviet dp industry. IPIAN employs
around 900 computer specialists work~
ing in its Moscow headquarters and
three other offices across the country. It
is a part of the Soviet Academy of Sciences, which is represented on the newly
formed State Committee for Computers
and Informatics, the main policy-making
body for computer use in the Soviet
Union.
IPIAN has a wide brief. It is a research
and consultancy group, assessing user
needs and translating them into recommendations for new products and systems. Naumov explains, "Our institute is
quite different from other institutes because we do fundamental research and
we are working on current problems.
Our main direction is to work in the different fields of computing for mass applications, from personal computers to
megaminis."
That covers three main areas:
short-term product development in both
hardware and software, free dp consultancy to the whole of the Soviet industrial and scientific community, and longterm research into new technologies.
Within those three areas are a number of other specific responsibilities.
"It's impossible for our institute just to
take only one problem," Naumov explains. "The main task is to understand
what is necessary to develop effective
applications-to feel, to understand the
real problems, especially for our country, a socialist country.... The level of
production today is also under our control. We must give advice-good advice-on how to improve it. We must
also give technical advice on which foreign computers to buy."
Much of Naumov's current work is
focused on personal computers. "In
terms of the importance and the numDATAMATION D MARCH 15, 1987 45

Symphony® is the one software product no business and no business person can afford to
be without.
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a clearer picture. Run an entire company more effectively.
An all-in-one investment, Symphony increases in value over time. It offers continuous
growth through Lotus® Add-in products like Spelling Checker, !ext Outliner, Symphony LinkTM
and through more than 250 specialized applications designed by independent software
developers.
What's more, Lotus backs Symphony with a free telephone hotline and Lotus PROMPT~
a new comprehensive user support program.
One product to train on. One company to support you. One investment that grows over
time. For all these reasons, you should consider standardizing on Symphony to meet the
personal computing needs of your corporation.

Lotus Symphony
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bers of these machines," he says, "it is
certainly a high priority in the Soviet
Union. It's the cheapest technology, and
it's more effective than larger systems.
"But we don't see the personal
computer as an independent machine. It
is impossible, from my point of view, to
divide [minis and micros]. The division is
the result of an American definition. We
like to say simply that these are computers for mass use, for a very wide field of
applications. "
This is obviously one of Naumov's
favorite topics and he carries on enthusiastically.
"That division was a strategic mistake of the policy for small computers in
the West. If you consider the standard
pc-I must be polite to IBM, because I
like this company very much-but it is
not possible to connect many things
around the pc. Many of the interfaces are
only there in principle. When you want to .
[share] it in bigger configurations for applications packages like a spreadsheet~
Lotus 1-2-3 and so on-you can't.
"And it's also necessary to have a
real-time operating system for pcs. But
you don't have that. Only MS/DOS.
"But DEC always had systems designed to be used in big configurations
with different types of operating systems, and now you are looking back to

"WHAT IS
STRATEGIC

ABOUT A
PERSONAL
COMPUTER?"
the DEC approach. They are rising in the
field of technology because they are
cheap and you can use their systems for
any type of application. That was a strategic mistake of many American companies. At first they had some real success
with pcs, but they did not think about the
future in different fields of applications.
That is my personal opinion."
Naumov's philosophy of strong integration and standardized multiuser
small systems lies behind much of the development work at IPIAN. Naumov reveals that the institute is "working on
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Novells LAN Report Package makes choices easier.
The flexibility of local area net-:works allows users to assemble
LANs using network components
that best suitthe needs of the installation. But choosing those component~ can be a confusing process.
Novell, Inc., has published
two reports designed to
make the process easier:
the LAN Operating System
Report 7986 and the LAN

Hardware Options.
The LAN Evaluation Report 7986
focuses on evaluating network
hardware. It examines hardware
issues that affect LAN performance,
including an analysis and benchmarking of major LAN products.

LAN Evaluation Report
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Software Choices.
Choosing a network
operating system, or LAN software,
. is the most critical aspect of designin9~C1netWork. Simply, the better the
operating' system, the better the
network. The LAN Operating
System Reportcontains an in-depth
analysis of LAN software, beginning with ,an e.xamination of LAN
software',standards such as
MS-DOS3.1 and NETBIOS,andthe
file server environment. Issues like
internetworking, system reliability,
security and performance are
addressed as well.
The LAN Operating System Report
also evaluates Novell Advanced
NetWare, the IBM PC Network
Program and 3Com 3 +. The report
shows users how the design and
implementation of these products
translates into real performance.

The report analyzes each NIC
according to its access scheme,
raw bit rate, on-board processor
and NIC-to-host transfer method.
Another important component of the LAN is the
network server. In examining network servers, the

Evaluation Report 7986.
These reports help users
evaluate network components and make informed
decisions when choosing
the components that meet
their needs. Hardware and
software issues are separately evaluated in the two
reports, and extensive
performance benchmarks
are included.

• Standard Microsystems ARCNET
• 3Com EtherLink
• 3Com EtherLink +

A key element of the study is the
NetWare Evaluation System. The
system provides a mechanism for
matching site needs to specific
hardware. Whether a new network
is being planned or an existing site
is being upgraded, the study is
useful in the performance evalua,tion of any network~,'"
System planning starts with the network interface card (NIC) and cabling.
NICs analyzed in the study are:
• AT&T StarLAN
• Corvus Omninet
• Davong MultiLink
• Gateway G-Net
• IBM PC Network
• IBM Token Ring
• Interactive Systems Vista LAN/PC
• Nestar PLAN 2000
,
• Novell S-Net
• Proteon ProNET
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looks at several performance indicators. Processortype is the most obvious
feature to differentiate
servers. However, other '
factors important in determining server performance
are also evaluated, including processor clock cycle
speed, wait states, server
memory cycle speed, memory channel and transfer
bus channel. And the report
examines'the effect of
disk channel speed on
network performance.
In addition to providing a careful
examination of LAN hardware, the
LAN Evaluation Report features an
evaluation formula. Using the
formula, a LAN's estimated future
site activity is measured and
match~d to the appr'opriate, LAN
hard,/{,are.'.
.
.
'.

To Get the Reports.
The LAN Operating System Report
7986 and the LAN Evaluation Report
7986 are available free of charge
from Novell. To obtain a copy of
the Novell Report Package, call
or write Novell Corporate
Communications,122 East
1700 South, Provo, Utah 84601,
(801) 379-5900.
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new architectures for personal computers, pcs with local networks, different interfaces to link scientific, medical, and
factory floor instruments to pcs, powerful server systems, and shared memory
for mainframes and small computers."
Naumov is also working with other
development groups in his capacity as
the head of the Intersectoral SCientific
and Technological Complex (ISTC) for
Personal Computers. This is one of the
organizational innovations that was introduced by Gorbachev in December
1985. It is designed to overcome the rigid structure of Soviet ministries that are
responsible for specific vertical sectors
of industry or society. By creating a
cross-sector organization that will pull
together all the country's specialists in
one field, Gorbachev hopes to shortcut

IIWEWILL
SURVIVE
WITHOUT

YOU.

II

the decision-making process, help put
theories into practice much faster, and
pool valuable resources.
The ISTC's designers work on prototypes and then place manufacturing
contracts with the ministries that offer
the best deals on cost and quality. This
Western-style competitive bidding for
contracts is a new development for the
Soviet system.
"It is a very int~resting new forum," says Naumov. "We are the leading
organization, and around us we have all
the groups that are working in the field of
personal computers. We are responsible
for all technical matters for personal
computers on many levels. We are preparing the programs, we are designing
the operating software, and we are forecasting the number of pcs we will need."
Those forecasts suggest that after
the first installation phase of 1.1 million
pcs by 1990, the number of micros will
triple over the following five years. This
may not seem like much when compared
with Western markets, but Naumov suggests that such direct comparisons· are
invalid.
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AGSknows ...
.building a better systeIll
is not just a matter of
mending fences.
A successful. information processing system. must be
constructed on a solid foundation. This foundation consists
of a strategic design, state~of.·the~art tools and technical
aptitude; all of these comprise a system that is maintainable.
To achieve a quality system, many of the world's largest
corporations and government agencies have called uponAGS
consultants to design, implement and maintain their
information processing systems;
Among our 1,80.0 professionals you'll find technical expertise
insuch areas as UNIX: C, DB2, ADABAS, CICS, IMS,
IDMS and SQL as well as extensive experience in
networking, telecommunications, and computer
manufacturing applications. In addition to their technical
abilities, our consultants work well within existing
management structures.
To find out how you can stop mending fences, send for
our brochure, "In systems development ... ". Write
AGS Information Services, Inc., 1139 Spruce Drive,
Mountainside, New Jersey 07092.
33 offices throughout the United States and Europe.
Also serving the Federal Government marketplace.
'UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories.
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The one thing departments do with consistency is change. Therefore, the
most challenging problem in departmental computing is how to meet needs
you can't always predict.
Digital understands. Our solution is a single architecture that is so flexible,
it can satisfy your department's computing performance demands from the
desktop to the data center. Our VAX systems all use the same huge range
of applications, the same files, the same friendly commands. Throughout
the department, VAX systems, storage devices and applications can be costeffectively added or reallocated without disrupting users. Systems can even
M

One Architecture.
A consistent approach
to computing for all
your department's
changing needs.
be clustered for greater power, capacity and redundancy. Transparent communications built on the same architecture let you tie our computers to each
other and to multi-vendor environments. And because of our superior networking technology, you can also connect peer-to-peer in both local and
wide area networks.
Best of all, with one architecture you're always in control-no matter
how things change. Call your local Digital sales ~
D~
office. Or write: Digital Equipment Corporation, •
200 Baker Ave., West Concord, MA 01742.
~
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© Digital EqUipment Corporation 1987. The Digilallogo and VAX are trademarks of Digital EqUipment Corporation.
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of Power Protection Experience
Today, as the world's largest manufacturer and supplier
of Power Protection Equipment up to 4,OOOKVA,
Emerson has brought its experience and expertise to the
microcomputer user. Emerson's APlOOO Series UPS has
been designed, sized, and engineered to provide your
microcomputer system with full sine wave power
protection at the most affordable price.
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a free brochure ...
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"You see, this first million might be
quite enough for our needs until 1990. In
our planned system we know what sort
of computers and how many of them we
need for each industry. We will probably
need only a few general purpose pc software packages, too-maybe 10 or 15
covering accounting, forecasting, text
editing, graphics, data management, and
so on. It is not like other countries where
there is a market to sell to."

Strengthening Educational System
A top priority for the Soviet Union
during the early stages of this micro revolution is the strengthening of its educational system. Naumov estimates that "a
little less than half of our microcomputers are for education at the moment. Like
in Lenin's time when education was the
first problem, now educating people to
use computers is our first problem."
There are already a number of computer schools in the country. Among the
systems installed are simple networks of
National Panasonic and Yamaha micros
from Japan, conforming to the MSX standard for systems software and hardware.
The· first Moscow center serves 1,500
students aged 15 and 16 who each attend
for·one day a week over a period of two
years. They learn some aspects of computer science and BASIC programming,
and get some hands-on experience.
Naumov wants to take computing to
much younger Soviet children. "We will
develop very small, very cheap computers for children, maybe before they are of
school age. The trouble isthat I don't like
many of the computer games in your
countries. Mostly it's piff poff, piff poff.
Sometimes I like to piff poff too, but in
principle we must improve these games.
They should be designed to improve the
intellect, to improve knowledge in special fields and decision-making."
N aumov maintains that policy of

Plaque translates: 1/ Academy of Sciences of the
USSR, Institute of Informatics Problems."

easy-to-use but effective software when
developing packages for other application areas. "You see, software must be
simple. Then it must be effective. After
that you can put the software into an organization very quickly. The software
that is around now-like Lotus and
Superca1c and so on-it is good, but it is
only the very first stage."
He would like to combine the abilities of Western software companies with
the work on "application algorithms"
now being done in the Soviet Union. This

brings Naumov back to the problems of
setting up such cooperative ventures.
"I have said to many people from
the West, to IBM, to many companies,
'Let us sign.' But they cannot. They must
ask somebody."
Naumovholds a document, typed in
Russian, above his head. "This is a copy
of the Helsinki Accord, and I can show
you what was agreed by the American
president. It talks about cooperation in
the computer field, telecommunications,
and information technology. Look, it's
DATAMATION
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page number 46 in Russian. And it was
signed by the president of the United
States. It means zero. I don't believe the
signature of the president of the United
States-not in my field."
.
Of course, the Helsinki Accords,
signed by President Ford and Leonid
Brezhnev in 1975, cover many areas, notably human rights. While no country is .
above reproach, as pointed out by Helsinki Watch, the ·private monitoring
group, the differences are "significant"
between the Western countries and the
Soviet Union and its satellites, which
have committed the most egregious violations of the agreement.
The technology clauses are vague,
referring to "possibilities for improving
cooperation," but Naumov takes them
very seriously. He stresses the difference between such accords and commercial deals. "When 1 have had relations
56 DATAMATION D MARCH 15,1987

with different private companies, when
they signed something, they always gave
me 100% or sold me what they promised.
You see, in my field the president's signature means zero. The agreement was
not fulfilled." Naumov believes part of
the trouble is that "the responsibility to
give the okay or not for technology trade
lies not with the heads of the computer
companies but with bureaucrats who
don't know the difference between a bit
and a byte."
In his view, these people stand in
the way of genuine scientific and commercial cooperation-and of the natural
links that govern the way societies interact, whatever their political persuasion.
That is particularly bad for the scientific
community, which has always had something of an international ethic, one that
has most of the time managed to overcome political boundaries.

"There is in the world a culture," he
concludes. "It belongs to you, to me, to
everybody. Computing is becoming a
part of that.
"And, you see, if we are friends, if
we are discussing something even with
opposite points of view, then maybe we
too can fmd a new brilliant idea."
•

Davt"d Hebd£tch t"s a freelance wn'ter
based t"n Leeds, England, He is a DATAMATION advisor and was coauthor with
Linda Melvern and Nt"ck Anning of
Techno-Bandits (Houghton-Mifflin,
Boston, 1984), a book on covert East-West
technology trade,
Also contn'buting to this article were
Nt"ck Anning, a freelance journalist
based in London, and Heikki A uvinen,
managing director ofEast-West trade
consultancy Asumer Oy t"n Helsinkt:
Finland.
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How many PO§§lblutle§ are tnere
For customized solutions to networking
problems, AT&T comes through.
The AT&T STARLAN Network is so flexible, you can tailor it
to suit your specific needs, to get your people sharing information, software and high-priced peripherals.
If you've got just two PCs and one printer, or more PCs and
peripherals than you care to count, you can easily link all of
them together with the STARLAN Network using standard
telephone wiring.
AT&T's STARLAN Network is so compatible it \\'orks with PCs

0

and software made by different manufacturers. Even MS *-DOS
and AT&T's UNIX® System V workstations are able to share
information and resources, giving ,Jsers easy access to one
another's files.
As many as ten computers can be linked together in a basic
Daisy Chain configuration. And there's no expensive central
equipment to buy, so your start-up costs arc kept to a minimum.
\Vhen you're ready to expand, the STARLAN Network's m( lllular design makes it simple. With Network Extension Units,
you can add on over one hundred users spread across an entire
department or small business. Even your departmental
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withAT&T's §TARtAN Network?
STARLAN Networks can be linked by connecting them to
AT&T's powerful Information Systems Net\vork, giving you a
fully integrated system with pes, mainframes and terminals.
The STARLAN Network also offers AT&T sen'ice and support,
including installation, documentatiun, maintenance, training
and hotline assistance.
From equipment to networking. fmm computers to communications, AT&T comes through. To find out how to take
yuur first step toward a flexible net wurking sulution. contact
your A'I~~T Account Executi\'e, your authorized Al~~T supplier,
or callI 800 247-1212.
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Much debate about which LAN to choose has focused on the transmission medium and the topology: baseband vs. broadband coaxial cable, shielded twisted pair vs. unshielded twisted
pair, and bus vs. ring. Missing from the debate until recently has been any discussion of optical fiber, which has become increasing I)' attractive in the LAN arena as costs plummet.

Standards:
The New
Fiber Diet
BYWILLIAM STALLINGS
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Choosing a backbone LAN can be as confusing a task as
deciding on a diet plan. There always seems to be a
new one on the market, promising better results than
the old ones. But now there really is a new kind of system, based on the Fiber Distributed Data Interface
(FDDI) standard that, like a high-fiber diet for people,
will keep a backbone LAN running smoothly.
Although optical fiber has already become the
darling of the long-distance world, cost and technical
hurdles have kept fiber out of the LAN arena until recently. This is changing largely because ofFDDI, which
the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) expects to finalize by year's end. Even though FDDI is not
part of the well-known IEEE 802 family of standards, it
is likely to have at least as much impact on the market
as those older standards. Customers can expect to see
some FDDI products by the end of this year-perhaps
even earlier-and a large variety of vendors providing
products in 1988.
Local area networks on the high-speed FDDI are
ideal backbone LANS for premises distribution systerns, such as a large network inside a building or
a network of equipment and slower-speed LANs
throughout a cluster of buildings. FDDI is the only highspeed backbone LAN standard now in progress.
As the use of distributed processing applications
and personal computers increases, network planners
must develop flexible strategies for local networking.
Optical fiber systems offer that flexibility. Using a single LAN is not a practical solution in most cases, because premises data communications requires a networking and communications service capable of
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spanning distances to interconnect
equipment in a single building or a cluster
of buildings. A more attractive alternative is for the network· planner to use
lower-cost, lower-capacity LANs within
buildings or departments and to link
these units with a backbone LAN-a highcapacity (and therefore higher-cost) LAN.
High LAN capacity can be achieved
in two ways-by using mUltiple channels
at relatively low data rates, or by using
one channel at a relatively high data rate.
The mUltiple channel method can be
used with a broadband bus LAN. A notable
drawback to this approach is that bridges
must be provided between channels, and
their architecture must be designed care-
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fully to avoid high
rates of interchannel traffic and bottlenecks at the bridges.
A number of analytic
and simulation studies reveal that none of the available medium access control protocols for the
broadband bus achieves high efficiency
at high data rates. (The one area in which
broadband is superior to optical fiber is
video. A broadband LAN can easily carry
mUltiple channels of video as well as multiple channels of data. A fiber LAN like
FDDI can carry one or two channels of digitized video at most, and in doing so,
leaves little room for data.)

The alternative is to use a singlechannel LAN with a high data rate, in the
neighborhood of lOOMbps. This approach, however, requires a topology
other than bus.
To realize the single channel's full
potential requires an efficient medium
access control protocol that allocates
LAN capacity in an orderly fashion. The
high data rates and long distances· encountered in typical backbone LAN applications, however, make efficiency hard
to achieve.
The allocation task requires that information be exchanged among the participating devices-an exchange that
consumes time and capacity. The larger
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the network, the longer it takes for conment for high data
trol information to propagate to the LAN~ s
rate and long disvarious devices.· The .higher the data
tances dictates the
rate, the more costly this time is in terms
use of a ring topology. Using a ring LAN
of the number of bits of data that could
have been transmitted.
for the backbone imA carefully designed version of the. plies an additional technical requirement.
token-passing protocol can achieve high In a ring LAN, a data signal is repeated a
efficiency on the ring. Thus, the require- number of times as it circulates. At each
'---------------------------------,

DATASPHERE WAS THE
KEY TO SUBARU'S

NEW COMPUTER
CENTER

repeater, the receiver must be synchronizedwith the incoming signal byrecovering clock information from the signal.
Due to distortions in the signal, there is a
clock recovery error, known as timing jitter, which is cumulative around the ring.
Thus, the number of repeaters, and
hence the size of the ring, is limited by
jitter. The longer the average distance
between repeaters and the higher the
data rate, the greater the effects of timing
jitter. These effects are minimized by the
use of optical fiber, which introduces less
signal distortion than copper media.
The continuing improvements in
performance and falling prices, combined with its inherent advantages, make
optical fiber well suited for local networks. In the context of a LAN for premises distribution, optical fiber offers
three important features: electromagnetic isolation, small size, and low cost.

Isolated Electromagnetically

Subaru is a great car, as continually increasing Subaru sales will attest! And when
new
Carl L. Daddona, Subaru's Director of
computer
Operations, needed a great computer
facility because:
facility to support this growth, he knew
we're specialists.
a specialist was required. So Subaru
Our only business is
called Datasphere, America's predesigning and building
mier designers and builders of
computer rooms.
Data Processing facilities.
The most experienced.
And don't confuse DataWe've designed and built hunsphere with contractors, vendreds
of thousands of square
dors, architects or engineers
feet of data centers around
who claim to have experithe world.
ence "designing" computShouldn't you call
er rooms. Because Data
Datasphere7
Processing facilities
Yes! Whether you need a controlled
are special and require
environment for a mini or a huge main
the myriad skills and
frame facility-including a site and buildproven experience that
ing-call Datasphere.And please call us
only Datasphere routinely
early. An initial consultation won't cost you
offers.
a penny, but could save you thou.
Datasphere is your
best choice to design and
sands of dollars.
-aS75

'-8aa-22'

IN NEW JERSEY CALL: 201-382-2300
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Optical fiber systems are isolated
electromagnetically from the environment. Because they do not radiate
energy, they are not vulnerable to inter~
ference, crosstalk, the effects of lightning or electromagne.tiC pulse, or eavesdropping.
Another reason to choose optical fiber is that it's considerably smaller and
lighter than coaxial cable. or bundled
twisted pair cable. In addition, with proper packaging, it can be made quite rugged
for outdoor use.
The third advantage is that the cost
of optical fiber components is dropping.
Optical fiber, which is becoming competitive with broadband coax, is expected to
be increasingly less expensive than
broadband over the next few years.
As the FDDI specification moves
toward standardization, interest in fiber
LAN products is growing on the part of
both vendors and customers. It is safe
for network planners to assume that FDDI
products will soon be widely available
and prices will be competitive with other
alternatives for backbone local nets. II
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The key to cost effective
System 3270 printing.
Just think, if you had a Nissho
NP-2410 or NP-910 printer, all
you'd need to change your interface from a PC to an IBM 3270
System Coax ... is a quarter.
We've incorporated modular
interfaces into every Nissho printer,
providing you with flexible solutions for all your IBM systems

printing
requirements.
Gone are the days
of different printers for different
applications. Now, you only need
one printer:.'.NiSsho. :'
Quick change artist.
Simply by inserting a quarter into
the back panel slot, you change
your interface from a mainframe
to a micro computer in just seconds.
And that makes your Nissho printer
more versatile, too.
Our interchangeable, modular

plug-in interfaces
allow your Nissho
printer to emulate IBM 3287
m,odels 1 and 2 printers, as
well as the ability to function
in all IBM 3270 mainframe
environments.
Both the NP-2410 24-wire and
NP-910 9-wire printer give you

Change from.
a PC to a mainframe in
Just seconds with Nissho's IBM 3270
System Coax Interface.

functions like compressed printing,
high speed printing, advanced
paper haridling,demand document
capabilities, 100% duty cycle, and
hex transparency mode
for graphics capabilities.
Also available, is the
IBM Systems/3X Twinax
Interface, as well as
Centronics™ Parallel,
Centron'ics Parallel with 48K

buffer, RS-232-C
Serial, and
RS-232-C Serial
with 48K buffer.
your weapon .
. Nissho's NP-2410 produces letterquality dot matrix sharper than
you've ever seen before ... fast too,
at 180 cps. And it puts out 540
cps at 18 characters per inch in
draft mode. Compare that to your
current printer.
If your needs call for a dot matrix
"power printer~' our NP-910 is the
answer. It's the ideal printer for
numbers-intensive printing, with
an impressive 350 cps.
So no matter what you're looking
for in an office printer, check out
the Nissho NP-2410 and NP-91o.
The only printers that let you
change your interface for a quarter.
NISSHO Information Systems
lOS55 Business Center Drive, Suite 100
Cypress, California 90630
(SOO) 952-1919
(SOO) 443-999S In California
(714) 952-S700 California Headquarters '
(617) 337-1270 Eastern Regional Office
© 1987 NISSHO Information Systems
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You count on a satellite network for some data transmissions. Amicrowave to link different offices. And leased lines for still other applications.
Sure they work. But now, oneTelenet® network can combine the best of each
technology to deliver tighter cost control and better management for virtually all your applications and locations. Couple this with Telenet's advanced
protocol conversion and unique switching capabilities and you can integrate
dissimilar hardware systems and handle your asynchronous and synchronous
applications on one backbone network, aTelenet network.
'
We'll design, build, and manage a
private network for you, link you with our
public network, or set up a combination.
We'll coordinate sub-contractors and
blend your existing systems into one
network. One that'll grow as fast as you do.
And through our management facilities
you can gather network statistics, monitor
activity, troubleshoot and diagnose
problems. Network control. Network
efficiency. And built-in network security.
Telenet has developed and installed more than 70 dedicated networks.
We operate the world's larg t public data network supporting over 1000 virtual
private networks. e've proved time and again one network can be greater
than three. For more information, have your computer call ours today.
TO REACHTELENETVIA TELEMAIL®:
• With a PC or terminal supporting asynchronous
communications, using your modem, dial 1-800-424-9494.
• Wait for connection, then press carriage return (CR) twice.
• At TERMINAL = press CR.
• At @type MAIL press CR.
• At USER NAME? type ONE.NE1WORKpress CR.
•At PASSWORD? type TELEMAILpress CR.

caIl US at 1-800 LEN .Or send
us your name and address viaTelex: 2 19.
© 1986Telenet Communications Corporation.

SENDING DATA TO WORK FOR YOU~

us Sprint Communications Company is aGTElUnitedTelecommunications Partnership.
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The story of how Ente Nazionale Idrocarburi (ENI), Italy's huge national energy conglomerate,
went from a point-to-point to a packet switching network is told by the telecom chief, who
was involved with the massive data communications project from start to finish in 1985. The
story starts seven years ago, when ENI's SNAM subsidiary began examining alternatives for
a shared, switched network. ENI went with X.25 to set up its Internet network, which serves
5,000 users in 400 locations all over Italy. .

ANet Gain for
Packet Switching
BY GIACOMO v. REPETTO
Whatever happened to packet switching? Well, the 20-year-old data communications technology that went to Europe
and thrived is once again up and running
data in America. Hewlett-Packard recently announced that its new corporate
networking strategy would be based on
packet switching. And experts are predicting that the tried-and-true technology will get another big push as more and
more voice nets become packetized.
What the Americans are discovering has been well known in Europe for
years-packet switching is efficient and
cost-effective. One European company

ENI, Italy's national energy corporation, uses cable and microwave links in its packet switching
network to monitor its oil and gas pipeline operations.

that realized a net gain from packet
switching is Ente Nazionale Idrocarburi
(ENI), Italy's giant energy conglomerate.
With over 60 subsidiaries spread
throughout the country, ENI has substantial data communications needs. To meet
those needs, the $24 billion state energy
conglomerate began building back in
September 1984 a packet-switching network to serve 5,000 users in 400 locations. What ENI ended up with is Internet, one of Europe's largest private
networks, supporting some 20,000
megabytes of traffic a day.
Internet, which became operational
in 1985, was Italy's first-and one of its
largest-corporate X.25 networks. The
net is run by Societa Nazionale Metanodotti (SNAM), the ENI subsidiary responsible for the company's oil! gas pipeline
transportation operation and for corporate telecommunications. In the early
'80s, SNAM recognized that considerable
economies could be achieved if all corporate datacom traffic could be carried by a
single, high-capacity shared network.
Prior to 1984, datacom at ENI was
basically point to point on numerous radial networks, with the host computers
located in several cities. For each subsidiary's network, the "spokes" reached
out to hundreds of terminals scattered all
over Italy. A large proportion of these
point-to-point connections overlapped
with each other and with the links from
other subsidiary companies within EN!.
Installing and maintaining this type
of duplicative setup was inefficient, particularly since a parallel backup link was
needed for almost every line. To guarantee the continuous service we required,
any traditional system then available
would have to duplicate each physical
link. But we soon realized the duplicate
DATAMATION 0 MARCH 15, 1987 69
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paths provided by an alternative network
technology could load share, doubling
the normal traffic-handling capacity.
We also recognized that some form
of switched network that could be shared
by all the subsidiary companies was
needed to eliminate the excessive duplication of links. In 1980, when we began
considering possible network architectures, the decision on which type of
switched network to use was less obvious than it is today. There was considerable controversy then over whether circuit or packet switching was the better
approach. While circuit-switched technology was already well established at
the time, packet switching was relatively
new to the corporate environment, but
its potential benefits in terms of bandwidth efficiency, flexibility, and data management were very appealing to us.
Fortunately, by 1982 packet switching products had caught up with the concept. At· about the same time, X.25 was
being ratified as a standard. But despite
all this, there were few installed networks for us to inspect-in fact, none at
all in the European private sector. We realized, of course, that someone had to be
first and at SNAM we were convinced that
this technology would form the basis of
the next decade's data communications.
Encouraging a pioneering spirit in
other ENI subsidiaries was one of our
jobs. That task was made a little bit
tougher because people were suspicious
of the concept of sharing lines. Once a
program that established the security of
the system was completed, however,
this natural resistance was overcome.
Transparency Important Factor

The transparency of X.25 is an important factor to a corporate network designer. The fact that X.25 networks are
truly open, allowing equipment from
many dp vendors to be hooked together,
makes it possible for a company to avoid
being overly dependent on a single supplier. Such dependence was impractical
anyway for a full-blown international operation like ENI.
X.25 is also open in terms of the protocols that it can handle, allowing bisync,
SDLC, and async traffic. ENI operates .
some 80 host computers from a number
of suppliers, so' it was necessary to be ,
able to connect all of them. X.25 also had:
advantages over other networking systems in the area of network manage- .
ment. With X.25, you din separate the.
communications function from the actual,
applications processing. Connections of
terminals and other remote systems are.
70 DATAMATl.ON 0 MARCH 15, 1987

manage'd by the network, simplifying
host software configuration and allowing'
changes to be made much more easily.
Another X.25 network feature that
appealed to us was flexibility-both in
the way it can readily be reconfigured for
new users and in the way it can automatically maintain calls and connections by
rerouting around faulty lines. Furthermore, X.25 offers an infrastructure that
can quickly be adapted to accommodate
future developments. Staying in step
with future trends in office automation is
vital in a corporation as large as ENI.
All these advantages made us confident in our decision to commit to X.25 in
1982. But since we had no experience
with the X.25 network manufacturers,

INTERNET WILL
SOON BE
EXTENDED TO
ENI'S
OVERSEAS
SUBSIDIARIES.
we began an exhaustive study of suppli- ~
ers, which resulted in the selection of
BBN Communications Corp. of Cambridge, Mass. Our choice of BBN was influenced by several factors. First of all,
the fact that BBN was already a network
equipment supplier to the telecom subsidiary of Olivetti, ENI's main dp vendor,
was important. There were also technical considerations. In 1983 BBN was the
only supplier that could offer us a dual
link between every packet assembler/disassembler (PAD) and the nodes-a
reliability feature that we felt was
essential. .
The resulting Internet network currently has 24 packet switching nodes,
104 PADS, and two network operation
centers. While each subsidiary tends to
operate independent databases, the fact
that any terminal can now be used to access many host computers belonging to
that subsidiary offers many operating advantages. Critical applications, for example, can use duplicate hosts, which
ensures that there is always an alternate
source of information. In addition, other
systems can benefit from the fact that
distributed processing is spread over a

number of hosts in different locations. Internet users .will soon be hooked up to
outside services such as databases and
value-added networks. This will be
achieved by connecting our network to
the public X.25 network run by the Italian
telecommunications authority (PTT). International ties will then become possible, extending our network to our
overseas subsidiaries.
Duplicated by Separate Paths

For increased reliability, Internet is
duplicated by two totally separate communications paths. One conventional
path uses PTT facilities, while the other is
owned and managed by SNAM. This arrangement is possible because of the nature of ENI' s business: we own oil and gas
pipelines that run throughout Italy.
These pipelines use associated microwave links for remote operation and to
connect plants for safe process control.
Our larger oil and gas pipelines require several line valves, which means
we need a substantial volume of cabling
for monitoring all these valves. For the
smaller pipelines that do not require such
regular valve control, we use microwave
links that have proved to be more flexible
and economic overall. The microwave
links run right alongside the pipelines, so
the bandwidth can be extended to handle
corporate data traffic.
User charges for the network have
been based on the old point-to-point,
"per link" principle. This is currently being changed to the more equitable tariff
structure that's based on actual traffic
volume-a tariff approach that is common among X.25 nets.
The two network operation centers
are both in Milan. One acts as a "hot
standby" backup site that provides automatic .cutover. These centers, which
monitor faults that may occur in the network, also collect statistics on traffic patterns that we use to optimize service and
plan for future growth.
Many ENI subsidiaries run applications that are particularly sensitive to any
interruption in communications service.
This is the reason we insisted on redundant systems. BBN's technology offers
comparable reliability by automatically
rerouting a line if it becomes faulty. Integral error checking is also inherent to
X.25. The contents of each received data
packet are checked for errors. If an error
is detected, then a repeat transmission of
the packet is requested from the transmitting node. This error detect/ resend
process, which is transparent to the dp
equipment and application, combined

Let General Instrument Guide You Through
The Maze OfLocal Area Networking
Choosing the right technologies and vendors for your Local Area
Network can be like trying to fmd the right path through a hedgerow
maze in an old English garden. Should it be broadband,baseband,
fiberoptics or twisted pair? .. Our experience says your best choice is
broadband... and with General Instrument you get the convenience
and value offered by the leader in broadband LAN distribution
products for over 35 years.

Broadband Turns Your Communications
Maze Into A Smooth Flowing Network
Much like a system of highways and roads, broadband
delivers two-way traffic, in the form of data, voice and
video signals to and from remote user locations.
A broadband network provides for hundreds of data,
voice and video channels on a single coaxial cable. It
readily supports a wide variety of services between
multiple points over distances up to 40 miles.

Weve Already Put Hundreds OJ
Users On The Right Path
You'll fmd our broadband network products
working for a wide variety of customers... from
America's largest auto makers to legislative
centers in Washington and abroad... from the
nation's leading hospitals to high-security
government and military installations
... from space flight monitoring facilities
to major Ivy League and
State Universities.
For a detailed explanation of
how General Instrument can tum
your communications maze into
a smooth flowing network,
write for our broadband LAN
brochure today.· It's bound to
put you on the right path!

I
Jerrold Division -LAN
2200 Byberry Road
Hatboro, PA 19040
(215) 674-4800

See us at Inteiface '87 Booth No. 2320.
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The future ofT-I networking will
bring advanced, intelligent private
networks and cost-saving public
carrier services together in perfect harmony. The future is here:
OpenNetwor~ Exchange from
Avanti.

Open Network Exchange
is a p~werful multi-nodal T-I
processor. By removing barriers
caused by proprietary protocols,
Open Network Exchange makes
it possible for private network
nodes to allocate voice and data
over the best
combination of
public and private
services. The
result? You maintain full network

control over your facilities and
achieve a degree of reliability
never before possible.
Avanti is the only T-I
networking company to meet
the principles of Open Network
Architecture, which will become
the national regulatory policy.
Avanti's Open Network
Exchange removes the barriers
to T -I networking and opens
the door to the future.

TOle powe£'" bevdried
the OINlU.

Open Network Exchange gives
you the power to handle over
'100 nodes with a throughput
capacity of over 7300 channels
per node. Its fully distributed
adaptive routing allows automated least-cost circuit routing.
And Avanti is the only
T-I networking company to use
three-dimensional switching
arrays for unrestricted channel
routing within the framework of
the sub-rate standard. This is

essential for true management of any ISDN-based
network.
Voice q;uafDty plus
ba:.rndlwodth e1frdenc}1.
Avanti opens the door to quality
voice networking with standard
PCM, ADPCM, and sub-band
encoding techniques. Open
Network Exchange also has full
flexibility to handle analog and
digital PBXs. The options are
there - and so is the cost savings.
T~lle dOCfi is CpeLll.

Open Network Exchange has
thrown open the door to the
future ofT-I networking-a

future based on
harmonious, effortless sharing ofT-I
resources.
With Open Network
Exchange, you build a network
that's powerful, compatible, and
cost-effective. The first true
ONA network. Enter with us.
For a good look at the
future of T-I networking, call
Avanti today: 1-800-535-3550.
Avanti Communications Corporation, Aquidneck Industrial Park,
Newport, RI 02840.

We make T-l work
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with the automatic rerouting feature,
helps to ensure high integrity of the network from end to end.
Network reliability is particularly
important to SNAM's national gas distribution organization. The operation deals
in such high revenues that even a oneday delay in billing would represent a notable loss. The information for this billing
is gathered from over 100 terminals
spread all over Italy. This terminal input
is passed on to the host computer in Milan for processing and then the billing information is returned for local printout.
The strategy of redundant host and
network facilities is also vital for another
ENI subsidiary that's concerned with coordinating the national distribution of gas
tankers. It is imperative for tax reasons
that the flow of gas be carefully and constantly monitored and that the appropriate documents be printed out locally
before a truck leaves the fuel depot.
Clearly, this has to be a real-time operation. Integral to this operation are the
100 or so fuel depots that are equipped
with over 600 terminals handling thousands of transactions each day. Internet

and our redundant host computers guarantee that this on-line application is· always available on a minute-by-minute
basis. X.25 is also being used to help optimize resources of the oil refineries and
chemical plants in the ENI group that have
their own communications systems for

NETWORK
RELIABILITY IS
IMPORTANT TO
ENI.
process control. X.25 is currently being
evaluated for use in two safety procedures-controlling the flow of gas and oil
in the pipelines and operating the remote-controlled line valves and compressor stations.
Now that our network has been
fully operational for more than a year, it

is appropriate to reflect on the results.
Our initial aims were to exploit the latest
communications technology to improve
the quality of service that ENI subsidiaries received and to offer that service
more economically. This has been
achieved. Wemade a good choice of
product and we obtained a close liaison
with the supplier, which was essential in
the early stages of network installation.
Our original projections for substantially increased traffic have also
proved to be correCt-indeed, slightly
conservative. The only thing we would
caution other prospective X.25 users
about is to avoid an overly hasty implementation of the network. Initial user
confidence in a new technology is not improved by fixing teething problems online. A prudent approach is to install and
debug a pilot environment for each application before turning the real network
over to users for on-line work.
•

Giacomo V. Repetto is director oftelecommunications services at the SNAM subsidiary ofEnte Nazionale Idrocarburi,
Italy's national energy company.

HANDS-ON TRAINING THAT ISN'T SECONDHAND
When you learn the UNIXTM System directly from AT&T,
you learn it from the people who develop it. So all the information you get is firsthand.
For over fifteen years, we've been teaching our people
to use the UNIX System-which makes us the best trained
to help you learn.
.
Right from the beginning, you'll get hands-on experience
you can apply right to your job. Whether you're a first-time
user or a system developer, our courses keep you up to date
on the latest information. At AT&T Information Systems,
you get your own terminal, teachers that can stay late at
© 1985 AT&T Information Systems.
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night, and your choice of training centers. Or center your
training right around your own office.
So take your training from AT&T. And discover the power
of UNIX System V-right from the source. Call us today to
reserve your seat or for a free catalog.

1-800-221-1647, Ext. 17

-. - ATs.T

--

The right choice.
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Duquesne Systems Inc.

•

Two Allegheny Center

•

Pittsburgh, PA 15212
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(412) 323-2600

The latest UPS•

In
over 600,000 KVA of
installed UPS power.

Why UPS

solid state UPS?

So head crashes, disappearing data and
board failures have finally gotten to you.
All fingers point directly to a plague
of dirty power bugS-inCOming spikes, sags,
surges, transients and glitches.
You're convinced that an unintenuptible power supply (UPS) system is the only
solution.
Look before you leap. Now there are two
UPS technolOgies to choose from: Solid
State and Rotary State.
Both provide the same fail-safe insurance.
Each has an equally fanatic following.

EPE solid state UPS
is anything but static.
In fact, this all-electronic UPS technology
is growing so fast that weve formed a
new subSidiary, Ultimate Power Systems~M
to efficiently handle the business.
Annual world-wide UPS system sales
from Ultimate Power and our joint venture
partner, Merlin Gerin, now total over $100
million. Our installed base over the past 16
years now exceeds 10,000 systems. That's

Breadth and stability
are two reasons. We're
big, efficient and on
the move.
State-of-the-art electronics is another.
Ultimate Power uses
the latest pulse-width
modulation (PWl1)
voltage regulation techniques for 10 times faster
response to cnticalload changes.
With innovative designs requiring fewer parts,
system reliability exceeds 100,000 hours.
Installation and maintenance is easy, too.
In fact, the average system installs in only
about four hours compared to two-to-three
days for some competitive units.
EPE systems range in size from three
SOLID
STATE
UTILITY
INPUT

MAINTENANCE BYPASS - L L L I N E
STATIC
SWITCH

BYPASS LINE
--.
--.
.---------------,

>----r~RECTIflERr"5+NVERTERr

I

r'».

L----FA~;.~r-------'

CRITICAL
IDAD

to 600 KVA Six or more modules can be
paralleled to increase ratings to 3600 KVA
and beyond, building in fail-safe redundancy.

We've caused a .
revolution in rotary.
EPE motor-generator sets are not the big,
rumbling cellar dwellers of old. They're
small, as reliable as static systems, cheap
to maintain, quiet and run cool enough
to blend right into your computer room.

I

Ims are now available

states.

Full UPS protection
comes from Powerbloc
UPS, a unique off-line
inverter/battery module.
At the first sign of a
power drop, Powerbloc
UPS swings from standby
mode-no noise, no load,
no heat-to full O~OT't'T,QY"Ir".,
back-up protection.
Generator "ridethrough"
inertia provides clean
power for up to two
seconds-far more time
than Powerbloc UPS
needs to start providing
power.

Powerbloc is the only UPS
system you can grow into.
Simply start with a Powerbloc power
conditioner now and add a Powerbloc UPS
later when you're sure you need it and can
afford it.
Or if you already have a power conditioner, simply add a UPS unit to it. Suddenly
you'll have complete UPS protection at a

to power centers to line conditioners to our
Environmentall1onitoring Systems (EMS).
And only EPE can provide the kind of
objectivity you need for'such a critical UPS
decision. Write, call or send in this coupon today.

I'm interested.

r-,-------------~

Send me: D EPE power protection gUidebook D Information on your seminars near me. D A sales person.
Info on: D UPS systems D Power conditioners D Computer Power Centers D Isolation transformers D EMS
systems D Custom switchgear and loadbanks.
Name

Title

Affiliation

Phone

Address
City

State

I have

Zip
computers.

(no .. size. brand)

One-UPS-manship.
Regardless of which UPS state you prefer,
only EPE offers both.
Only EPE has a broad product line from
switchgear to loadbanl<.s to transformers

Because knowledge is power.
© 1986 EPE. Inc.
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Streamline your DP operations

e
with a Tandye 3000 HD XENIX system.
Real systems-development
power from a desktop

performance Tandy 3000 HD
makes systems development
more efficient and cost effective.

Break away from your mainframe with the powerful Tandy
3000 HD. The 3000 HD supports the versatile XENIX System V (based on UNIX® System
V, the standard of the UNIX
world). XENIX offers extras like
a "C-shell" programming environment, a menu-driven help
system and support for Tandy
and other peripherals. The high-

AT compatible-for less
The Tandy 3000 HD (254011) is compatible with the
IBM PC/AT® and offers greater
hard disk storage (40 megabytes
vs. the PC/AT'S 30). Yet the
3000 HD is priced at only $4299
(vs. $5295 for the PC/AT*).
Based on the 16-bit Intel
80286 microprocessor, the 3000

HD operates at 8 megahertz.
And since it's a multiuser system, people throughout your office can simultaneously access
it from inexpensive data
terminals-for program development, as well as user applications. The Tandy 3000 HD is
your key to office automation.

Come in today
Stop by your local Radio
Shack Computer Center today
... we're ready to talk business.

Available at over 1200
Radio Shack Computer Centers and at
participating Radio Shack stores and dealers.

TANDY COMPUTERS: In Business .•• for Business™
'Based on IBM price list as of April 2, 1986. Tandy 3000 HD price applies at Radio Shack Computer Centers and
participating stores and dealers. Monitor, data terminals and XENIX sold separately. XENIx/Reg. TM Microsoft
Corp. UNIX/Reg. TM AT&T. IBM PC/AT/Reg. TM International Business Machines Corp.
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COMPUTER CENTERS
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

I

To meet the challenges posed by the new world of peer communications, IBM is fine-tuning
VTAM, adding support this year for LU 6.2, SNA's modern data transfer software. In its new
form, VTAM will be logically as well as physically separated from application programs. Customers such as Boeing have already created dedicated VTAM machines. More of those machines are on the horizon and so are more MIPS-an appetite IBM relishes since it must find
fresh markets for its number crunchers. The crucial market is communications and the crucial
ingredient in that market is SNA's VTAM, the springboard for distributed DBMS networks.
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BY DALE KUTNICKAND
RALPH EMMETT CARLYLE
SNA has come a long way from the days
when competitors jokingly referred to it
as "Still No Architecture." With over
24,000 networks installed worldwide,
SNA is .clearly a de facto networking
standard.
With that evolution has come expansion. No longer is the networking
software just a tool for mainframe communications-a rich man's toy. Today,
even medium-sized users can take advantage of SNA's management and control facilities without putting an undue
strain on their MIS budgets. Older networks geared to the master-slave relations of host mainframes and dumb
terminals are giving way to more democratic arrangements. Systems that communicate using SNA's modern data
transfer software, LV 6.2, are considered
peers, whether they're mainframes, minis, or micros.
In an era of rapid technological
change, hierarchies create bottlenecks
that prevent the free flow of information
through a company. Fed up with these
bottlenecks, IBM's customers demanded,
and got, the peer communications capability that is enabling them to structure
more responsive organizations. SNA networks can now be built from the top
down, as before, or from the bottom up,
which wasn't possible before.

Mainframe-controlled SNA networks will continue to exist primarily for
real-time, large DBMS 'applications such
as transaction processing. Most new SNA
networks, however, will have fundamentally different roles. They will be relying
heavily on peer communications to support departmental and office computing.
This new networking concept has led
many observers to refer to LV 6.2 (also
known as Advanced Program to Program
Communications or APPC) as the future
of SNA. That future, however, won't happen very quickly. Slow to take off, LV 6.2
has been implemented in relatively few
IBM products, especially in the 370 realm,
where only the Customer Information
Control System (CICS) supports it.
In fact, IBM chose CICS as the 370' s
initial LV 6.2 interface because it supports the broadest range of end-user subsystems, particularly DISOSS office
automation. Moreover, as IBM's primary
transaction processing subsystem, CICS
offers the most convenient 370 vehicle
for handling external device and subsystem requests.
But there is a better approach, one
that the' Gartner Group, a Stamford,
Conn., research and consulting firm, believes IBM has adopted as part of its longterm strategy. That approach is to put LV
6.2 into VTAM, IBM's host access method.
The lowest common denominator
among 370 communications subsystems, VTAM interfaces to all of IBM's oth-
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VTAM:
SNA's Vital
Connection
er software facilities. IBM has taken this
VTAM route because it eliminates the requirement for separate LU 6.2 interfaces
for each subsystem. The Gartner Group
believes this new VTAM release will be
announced this year, probably in the second half, with first shipments beginning
in 1988.

network management operating in a
peer-to-peer environment will fmally be
possible. Host SNA software will know
when communications sessions are occurring between adjacent intelligent
nodes in peer groups. For the first time,
IBM'S customers will be able to select
between host or distributed network
management.
AFragile and Polluted Code
Other future developments are also
Because of its countless connec- tied into the upcoming VTAM release.
tions and interfaces, VTAM is one of IBM's· One of those developments concerns the
most fragile and polluted codes. But be- new Netview network management softfore cleaning up· VTAM, the company ware, while another involves higher
must first stabilize and standardize APPC / speed (16MBpS) token ring LANs. NetLU 6.2. There are currently at least four view extends SNA's370-based network
different versions-APPC / CICS, APPC/ management into the voice world. This is
36, APPC/36,38,pc, and APPC/VM. The good news for the MIS department, which
new VTAM release should be the vehicle will now be able to have tight control
for the implementation of a standard over· voice/data integration. While
vTAM/Netview is not a panacea and will
form of APPC/LU 6.2 in 1988.
Because the VTAM/host doesn't require at least three to five more years
"recognize" APPC/LU 6.2, the host main- of evolution, it will certainly expand
frame can't be brought into peer sessions IBM's traditional mainframe power base.
with IBM's midrange systems and workSNA support for higher-speed LANS
stations. Such synergy is vital to the should begin to emerge with the new
success of IBM's new 937X family of de- VTAM release sometime in 1988. It's
partmental370s. It's also crucial if IBM is around this time that IBM will offer highto support its claim that it now has a sin- speed fiber-optic connections for 370
gle architecture that stretches from the cpu channels. This VTAM and LU 6.2 supdata center to the desktop. Furthermore, port, however, will require extensive
that claim must be based in fact if IBM is to memory utilization. SO IBM cannot activecompete with the VAX offerings from ly encourage VTAM/LU 6.2 on its token
archrival Digital Equipment Corp. Until ring LAN until its new pcs-which some
VTAM supports LU 6.2, the vM-based say may break the 640KB memory bar937X will go on operating in its 9wn en- rier and support 16MB addressing-are
vironment, despite the fact that it has ~hipped later this year.
hardware compatibility with SNA host , To meet the challenges in this new
machines.
world of peer communications, IBM has
When VTAM/LU 6.2 appears, SNA resorted to a coverup. What it's actually

been doing is burying much of SNA's operational compleXity in its past VTAM releases. Indeed, VTAM has become so
insulated that it is almost a network operating system in its own right. User application interfaces are focused primarily at
subsystems such as Netview, DSX, BDT,
and XRF. This separation trend will continue as IBM's developers at Raleigh,
N.C., strive to bring additional functions
toVTAM.
IBM has other VTAM moves up its
sleeve. VTAM's core interfaces will be
closed to both customers and third parties, who will be encouraged to use a new
standard external interface or Application Program Interface (API). This strategy will enable IBM to evolve and clean up
VTAM'S fragile interior without endangering users' application investments.
Not only will there be more of a logical separation between VTAM and application programs, but there'll also be a
physical one as well. Customers such as
Boeing and even IBM's own Information
Network bureau have already created
dedicated VTAM machines. This move to
dedicated VTAM machines is expected to
accelerate.
.
No matter what form the future
VTAM comes in, one thing is certain: it
will be a huge consumer of host MIPS.
Some large users estimate that in order
to support a large SNA terminal network,
IBM's communications-oriented software, which includes VTAM, Netview,
and parts of CICS and IMS/DC, eats up 15%
to 20% of a 309X's hardware resources.
Those figures should hardly frighten IBM, which, facing a slowdown in its
traditional dp operations, must fmd new
markets for its MIPS. In fact, the computer giant must aggressively pursue the
communications business if it wants to
meet its revenue targets of $100 billion in
1990 and $200 billion in 1995.
IBM already pulls in over 20% of its
revenues from communications-orient-·
ed products, systems, and services. And
that total is growing rapidly as more and
more companies see networking as a
strategic asset and even a competitive
weapon.
IBM also sees networking as a strategic weapon in its product arsenal. It
views SNA's VTAM as the vital connection,
a springboard for the distributed DBMS
networks of the '90s. All of this means
that the new VTAM release will almost
certainly be the most important piece of ~
software to come out of IBM this year.. ~
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Dale K utnick is research director at the
Gartner Group.
__________________________________________________________________________________________
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IN CORPORATE
NE1WORKING, IT'S BANYAN
~w.o.~_OR EVERYBODY ELSE._
0

When it comes to linking all
the elements of a corporate-wide
network, you have two choices:
Acostly combination of single
and multi-cluster LANs; disk, print
and file servers; protocol converters, mainframe upgrades and mountains of complicated software-all
from multipleyendors;
Or a Virtual Networking
System from Banyan.
Banyan's family of network
servers, with their powerful VINES
(for Virtual Networking Systems)
architecture, are the only single
solutions available today that
meet all your networking needs.
You can tie together several
or several thousand pes in single
clusters, multiple LANs or wide

area networks. And tie similar and
dissimilar LANs to minis or mainframes of like or different manufacture, both locally or remote, in
a true distributed information
sharing system.
Because only Banyan approaches networking from the
standpoint of distributedcomput~:
ing, where one or more LANs must
be supported within departments,
between departments, between
buildings even in distant cities.
Simply put, without replacing
any existing systems or applications, you can build new applications and integrate them all in a
corporate-wide network. And if
that's not enough, there's a responsive direct support program.
i
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If you need to be further

convinced to choose Banyan over
everybody else, call 617 /898-2404,
or write for details

r-::--------------";l~ I

I Please send me more information
on the Banyan Network Server.
I
I~~

T~

I'
I Comp~ny
I_

~

;;;1

~I
1

I

Address .'

I City

State _

Zip

1
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The networking decision you make only once.

Banyan Systems Inc.
135 Flanders Road, Westboro, MA 01581

It's no wonder you have questions about finding the right compatibles for your
Digital Equipment computer. Trying to keep track of the thousands of products on
the market can be overwhelming ... unless you let DEXPO South 87 provide the
solutions.
This show is the right source for all the DEC-compatible hardware, software,
systems, services and supplies you need. Review 10,000 products from 250 leading
vendors. Compare technology, price and performance.
DEXPO is for everyone who is installing, expanding, or improving DEC systems.
Get hands-on demonstrations of products for every DEC computer. From DECmate
to MicroVAX II. PDP-11 series to VAX 8000 series. Plus personal attention and
consultations from vendors eager to serve your special needs.

ti

A bonus for DECUS* symposium attendees
If you attend the Digital Equipment Computer Users' Society symposium in Nashville,
you'll receive FREE admission to DEXPO South 87. Write or call for complete
information.
FREE: Show Preview features over 100 DEC compatibles
Register today and we'll send you a free Show Preview with news of over 100 of
the very latest DEC-compatible products. You'll also get money-saving VIP tickets
to the only show exclusively serving DEC users.
To Register ...
Call (800) 628-8185 between 8:30 a.m. and 5:30 p.m., Eastern Time (in New
Jersey, call (609) 987-9400).

Call TOLL-FREE 800-628-8185. In New Jersey 609-987-9400.
Organized by Expoconsul International, Inc., 3 Independence Way, Princeton, NJ 08540.

DE XP O®

SOUTH

87

The Twelfth National DEC*-Compatible Exposition

CONVENTION CENTER · NASHVIL"LE, TN
APRIL
28
30
1987

I
·DEC and DECUS are registered trademarks of Digital
Equipment Corp. DECUS is not sponsored by or
affiliated with DEXPO.

One piece of
computer equipment
that Sorbus® doesn't service--yet.
Sorbus services more IBM® equipment than anybody else
(except IBM). That includes the entire PC family, naturally.
Plus Series I, SystemJ34, SystemJ36 and 36 PC, andSystemJ38
minis. Not to mention 370, 4300, 303X, and 308X mainframes.
All the same, IBM is just the beginning.
We service more than 3,000 products, altogether.
Including micros from 13 manufacturers, disk drives from
31, modems from 12, printers from 31, and so on, and so on.
And we're the only authorized service company for MAl
Basic Four® micros and minis.
For companies with mixed-vendor systems, our singlesource convenience can mean the end of finger-pointing
between service suppliers. And since we can't blame your
trouble on anybody else, all we can do is fix it.
Fast. We're usually on-site within two-hours, and we're
usually done within another hour and a half.
For one-call convenience tomorrow, there's one call you
should make today. Call Sorbus. 1-800-FOR-INFO.

Sorbus®
A Bell AtlanticMCompany

50 E. Swedesford Road
Frazer, PA 19355
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines, Inc. Sorbus is a registered trademark of Sorbus Inc.
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CA-Unicenter:
Automatin9~
Support and ServIce.

Hand-holdinCJ.
of a higher order.
Now no matter what your operating system:
VSE, VM, or MVS, you can automate all data
center operations. New CA-UNICENTERlVMjoins
CA-UNICENTERlVSE and CA-UNICENTERlMVS
to automate the management of resources,
production, performance, accounting, securityandmore. No matter what operating system, data
center productivity will be greatly increased,
manual involvement virtually eliminated.
CA-UNICENTER also automates support and
service, too. A hard-disk PC provides a direct
link between your mainframe and the
Computer Associates' mainframe for online
communicationofall problems r"':"''':~,~,:c:,,,,,m,=:c,,,,
and online responses to all
requests. Tutorials and HELP
are PC based too. All in all
automated hand-holding the
like of which you've never
experienced before.
The automated data
center with automated
support and serviCe. Its time
has come and only
Computer Associates can
deliver it complete today.
Call Dana Williams at
800-645-3003.

CA-UNICENTER-its the
only way to go.

(AOMPUTER
r.SSOCIATES

Software superior by designT•M
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TIl Stewart Avenue, Garden City, N. Y.
ll530-4787
© 1987 Computer Associates Internationa1, Inc.

At 57, Bill Synnott,
director of corporate
information systems
and services at the
Bank of Boston,
finds himself in the
same dilemma that's
facing many other
dp veterans. At a
time when these
MIS veterans should
be receiving credit
for their accomplishments, they're either being forced out
through early retirement programs or
stripped of their authority by companies searching for
more business-oriented managers of
information
technology.

TechnologySword or Shield?
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BY RALPH EMMETT CARLYLE
For Bill Synnott, there will be life after
death in the dp department. Mter years
of laboring in what he dubs a "thankless"
profession, the 57-year-old MIS luminary
at the Bank of Boston has elected to take
early retirement, setting out to "grab
some glory" by pursuing a career as an
author, lecturer, and consultant.
Synnott is characteristically lighthearted about his decision to leave the
bank after 20 years. "The thing I'll miss
most," he declares, "is the best harbor
view in Boston." Nevertheless, it's clear
that his parting has a bittersweet quality.
A recent decentralization program left
Synnott with a greatly reduced budget
and staff, both slashed by almost one
fifth. Synnott now oversees a $10 million
budget and a staff of 115 people. A loss of
prestige also seems evident in his new
title-director, corporate information
systems and services. Since 1975, Synnott had served as senior vp at the Bank
of Boston.
The tall, amiable executive appears
uncomfortable with the subject of his departure, preferring instead to discuss the
new world that is opening up for him with
his second book, The In/ormation Weapon, due out next month from John Wiley

& Sons, New York. That weapon got
turned on Synnott, who's facing a situation that has become all too familiar
throughout the industry.
"Many senior dp executives are
closing on retirement age at a time when
corporations are on cost- and expensereduction missions," explains Joseph
Ferreira, a director at Index Systems
Inc., a Cambridge, Mass., consulting
company. "At a time when many of these
veterans should be receiving credit for a
lifetime of accomplishment, they are either being forced out or stripped of authority by bosses searching for more
business-oriented managers of information technology," declares Ferreira, who
is an advisor to DATAMATION.
In Synnott's case, the irony is that
he predicted this dper dilemma in his first
book, In/ormation Resource, Management Oohn Wiley & Sons, 1981), which
he coauthored with William H.' Gruber.
In the book, he introduced the concept of
the chief information officer (cio). Critics
have charged that the notion, since it
came from a dp vet, was a ploy to increase the stature and control of the MIS
boss and the budget he manages.
More ironic is the fact that Synnott,
who says he acted as cio for 16 years at
the Bank of Boston, never formally re-
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TechnologySword or Shield

ceived the title. That honor was recently
bestowed upon a banker to whom Synnott will report until he leaves in July.
"You might say I predicted my own
downfall," quips Synnott. "Hoisted by
my own petard, so to speak."
In his first book, Synnott pointed
out in no uncertain terms that the cio position would increasingly be filled not by
MISers but by business managers. That
message is repeated in The Information
Weapon, which describes how control of
technology will slowly but inexorably be
transferred away from the technocrats
and into the hands of business managers.
"In a way, my two books describe
an emerging scenario in which my talents, and those of my peers in senior MIS
management, are redundant," says Synnott philosophically. "Few of us dp veterans relish the. thought of managing in a
decentralized environment. We're used
to something we can get our arms
around, something we can controlnot some amorphous organizational
culture."
More of a Cost Than an Asset

There's growing evidence that
many corporations view their senior dp
management as more of a cost than an
asset. Index Systems' Ferreira offers
one overriding reason why: "Having relegated computers to the back office as
cost-cutting tools, many chief execs'
don't really see the value of their MIS vps
or the value of technology as a competitive weapon." This devaluation of dp
pros is evident in the pension programs
that some companies have designed to
encourage their MIS chiefs to take early
retirement. Under these plans, top MIS
executives who typically earn around
$150,000 a year can retire on half pay at
55.
"There is little inducement to hang
around any longer," declares Synnott.
"If I stay around until I'm 62, I'll only get
20% more. than I can get now. Many of
my friends and peers are coming out in
droves because of the pension plan
alone." He declines to name any.
F or those MIS veterans approaching
retirement age, the choice seems to
come down to two things: they can stay
in a shrinking backwater operation or
they can seek new growth within their
organizations as business managers. The
business manager road, however, is only
open in those few, leading-edge corporations that believe information technology
can be used as a competitive weaponor as Synnott 'would say, as an "information weapon."
86 DATAMATION D MARCH 15,1987

In these companies where technology is perceived as a sword rather than a"
shield, these "weapons" are used aggressively to pioneer new markets. "The
accent is on innovation and creating systems for customers, not on using computers as internal productivity tools as
before," Synnott explains in the new
book, which offers strategies and structures to corporations seeking to toe this
technological line.
But even in these innovative firms,
seasoned systems bosses may not get
ahead. Ferreira says that MIS chiefs will
advance only when their companies perceive them as corporate officers first and
dp specialists second. "The trouble is,
now that information technology is migrating from the large data centers, MIS

MOST MIS
TYPES ARE NOT
ADEPT AT
MANAGING
BUREAUCRACIES.
executives mostly see that their stature
is down, their authority is diminished.
They don't see that in a different kind of
way they have more lev~rage now as
policymakers and influencers."
Nevertheless, it's still hard for
dpers to become business managers
when they're in their 50s. "We're not political animals," confesses Synnott. "And
most of us are not adept at managing
bureaucracies." Even those few mainstream MISers who share Synnott's vision are frustrated by corporate culture,
tending to prefer the world of ideas to the
world of people.
The Bank of Boston executive sees
himself as a creative thinker, not a team
player. Synnott relishes early morning
writing sessions at his mountain retreat
in New Hampshire. This is where his
ideas flow.
The work place is where his ideas
meet frustration. Synnott bemoans the
length of time it takes for his ideas to be
realized in a corporate bureaucracy.
"Even: the innovative customer support
systems that originated at places like
American Hospital Supply and American

Airlines took 10 years from seed to fruition,"hecomphiiIls. "I can'f" waif that
long at Bank of Boston. I've run out of
patience."
That impatience shows through.
"My peers and I have given our careers," he says. "Like all pioneers, we've
opened the way for others to reap the
benefits as the computer industry matures." There have also been benefits on
the company side-benefits that seem to
have gone unrecognized. Synnott insists
that he has been containing costs and
"fighting fires" for decades with either
no feedback or negative responses.
"Who ever gave us any credit for it?" he
asks wistfully.
Old Before Their Time

Synnott says he is saddened when
he sees MISers retiring all around him"some of them burned out, old in body
and spirit before their time." But what
could be the end for some of these troopers may be just a beginning for Synnott.
For while some dp veterans are forced
out of their corporations and into consulting by default, Synnott has a promising career waiting in the wings. His
writing and speeches have already attracted a wide audience.
"I can see the future of this industry
and I'm anxious to get there quickly," he
says. "I'll get there a lot sooner as a consultant." In that role, Synnott will be
preaching his MIS gospel at corporations
throughout the country.
It could be that he is a late bloomer
who has only just begun to hit his stride.
Such a suggestion would come as a surprise to the modest man who came from
modest beginnings. "I come from a poor
family and went to work early in life.
What education I eventually received,"
he explains, "came later in life and I feel
like I'm learning allthe time."
Synnott went to Harvard Business
School and Boston University when he
was in his mid-40s and already well established in the banking industry. "After
learning for more than 30 years," he
says, "I'd like to teach for the next five."
And write books, of course. Synnott
says his colleagues at the bank often ask
him why he writes his books. After a
great deal of thought, he concluded that
the book writing was part of an ongoing
process to get to know himself better.
"The books will be there for my
kids," he says, gazing out his office window at the boats in the harbor. It's clear
that Synnott has set his course. He's finally arrived at something fixed and permanent in a shifting world.
•
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WITH THE AT&T ACCUNET® FAMILY OF DIGITAL SERVICES
AND THE AT&T CONSULTANT LIAISON PROGRAM.
or high-quality, end-to-end digital
F
communications, the smarter
proposal is AT&T's ACCUNET
Family of Digital Services.
, Our extensive line of digital
services, including DATAPHONE®
Digital Service, ACCUNET® TI.5
Service, ACCUNET® Reserved 1.5
Service, ACCUNET® Packet Service and ACCUNET® Switched 56
Service, can answer virtually all
of your customer's information
transfer needs.
From Electronic Order
Exchange and Video Teleconferencing, to CAD/CAM and Bulk
Data Transfer.
All with excellent digital reliability and accuracy.
But just as importantly, through
©1987 AT&T.

the AT&T Consultant Liaison Program, we can work with you to
integrate these services into your
proposals, so that your recommendations will maximize your client's
movement and management of
information on a global scale.
In addition, our CLP Network
Communications Applications and
Services manual (available for a
small fee) provides you with a
comprehensive fingertip reference
for all of AT&T's wide array of
network services.
Tn short, the people and services
10f AT&T can help you make more
informed, strategic recommendations to solve your customer's
complex business needs.
And that's a smarter proposal

for you, as well as your customers.
he AT&T ACCUNET Family
of Digital Services and the
AT&T Consultant Liaison Program.
More good reasons to partner
with AT&T.
To find out more, talk with
your account executive at AT&T.
Or call! 800 CLP-INFO.
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ATlaT
The right choice.

A new survey of programmers and analysts finds that most of them like their jobs, primarily
because of the kind of work they are asked to do. Most even like the salaries they are paid.
Programmers and analysts who work for dp companies feel their work is appreciated, but
outside the field, many think management is hostile, seeing dp as a cost, not a resource.

WhatYou Should Know
About Programmers
BY MARJORIE FREEDLAND
Just who are the men and women you've
trusted to write critically important systems and applications for your company?
What do systems analysts and programmers think about their work? What do
they think of their bosses? Why do they
quit? Are programmers and analysts optimistic.about advancement within their
firms? About the job market outside?
To find out, DATAMATION and
Deutsch, Shea & Evans, a human resources research and advertising firm,
conducted a dp career survey. In September 1986, 5,000 names were selected
from DATAMATION's national circulation
list. The survey targeted systems analysts, programmers,
and their immediate
managers: supervisors
of analysis; senior systems analysts; chief,
lead,
and senior proIIALL DP
grammers. Thirty-five
percent, or 1,751, responded. The proportion was 70% staffers,
30% supervisors.
ME.II
The current survey updates and extends a profile of the dp
professional that began when DSE surveyed DATAMATION readers in 1978.
Wherever applicable, we compared today's findings with those reported eight
years ago.
First things first: why did these people opt for their jobs? Multiple answers
were permitted, so the total does not
equal 100%.
It is encouraging that most took
their jobs because they expected to like
the work: 42% of the sample say they
find their jobs creative, exciting, and

PROBLEMS GO

THROUGH

above all, professionally challenging.
They write about "hot new projects," as
well as diversity, i.e., "always something
new." They enjoy their autonomy and
freedom from supervision, and the scope
of their responsibilities-"All dp problems go through me." The nature of the
work is more important today than· in
1978's survey, when 35% reported it
was the reason they had chosen their
jobs.
The next biggest factor was salary
and benefits, which 36% of the 1986 sample cite as most important, down from
39% in 1978. Significantly, there is noticeably less concern with salary among
young, entry-level people, who admitted
they just needed ajob, and among senior
people-55 years or older, or with their
company at least 15 years.
Opportunity for advancement was
the deciding factor for 28% of the sample, somewhat more so among the younger participants.
Potential for training and education
(8%) was more important to the younger
and less experienced. Job stability had
limited impact (6%), as did the relation of
their new position to prior experience or
background (2%).
Job location was a key point for 23%
of the sample, but the oldest, most tenured, and least experienced are considerably more flexible. Working conditions
and environment-things such as flextime-were of top importance for 10%.
Company's Culture, Style Important
For 8%, it was the image ofthe organization itself-its reputation, corporate
culture, management style, and stability-that drew them to their company.
Private-sector employers, particularly
the Fortune 1000,· are highly regarded.
Another 3% commended the size and
OATAMATION
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scope of the dp operation.
Seven percent wanted to work with
equipment, systems, and methods on the
"leading edge of technology."
Six percent report that this was
their only offer. One confides, "Unemployment doesn't pay very well." In
some cases, lack of experience or advanced age present problems: "Entrylevel positions are difficult to find,",
writes one, and an "over 45" writes, "No
other employer would consider my application."
Since 70% of the respondents have
had at least one other dp job, why did
they leave it? As Figure 1 shows, they
were frustrated in their careers (36%),
disenchanted with their employers
(20%), bored with their work (10%), unhappy with the location (8%), working
conditions (8%), and equipment and systems (3%). In essence, a replay of the
scenario in 1978.
Dissatisfaction with previous employers is intense; it focuses on management, which movers variously describe
as ignorant, inept, obnoxious, even tyrannical. Bad enough if bosses were
"wishy-washy,'" worse if they were
"half-ass management always yelling and

16
12
5
5
4
2
1
1
17

*
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screaming, never doing any long-term
building."J ob· movers· deplored-the- bu-reaucratic and political atmosphere-in
corporations as well as government
agencies-that fosters the "buddy systems of promotions.
Long hours, having to work weekends, and hectic schedules inspired defections. Dress codes and specified
times for coffee breaks and lunch hours
also sent programmers looking for the
exits. Some left because they were tired
of working with obsolete equipment or
technology.
People seem happier with their
present jobs. As Figure 2 indicates, two
thirds (67%) report-as they had anticipated-it's the work itself that most
turns them on. This percentage is virtually unchanged from 1978.
What's the flip side of the coin?
What bugs them most about their current jobs?
Management Problems Bug Them

The main source of dissatisfaction
centers, as in the 1978 survey, on management and organizational problems.
Politics and bureaucracy are specifically
reported by 27% (see Figure 3). Those
who changed their job because of management may not have improved their
situation in this regard.
Disenchantment with the organization focuses on "power politics" played
in both large corporations and government agencies. Younger respondents,
less familiar with the workings of mammoth hierarchies, complain about this
more often than older professionals.
Career factors are most unsatisfying for 22%. Leading the list is lack of advancement, in their words, "nowhere to
go," "no future," "no definite career
path," and "a lack of mobility-horizontal or vertical." Those dissatisfied with
compensation resent not being paid for
overtime, not receiving bonuses, and
management's failure to relate salary to
performance and/ or increased responsibilities. Others don't like the "hit or
miss" quality of training.
The work, which so many find exciting and stimulating, is boring to 16%, particularly the older survey participants.
They hate "paper-pushing projects," the
"drudgery of documentation" and maintenance-and the lack of challenge.
Their working conditions come in
for criticism as well. They heartily dislike
the high level of job stress to which they
are submitted: long hours, understaffing,
poor physical layout, in short, "highpressure, high-tension, Theory X envi-

TO MAKE ORACLE, INGRE5,

INFORMIX,AND UNIFY REALLY FL~
YOU HAVE TO GET ON A PLANE.
We're so sure Sequent will improve
No multiprocessor can match it.
the performance of your relaNo other system. Period.
. tional database application, we'll
Sequent gives you consistently
pay for your trip to the Sequent high performance even under the
Support Center nearest you to do heaviest loads. Easy porting of
the benchmark~
software. And the ability to exANNOUNCING A
pand up to hundreds of users.
DEPARTURE FROM ORDINARY
A uniprocessor with the same
DATABASE COMPUTING
kind of power would cost you four
No uniprocessor running O~acle~ times the price.
Ingres~ Informix~ or Unify® can
THE 30 MINUTE UPGRADE.
match Sequent's transparent
It's not only less expensive to
parallel technology for performexpand our system than any other
ance, expandability, flexibility,
system in the industry, it's faster.
and cost.
Anytime you need more

performance, you simply add
another board .
. The box doesn't change. The
software doesn't change. The whole
thing takes about 30 minutes.
For a free brochure and all
the facts about benchmarking
your database application at the
Sequent Support Center nearest
you, call 800-854-0428.
We'll do more than pay for the
phone call. We'll pay for the trip.
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"Put me on the next plane to Sequent"

'You must qualify. Offer ends May 31, 1987. © 1987 Sequent Computer Systems, Inc. The Practical Parallel is a registered trademark of Sequent Computer Systems, Inc. Unify is a registered
trademark of Unify Corporation. Informix is a registered trademark of Informix Software, Inc. Oracle is a registered trademark of Oracle Corporation. Ingres is a registered trademark of Relational Thchnology, Inc.
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So far its won everything
but the swimsuit coDlpetition

On September 9, 1986, Compaq~ introduced a new personal computer,
the COMPAQ DESKPRO 386T~ We
called it the most advanced personal
computer in the world.
Today, that's what everyone
calls it.
Industry experts, users and the
media agree that the COMPAQ
DESKPRO 386 reaches the highest
level ever for PC speed, compatibility, performance and expandability.

Award-winning performance
So it's not surprising that FOKI'UNE
magazine named the COMPAQ
DESKPRO 386 one of the most significant products of 1986.
As did Business Week.

Venture magazine proclaimed the
COMPAQ DESKPRO 386 one of the
year's best entrepreneurial ideas.
And PC Magazine highlighted it as
a product of the year, while singling
it out for technical excellence in the
desktop class.
The critics rave
The COMPAQ DESKPRO 386 is
also winning critical acclaim from
industry experts.
PC Magazine noted: ' 'The
COMPAQ DESKPRO 386 does it
with class, with speed and with
sound hardware and software design. In a market where it often
takes a few tries to get a new product right, Compaq has clearly done

it right the first time!'
USA TODAY reported that the
COMPAQ DESKPRO 386 "marks a
new generation of PC's that will make
previous desktop models look like
slide rules!'
Almost every major industry and
news publication reacted the same.
Ditto for users.

Blockbusting sales
COMPAQ DESKPRO 386 sales are
surpassing expectations, as thousands of users are putting it to work
immediately. To run productivity
software. For CADI CAE applications. Software development. And
as network file servers for businesses
of all sizes.

The most advanced personal computer in the world
~.

It's no wonder. We designed the
COMPAQ DESKPRO 386 with
dozens of enhancements that put it
in a class by itself.

Feature presentation
The high-speed, 32-bit, 16-MHz,
Inter' 80386 microprocessor lets
you run today's software two to
three times faster than ever. Plus it
opens doors to applications never
possible before on a PC.
Compaq enhanced each component to optimize power and speed,
without sacrificing compatibility,
giving you the most advancements
ever engineered into an industrystandard PC.
A memory management system

that breaks the 640-Kbyte barrier of
current operating systems. More
storage with faster access. More
expandability. More connectivity.
Simply more power for more people to do more things.
Add it up and the COMPAQ
DESKPRO 386 is the first desktop
PC to give you a true minicomputer
level of performance. And that sets
the precedent by which all future
advanced-technology computers
will be judged.

See for yourself
So while some may copy its engine, none will duplicate the uncompromising performance built into
the COMPAQ DESKPRO 386. It's

that firm refusal to settle for compromises that makes every Compaq
personal computer best in its class.
See why. For the location of your
nearest Authorized COMPAQ
Computer Dealer, or for a free
brochure, call 1-800-231-0900,
operator 30. In Canada, call 416449-8741, operator 30.
COMPAQ~ is a registered trademark, and
COMPAQ DESKPRO 38(jFM is a trademark of
Compaq Computer Corporation.
Inter is a registered trademark of Intel
Corporation.
©1987 Compaq Computer Corporation, all
rights reserved.

It simply works better.
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ronment." Working on outdated
equipment and systems is a further
source of discontent, e.g., "being 'c1osetcased' on dinosaur applications." .

"Working With Morons"
The caliber of people they work
with and those they work for causes additional dissatisfaction. They express it as:
"working with morons," "unreasonable
users, underachieving subordinates,"
"immature trainees," "political hirings of
incompetent people."
How are they doing financially? According to survey results, the employee
doing best isa male dp manager, at least
40 years old, with an advanced degree,
20 or more years in the field, and similar
tenure with his employer-a Fortune
1000 computer / dp manufacturer with a
very large dp staff, located in a major
metropolitan area on either coast.
Figure 4 gives salary ranges and
medians, overall and by sex and age. It
shows that men are paid more than women and, as would be expected, older respondents earn more than younger ones.
But there doesn't seem to be much difference in the earnings of dp staffers with
associate's certificates and those who do
not report any degree.
Managers are better compensated
than those with staff functions-no surprise-but systems/software designers
are paid nearly as well. Among the other
functions, applications programming is
the least financially rewarding.
What kinds of employers offer the
most compensation? Employees of corporations in which data processing is the
raison d' etre average between $40,000
and $44,999. Next best paid are respondents in utilities, followed by government workers. People who earn the least
are those who work in academia. Fortune
1000 salaries average nearly $5,000
more than those paid by other organizations ($42,000 as compared with
$37,100). As a rule, the larger the data
processing department, the higher the
compensation.
There is also some variation in salary by location. The highest median is J:eported in the Mid-Atlantic states,
$40,500, followed by $40,000 in the West
and $39,900 in the Southeast. Below the
average for the overall sample ($39,000)
are salaries in the Southwest, $38,700; in
New England, $37,800; and in the Midwest, $36,500.
Generally, programmers and analysts seem content with their salaries, although few mention compensation as the
most satisfying part of their work.
96 DATAMATION D MARCH 15,1987

Eighty-three percent describe themselves as satisfied, 25% highly so, 58%
moderately. Only 16% are dissatisfied14% somewhat, 2% very. These percentages are virtually the same as were
reported in 1978.
By geographic region, satisfaction

with earnings relates, in general, to salary level, but there is one exception: re-

spondents in the Midwest are apparently
as happy with their lower salaries (84%)
as their more highly compensated peers
in the Mid-Atlantic (83%), Southeast
(83%), and Western (86%) regions.

out multipart forms up to 6 layers
thick Printers that put all the con- .
trois right on the front panel,.so
they're easy to use. And printers
that offer a choice between a 180
cps draft mode printer, and a 220
cps multimode that produces Near
Letter Quality text at 45 cps.
And at Oatasouth we practice
what we preach. The os 180 and
OS 220 work side-by-side with
Tough customers demand
forged. Printers like the Oatasouth
the hard-working people who build
tough printers. The kinds of printers OS 180 and OS 220.
. that go where the work is, and
That kind of industrial-strength them right here in our Charlotte,
North Carolina plant
get the job done. Printers built to
performance comes from knowPut an industrial-strength
work three shifts a day-all week,
ing what a tough customer needs:
printer to work for you. To find your
all month, all year-and never take
rugged medium-speed printers
vacations. Printers so solid and
that combine outstanding perform- nearest Oatasouth distributor, call
us at 1-800-222-4528.
durable you'd think they were drop- ance with the strength to pound

The Datasouth High Performance Matrix Printers.

- ----
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Dalasoulh
AMERICA'S HIGH PERFORMANCE
PRINTER COMPANY ,

P.O. Box 240947, Charlotte, NC 28224, (104) 523-8500,

nx: 6843018, DASO UW SALES: 1-800-222-4528, SERVICE' 1-800-438-5050,' VU=st Coast office: 415-940-9828.
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How do they rate their chances for
advancement? A slim majority, 54%, are
satisfied, but 45% are not. The 12% who
are "highly" satisfied are offset by 12%
who are "very" dissatisfied. This ambivalence is not surprising in view of the
lackluster hopes for advancement we've
already noted. It represents a more negative viewpoint than was reported eight
years ago. Then, 60% were optimistic
about advancement opportunites, and
only 40% were not.
Older Respondents Gloomy

The "under-35s," who may not
have experienced competition for a higher-level job as yet, are somewhat more
positive. Older respondents, aged 50 or
more, are decidedly gloomy.
Particularly frustrated is the 50-to54 age group, still hoping for upper-echelon positions. For the most part, the
longer a programmer has been with his
or her present employer, the less satisfied, but discontent does lessen for those
over 54; perhaps diminished expectations lead to less discontent with the status quo.
Prospects for promotion appear
brighter in the Fortune 1000 companies
(60% ) than in other organizations (51 %).
As might be expected, the larger the dp
department, the more satisfied programmers and analysts are likely to be with
advancement opportunities; since more
openings are potentially available.
But suppose a programmer is angling for a new job. What does it look like
on the street? How do programmers and
analysts see the job market at their own
experience levels compared with five
years ago? Are more or fewer opportuni100 DATAMATION D MARCH 15,1987

XERO
A Xerox Electronic Publishing System
turns turnaround time into no time.
You've accomplished the impossible.
You were given 11 documents to publish
in seven days. And now that you've got
them done, you're told one needs a minor
change, three need small changes and
seven need major changes. But, instead
of panicking, you calmly collect your
thoughts and sit down at the terminal of
your Xerox XPS 700 Series Electronic
Publishing System. The system that's
sophisticated enough to let you turn
out document after document with
practically
turnaround time.

But a Xerox Electronic Publishing
System can do more than just make it
possible to meet seemingly impossible
deadlines. It can make your business
more competitive. For instance, let's say
you're bidding on a big project And
there's a last-minute change in specs.
That change may delay your competitions
bid as they wait for new proposals,
contracts, manuals and documentation
to be printed. With a Xerox Electronic
Publishing System,jobs that used to take
days take hours. And changes that took
hours now take only a few minutes.
In practically no time, a Xerox
Electronic Publishing System
can pay for itself. It'll pay for
itself by saving you time
and overtime charges. And
because it uses a powerful

and proven integrated composition
software package, it's easy to use. Which
means you won't have to go to great
expense or time to train someone to use it
If you'd like to learn more about
electronic publishing, take the time to
speak to a Team Xerox member. Send
in the coupon below or call Team Xerox
at 1-800-TEAM-XRX. We'll do more
than just offer you the widest selection
of electronic publishing equipment
available. We'll offer you the resources of
Team Xerox.
Experts who'll
give you the
advice, service and support you need to
set up your system and keep it running.
So that your system will always be able
to tum your turnaround time into no time.
Xerox brings out the genius in you.

I

!xerox Corporation, P.O. Box 24, Rochest;:NY 14692.
1
1 o Please have a sales representative contact me.
o Please send information on Xerox Electronic 1
Publishing Systems.
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XEROX® and XPS 700' are registered trademarks of XEROX CORPORATION.
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WhatYouShould
Know About
Programmers
ties available? Overall, the survey revealed cautious optimism. While more
are upbeat than are pessimistic-35% to
23%-a quarter of the respondents see
no change, and 17% don't know or didn't
answer.
Figure 5 shows how they answered
by level of experience. The 20-year veterans are least unsure about the state of
the job market. They've been there,
know the market, and are the most negative: fully 30% perceive that there are
fewer openings now.
The optimists in the sample see
more widespread use of computers as
the principal reason for their rosy picture
of dp job availability. Optimists talk in
terms of "exploding demand for applications development," and point to CADI
CAM, graphics, and spreadsheets as areas
not widely available five years ago.
Why do others see their employment prospects as worse than five years
ago? Mainly, they feel the pressures of a
competitive job market. According to the
pessimists, there is a glut of dp people.
Those with minimal experience think the
problem is a need for more experience,
but seasoned professionals are feeling
the crunch, too. Working professionals
say the flood of entry-level people pouring out of school is reducing their opportunities. "New kids are cheaper," they
say, and from all over the country come
responses that indicate cost-conscious
companies don't want to pay high premiums for experience; employers can
train-and pay less to-a stream of welleducated, new college grads.
Pessimists also blame the sluggish
economy in the nation and in their own
areas. As evidence, they report seeing
fewer recruitment ads in local newspapers.

Canned Software Dispiriting Trend
They also mention several other
reasons they think the job market is not
as good now. For one, the dp field is
growing at a slower pace than it used to.
Also, in a tight market, employers can be
more selective, hiring better educated
and more experienced people. The abundance of prepackaged or "canned" software is another dispiriting trend to the
pessimists. "You can buy any program
you want for $100, instead of paying
$20,000 for a programmer," explains one
respondent. Changes in computer technology and equipment and the need for
candidates with specialties further erode
job opportunities. Growing use of the
new, such as pes, and declining use of the
old, i.e., 3GLs, is bad news for staffers
102 DATAMATION
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with the "wrong" experience.
Optimistic or pessimistic, only 2%
of the sample say they hope to leave the
dp field within the next few years, but
many are looking for some kind of
change. The largest number, 39%, want
to be managers, 26% specifically in dp or
MIS. A reassuring 20% want to remain as
professionals, 8% at just their current
level. Retirement is the aim of 11%, 5%
want to do conSUlting, and another 5%
want to be self-employed, in dp or
otherwise.
What can we conclude from this career research? A key point is that most
dp professionals are still fascinated with
their work. This and their generally reported satisfaction with salary seem to

compensate for day-to-day annoyances.
Few want to leave the field.
A growing concern is with the lack
of opportunities for advancement. Today's programmers and analysts feel
acutely the crunch of too many staffers
chasing too few promotions.
Although most see more job opportunities today at their level than five
years ago, it is painfully evident that not
all who have changed jobs to get ahead
have achieved their goals.
•

Marjorie Freedland is vice pres£dent/
director of research at Deutsch, Shea &
Evans Inc., New York, the human resources advertising, research, and communicat£ons organization.
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the SAS$ System.
You can choose
between the simple English-like
command language or a front-end
menuing system. On-line help
facilities make it easy to handle
every application, quickly and accurately. You can track sales
leads, determine market share,
present results. File employee
records, analyze benefit programs, manage the payroll. Take
orders, keep inventory, produce
mass mailings. Schedule projects,
determine product mix, make
forecasts, produce spreadsheets.
All this and more with the
SAS System.

One Solution that's
Friendly.
It's easy with the SAS System.
You can write front-ends for all
your applications. And with a few
keystrokes, you can change them
as your information needs change.
A convenient screen manager
lets you edit, display, and control
your work without ever leaving
your desk. And if you need to
move between several operating
systems, you'll find the'language,
syntax, and commands the same
for the mainframe, minicomputer,
and PC SAS System.

Wh.atever your application,
the SAS System is your Fourth
Generation Software Solution.
Call us today.

DI/
SAS Institute Inc.
SAS Circle, Box 8000
Cary, NC 27511-8000, USA
Telephone (919) 467-8000, x280
Telex 802505

SAS is the registered trademark of SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA. Copyright 0 1985 by SAS Institute Inc. Printed in the USA.

It wasn't that they didn't
like each other. It was
just that they were never
properly introduced.
MeetF. X. Epson,
R. X. Epson, E. X. Epson,
and, last but not least,
L.Q .Epson.Now the whole

gang can talk to your IBM
mainframe thanks to a
mutual friend. The Avatar
Ep-87 Coax Adapter.
In Iact , the Ep-87 can have
more Epson printers on
speaking tenns witha 3270
network than anyone else.
And with a savings of up to
75% over IBM 3287
printers, no wonder it's a
friend of the family.
Because it's a board; the
Ep-87 fits right in - you 'II
never know it's there.
The Avatar Ep-87. It
couldn't have happened to
a nicer family.
AvatarTechnologies Inc.,
99 South Street,
Hopkinton, MA 01748.
Avatar. All you need
3270 connectivity.

8174358872
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Universal Data Systems, the company that
developed the first 9600 bps dial-up modem, has
now applied its special brand of craftsmanship to
the CCITT V.32 specification.
The result is a ful/-duplex 9600 bps device for the
switched telephone network. \I\!hen substandard
line conditions are encountered, the device offers
automatic fallback to 4800 bps, while maintaining
the full-duplex communications capability.
As you expect from UDS, the device fully utilizes
the latest in CMOS technology for low-noise performance and very low (less than 20W) power consumption. A new LCD control panel displays and
configures modem set-up selections and displays
outputs from the unit's comprehensive self-test
regime. Auto-dial capability is also included.
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If your system must accommodate
periodic bursts of high-throughput, fullduplex communication, UDS craftsmanship and
the V.32 standard provide a reliable, cost-effective
solution. For complete technical details and
quantity prices, contact Universal Data Systems,
5000 Bradford Drive,
Huntsville, AL 35805.
Telephone 205/721-8000;
Quantity One
Telex 752602 UDS HTY.
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Universal Data Systems

®

MOTOROLA INC.
Information Systems Group

PREMIERING AT INTERFACE: BOOTH 10681
Created by Dayner/Hall, Inc., Winter Park, Florida
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RealTime
OFF-LINE
ONE OF THE MOST talked about announcements of 1986 was the introduction of the
first Intel 80386-based products. As hardware and software vendors jumped on the
386 bandwagon and the pros and cons of
the faster chip were debated, it became evident that the advanced technology is here to
stay. Thirty 386-based system products
have already been announced and over 200
designs are now in progress, says Intel,
which says it shipped 90,000 of the 386
chips last year.
Intel recently unveiled its next generation
of 386 chip technology, consisting of a
20MHz version of the 80386 chip (the first
version was 16MHz), a numerics coprocessor, an integrated system peripheral device,
and a cache control device. Together these
components make up Intel's oem offering,
which it calls its Iituned computing engine."
Citing the movement toward standards
and the trend toward higher performance in
the microcomputer, workstation, and minicomputer arenas, Intel feels VLSI is the vehicle for achieving both. Intel also makes note
of the growing move toward DOS/Unix
multitasking environments, which its chip
technology allows for.
The 80386-20 chip operates at 4MIPS to
5MIPS, a 25% increase over the 16MHz
version. Intel claims the chip exceeds the
VAX 8600 and IBM 4381 in cpu performance. The 80386-20 chips are $599 each.
The 82380 Integrated System Peripheral incorporates a DMA controller that can use the
80386's entire 32-bit bus bandwidth via
eight programmable channels. With it, Intel
claims system I/O speeds five to 10 times
above existing solutions. The price is $149
each. The 32-bit 80387 numerics coprocessor is said to provide a four- to six-time performance boost to standard numerics applications running on the previous generation
80287. The 80387 was announced last October along with the 80386, and some manufacturers, such as Zenith Data Systems,
have introduced 80386-based systems with
80387 sockets built in. The new coprocessor
is object-code compatible with the 8087 and
80287 coprocessors. The price is $500 each.
The 82385 Cache Controller, available late
this year, can store 32KB of the most frequently used code and data from the full
80386 physical address range of 4GB, thus
improving system bus utilization.
An Intel spokesman said the next step in
386 technology-probably a 24M Hz version-may be available by the fourth quarter. As for the inevitable 80486, the spokesman would say only, lilt's definitely under
development."

Using CMOS gate array technology, Norsk Data's ND-5000 Series provides up to eight times the
power of its previous superminis.

Norsk Data Extends
Supermini Product Line
New computers provide eight times more power
and feature CMOS gate array technology_
BY TH ERESA BARRY
N orsk Data, the Oslo, Norway-based
manufacturer of minicomputers and
superminis, expects to have another
good year in 1987-the company has
been growing at 30% for the last couple
of years. In this healthy environment, the
company recently announced three additions to its line of superminis. The ND5000 Series is said to provide as much as
eight times the capacity of Norsk's current ND-570/cx supermini. To achieve
this, Norsk is using CMOS gate array technology, which the company first used in
its Butterfly series of workstations, introduced to the U.S. market last
November.
The three new computers are the
ND-5700, ND-5800, and ND-5900. The ND5900 is a multiprocessor version, which
can include two, three, or four cpus.
N orsk says that each of the new computers can be the main computer in a medium-sized network, or a local computer in
a large distributed network. The ND5000 Series can be distributed and linked

to other systems via Norsk's ND-Cosmos
data communications and distribution
facility.
As with other Norsk Data products, the ND-5000 Series was designed in
accordance with the ND-Safe product philosophy, meaning all products use the
same operating system, the same· communications facilities, and the same applications software.
The ND-5000 computers range in
price from $400,000 to $1.53 million. The
computers are manufactured· in Norway
and are marketed in the U.S. through
strategic agreements. NORSK DATA N.A.,
Westborough, Mass. .
CI RCLE 250

Graphics Controller
Metheus introduces second highresolution controller in 1000
Series.
The Metheus 1004 is a new high-resolution color graphics controller that
Metheus says is designed for the pcbased CAD, CAM, and CAE markets.
The new controller offers a screen
DATAMATION D MARCH 15,1987 107
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resolution of 1,024 by 768 and displays
16 colors from a palette of 4,096. The
controller occupies a single eight-bit slot
in AT-compatible and xT-compatible machines.
The controller also offers IBM CGA
(color graphics adapter) emulation, allowing the user to run PC/DOS application
programs on the high-resolution display.
Text is displayed on a 960 by 600 resolution window. The 1004 is said to be 100%
compatible with existing Omega/pc controllers. It also features built-in security
verification hardware.
The price of the Metheus 1004 is
$2,995, and it's available now. METHEUS
CORP., Hillsboro, Ore.
CIRCLE 254

Two New Laptops
Grid goes lighter and IBM adds
memory and an LCD.
Grid Systems has extended its line of laptop computers with the GridLite, which
weighs in at a mere 8.5 pounds. The laptop features a 10-inch diagonal "supertwist" LCD screen (liquid crystal molecular chains are twisted, causing light
waves to bend and producing darker
characters), and a 1,200/300 baud int'ernal modem is available.

GridLite can be configured with
640K of system RAM and up to 1MB of internal EMS RAM. It als'o has the capacity
for an additional 1MB of ROM. The keyboard is identical to that of the GridCase
Plus, which has also been enhanced with
more memory and storage. options. The
GridLite is available now and is priced at
$1,750. EMS RAM is available at $295 for
0.5MB and $395 for 1MB. GRID SYSTEMS
CORP., Mountain View, Calif. CIRCLE 252
IBM has enhanced the PC Convertible, the
laptop it introduced last year. Enhancements include a new liquid crystal display
with "supertwist" technology, a new internal modem that supports communica-

users and features an internal protocol
converter for connection to 3x systems
through a twin-ax port. A parallel port is
also standard. Printer emulations offered
are IBM 4214, 5224, 5225, 5256, and Epson. The price of the 888xL is $3,795, and
it will be available next month.
The 889xL is targeted for IBM 3270terminal systems. It features coax and
parallel ports and emulations for IBM
3287, 3262, and Epson printers. It's
priced at $3,995 and will also be available
next month. OUTPUT TECHNOLOGY CORP.,
Spokane, Wash.
CI RCLE 255
tions applications using either the IBM or
Hayes Attention command set, and a Epson's Newest Micro
new 256K memory card that allows for
Equity III + has optional math coexpansion of user memory to 640K.
processor
for scientific tasks.
The enhanced LCD is now part of the
standard PC Convertible configuration. It Epson has introduced the Equity III + to
may be purchased separately as an up- replace its Equity III microcomputer. It' s
grade. The PC Convertible with enhanced a 16-bit IBM AT-compatible machine that
liquid crystal display is priced at $1,995; comes equipped with an 80286 microthe enhanced LCD alone is $250; the en- processor capable of running at three
hanced internal modem is $450; and the switch-selectable speeds: 6MHZ, 8MHZ,
256K memory card is $390. IBM, Infor- . or 10MHz. An optional multispeed 80287
mation Systems Group, Rye Brook, New math coprocessor is available for scientific and engineering tasks. A built-in parYork.
CIRCLE 253
allel port and serial port are also
standard.
Serial Dot Matrix Printers
A basic configuration includes
Three new printers from Output
640KB of main memory, expandable to
feature 850cps speeds.
15.5MB; 64KB of ROM; an internal system
Output Technology Corp., a manufactur- clock/ calendar; a security keylock
er of high-speed serial dot matrix print- switch; a 1.2MB, 5%-inch floppy disk
ers, recently introduced its fastest drive; and an enhanced IBM AT-style keyboard. The latest version ofMSIDOS and a
products.
The TriMatrix 850XL features a set of system diagnostics and GW-BASIC
burst speed of 850cps and a throughput are included.
Options include an IBM-compatible
of 240 lines per minute. It's the first in a
new series, called the TriMatrix 800, color graphics adapter, multimode
which is based on OTC's 700 Series of graphics adapter, and enhanced graphics
adapter boards, plus a selection of color
700cps printers.
The 850XL is said to be optimized and monochrome monitors. Additional
for 136-column printing and is capable of 360KB or 1.2MB, 5%-inch floppy drives,
handling up to six-part forms. OTC says additional hard drives, or tape backup dethe 850XL offers all features and func- vices are also available. The base price is
tions of the 700 Series including front- $2,695; equipped with a 40MB Winchespanel menu programming, multipitch ter drive, the system is $3,895. EPSON
printing, front and bottom paper feed, 8K AMERICA, Computer Products Division,
CIRCLE 257
data buffers, serial and parallel ports, and Torrance, Calif.
Epson and DEC printer eri1Ulations. The
850XL has an increased baud rate of up to
19.2K. It's priced at $2,395 and is available this month.
Also unveiled by Output were two
TriMaster 800 printers for the IBM S/3x
and 3270 markets, both featuring 850cps
speeds and throughput of 240lpm. Both
printers deliver all the features of the
850xL.
The 888xL is aimed at IBM 34/36/38
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What can you expect from
the new LaserJet Series II Printer?
Everything.
Because the LaserJet Series II
Printer from Hewlett-Packard is
r:=~~"'lu
the product of experience.
l~liIiF~' ,',' 'io..~~,:-·\ It's a second generation
,J
. " printer from the company with the world's
largest installed base of
)aser printers.
Whatever your company's needs,
the LaserJet Series II will deliver the
performance you expect, at up to 8
pages/minute.
Thke a simple memo like the Soup
letter we created with Microsoft Word.
As you can see, you can print in a
variety of formats and type styles with
our wide selection of LaserJet fonts.
Or you can create a sophisticated
combination of text and graphics.
With additional plug-in memory; you
can also produce full-page 300 dpi
graphics, like our Nuts form shown

below. 'Ib do this, we used HP's new
ScanJet desktop scanner, Microsoft
Windows and Pagemaker@ from Aldus.
With support by more than 500 of
the most popular software packages,
the LaserJet Series II Printer can
produce whatever type of business
document you need. And LaserJet
Series II works with all popular pes so
it can easily be integrated into your
existing system.
In fact, only the price is unexpected-starting as low as $2495.*
For the authorized dealer nearest
you, call us at 1800 367-4772,
Ext. 275K.

r7JJJFl

HEWLETT
~12J PACKARD

Business Computing Systems
Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corp" Pagemaker is a
U"S" registered trademark of Aldus Corporation"
'Suggested U"S" list price" © 1987 Hewlett-Packard Co" PE12702DM3
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. 'III need the

AT&T Power Protection Systems
to turll my downtime
into up 'time~'

way to' solve them. In fact, the
architecture for their U ninterruptible Power Systems is patented.
I t includes fewer components for
greater reliability and efficiency.
So, do your computer a favor.
Don't wait for it to act funny
before you act. Find out more
about the AT&T Power Protection
Systems. Call 1-800-372-2447, or
send the coupon to: AT&T Power
Protection Systems, Attn: K.K.
Ketterer, 961 Marcon Blvd., Dept.
203130, Allentown, PA18103.

These AT&T Power units take raw,
unpredictable commercial electric
power,. clean it, and distribute it to
.
my system as pure regulated
power. U\'hhhhhhhh.) And they
support the widest variety of computers and communication equip. "All that raw electrIc power' ment. The products include the
'does funny things to my system~' AT&T U ninterruptible Power Sys©1987 AT&r
tem (UPS), which has a built-in
ATBt-T-Po-w-e-r-Pr-ot-ed-i-on-S-ys-te-m~
The slightest dip or surge in elecbattery reserve to protect against
Attn: K.K. Ketterer,'
tricity can play havoc with me.
all power fluctuations, as well as
961 Marcon Blvd.,
Even a few millisecond power disblackouts. Or, when a power
Dept. 203130, Allentown, PA 18103.
turbance can cause me to forget'
Please send me the following:
reserve isn't necessary, there's the
o UPS Literature
important data, give out misinfor- AT&T Power Line Conditioner'
0 PLC Literature
mation, or cause damage to my
o VAR ~rogram Information
(PLC), which eliminates76% of all
0 Distributor Program Information
hardware.
power disturbances.
o Please have a sales representative contact me.'
'And, these disturbances are
Name
not just an occasional thing. Sur"AT&7; youte the only one for me~' Title
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
veys done by AT&T Bell LaboratoCompany
ries and LB.M. show they occur
AT&T is the only company that
on the average of135 times a year
designs, manufactures and serAddress
and'can account for as much as
vices power protection equipment
City
50% of all computer down time.
. and also makes computers. So
State
Zip _ _ _ __
That's why I need AT&T Power
they understand me better. They
~o~ _ _ _ _ _ _
Protection Systems ..
know my problems and the right

I
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=~\,AT.T

cz~\,~w,)The right choice.
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Parallel Processor
Designed for expert system and
signal processing applications
The DADO, a "massively parallel" computer recently announced by Fifth Generation Computer Corp., is designed for
expert system and signal processing applications.1t employs up to 8,191 Motorola 68020 microprocessors arranged in a
binary tree. The machine is said to outperform traditional von Neumann computers in certain narrowly defined applications, such as searching databases,
recognizing speech, and matching image
patterns.
Fifth Generation. claims the system's performance grows at a nearly linear rate as processing elements, containing mpus, memory, and communications
channels, are added. The DADO machine
is designed for standalone use or to
serve as a shared resource on local networks.1t is controlled by the Unix operating system. A C compiler is available
now, and compilers for languages such as
LISP, FORTRAN and ops5 are planned for
second quarter delivery. The vendor has
licensed DADO's design from Columbia
University, New York, where the hardware was invented.
Fifth Generation has also teamed up
with AT&T's Feqeral Systems operation
to develop a speaker-independent, large
vocabulary, real-time speech recognition
system and has subcontracted with
DARPA to develop industrial expert
systems.
Prices begin at about $25,000 for an
eight-processor system; a similar ver112 DATAMATION
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sian with a signal processing chip on each desktop enclosure, and Mapped Iris liprocessing element is $32,000. A 512- cense is priced at $11,395. POINT 4 DATA
CIRClE 258
processor system is priced at about CORP., Tustin, Calif.
$575,000 without the signal processing
chips. A host development workstation, New NCR Tower
built by Sun Microsystems, is also avail. Based on loosely coupled design
able for approximately $20,000. Deliveries were set to begin this month. FIFTH that allows for incremental growth
GENERATION COMPUTER CORP., New The latest in the NCR Tower series is the
CIRClE 251
York.
high-end Tower 32/800. Housed in the
familiar Tower slim-line cabinet, this 32Entry-Level Business Computer bit machine is based on Unix System V
and can be configured to support from 32
Point 4 unveils multiuser system
to 112 users. The 32/800 is designed
for small, growing companies.
with Motorola 68020 and 68010
The recently introduced Mark 2E is processors.
Point 4's entry-level multiuser business
The architecture of the Tower 32/
computer. The system' operates at 800 is a loosely coupled, incremental,
3.6MIPS and has the ability to support up multiprocessor design. This allows for
to 17 users. It contains a Winchester disk applications processors, file processors,
with an unformatted capacity of up to terminal processors, communications
143MB. Backup and program load capa- processors, and LAN processors to be inbilities are provided by a 60MB streaming corporated into the system in increcartridge tape subsystem. An optional ments while maintaining the user's origi1MB floppy disk drive is available.
nal investment. NCR says that maximum
The basic Mark 2E is configured system performance is achieved by diswith four asynchronous ports and can be tributing many of the Unix processing elexpanded to 16 ports in four-port incre- ements to multiple processors. This disments. An optional 17th binary synchro- tribution, NCR says, is transparent to the
nous port can be added for computer-to- user.
The Tower 32/800 is priced at apcomputer communications. The system
runs on Point 4's IRIS (Interactive Real- proximately $105,000 for a 32-user contime Information System) operating sys- figuration, which includes two applicatem. Point 4 claims that software created tions processors with 4MB of RAM each,
for the Mark 2E is upwardly compatible four eight-port terminal processors, one
and will function on its largest 128-user file processor, and 340MB of disk storage. A typical 112-user price is $160,000,
system, the Mark 12.
A basic system with a 280 nanosec- which includes two applications procesond cpu, 256KB of RAM, four-port multi- sors with 4MB of RAM each, 14 eight-port
plexor, ST-506 disk controller with QIC- terminal processors, two file processors,
02 streamer tape interface, '27MB hard and 850MB of disk storage. NCR CORP.,
CIRClE 256
disk, 60MB quarter-inch tape streamer, Dayton, Ohio.
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;, are a fUll array of value7alld8cl solutions
,lor your wide-area IBM data communications requirements.These, 01 course,
begin with 1.25 capabilities.We helped
create 1.25. And we stDllead the field.

What's ,more, you get support, for both
3270 Bisync and SNA/SDLC protocols and
inexpensive ASCII printers. Plus call 'access
,to theTYMND network at 1200 or 2400 bps.
Tymnet's Services do more than make the
async-to-3270 connedlon.!!;;!~!!,;!H!r
•;!!1!!!!~~!!;~'!!!,~,~;!!!!~!~;,'!!;~'~~~!!!!~'
tirmJnaldeyiceslike3210s.,3710s~,5250s.

:!!~~l!9Z~!!!,~~~~~~~~!~:'ieHerdill;
!y!!!,!!,!!!c~!g!!:,!!!M~!~9;,!!,~,Y!;~,.

IBM is a registered trademark of
International Busin,ess Machi,nes Corporation.
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DESPITE THE BELIEF within the computer industry that either MVS or VM will soon become the cornerstone of IBM's operating
system strategy-rendering DOS obsolete-a study suggests that Big Blue has not
yet identified the one key operating system
that can match the strategy of its chief competitor, Digital Equipment Corp., and its VMS
operating system. In fact, research firm
Computer Intelligence, La Jolla, Calif., provides evidence that DOS may be with us for
a long time.
The three major operating systems in the
IBM/pcm world are DOS, which includes
DOS, DOS/VS, and DOS/VSE; OS, which includes OS/VS/1, MVS, and MVS/XA; and
VM, which includes VM/SP, VM/IS, VM/
CMS, and VM/XA.
VM is IBM's fastest growing operating
system, although it currently has the smallest installed base. Software and services
companies are placing their bets on it to be
the IBM operating system of the future. CI
notes that from December 1982 to Decem- .
ber 1986, the number of IBM/pcms in the
U.S. running VM increased to 34% from
19%. VM has become popular on both small
and medium-sized systems, says CI, due to
the interactive programming environment
VM/CMS offers. MVS has also experienced
growth, CI reports, although not as dramatic, growing to 49% in 1986 from 45% in
1982. The most dramatic growth within that
environment has been in MVS/XA, which
grew to 37% of the MVS base in 1986 from
just 7% in 1984. CI sees IBM continuing to
encourage users to convert to the more costly MVS/XA during 1987, but feels this migration is further in the future. CI analyst
Jerry Berry notes that lilt's not happening as
fast as IBM had hoped it would."
IBM's current strategy, as CI sees it, appears to be to promote its latest variants of
VM for its low-end to midrange systems,
and its top-of-the-Iine MVS/XA for medium
to high-end systems, suggesting that DOS
will be replaced. But, CI notes, although the
number of cpus running DOS operating systems is decreasing, almost half of the
11,000 IBM/pcm users it surveyed (70% of
U.S. sites) continue to operate one of the
DOS systems, suggesting that DOS will be
around for some time.
The reason for the prevalence of DOS is
the existence of older IBM computers like
the IBM 360 and 370 systems, which are
strictly DOS oriented. These systems are
only gradually being replaced by new, MVSoriented cpus. CI supports its view further by
adding that IBM recently introduced a new
version of DOS/VSE for the IBM 9370 series.

Software Development
System from 1ST
Business Software Technology's firstrelease is
for Cullinet's IDMS/R environment.
BY THERESA BARRY
Endevor-DB from Business Software
Technology Inc. is an integrated software development management system
for applications running under Cullinet's
IDMS/R environment. BST says EndevorDB tracks changes made in the application development process, records and
groups the changes, and automates the
quality assurance and migration of those
changes to the testing and production
environment.
The system is made up of five
components. One tracks all changes
(who, when, why); another controls access to dictionary entities; the third orga-

nizes and reports changes in key categories; the fourth indentifies differences
between application systems; and the
last helps users identify changes to application systems that are being moved
from development to test and production
levels. BST says that these five facilities
interact with Endevor's change control
database to manage Cullinet's IDMS/R application development and operations
environment, including compilers and
tools such as ADSA and ASF. Endevor-DB
is available now and is priced at $57,500.
Business Software Technology
was formed in 1984 by former Cullinet
employees. The company's other product is Endevor-C1, a change control sys-

Endevor-DB's five components interact with,Endevor's change control database.
DATAMATION
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tem for the non dictionary-driven development environment. BST acquired that
product along with the assets of its developer, Condor Technology (New York),
last fall. BUSINESS SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY INC., Westborough, Mass. CIRCLE 260

Playback Facility
SPSS Inc. adds feature to Graphics
package.
spss Graphics Playback facility is now
available in release 1.1 of SPSS Graphics
for IBM CMS and Prime minicomputers.
It's available for DEC VAX systems in release 1.1, level 2 of SPss Graphics.
With Playback, users can replay a
previous SPSS Graphics session in an interactive or batch mode. This enables
the user to produce the same types of
graphics or maps on a regular basis using
different data each time. Playback creates a logfile of an interactive session,
which records every command entered,
menu selected, and form filled out during
the session. In a Playback session,
Graphics takes its input from this logfile
instead of the keyboard.
SPSS Graphics with Playback facility
has a license price of between $3,000 and
$15,000, depending on the system used.
SPSS INC., Chicago.
CI RCLE 261

Publishing Package Enhanced
Interleaf adds features to facilitate
creation of complex documents.
A new release, 3.0, of Interleaf Inc.'s
Technical Publishing software is suited
to the creation of long, complex documents, such as technical manuals, directories, and books.
New features in Release 3.0 include
full editing and formatting control of text
with graphics, revision tracking, an equation package for creating mathematical
formulas, a "book" facility for long document assembly, including automatic
numbering and cross-referencing and
automatic index and table of contents
generation, additional CAD interfaces, including HPGL,IGES, MacDraw, and MacPaint filters, isometric and freehand
drawing, new graphics input options, including line-art scanner and tracing tablet, enhanced software for editing
scanned images, and new typefaces.
The new release is bundled with 32bit workstations from Apollo, Digital
Equipment Corp., and Sun Microsystems. An entry-level configuration including a workstation, TPS software, and
120 DATAMATION 0 MARCH 15, 1987

Widgets Explained!
We at Widget Internstional are often asked for
some background on the
origin of the word widget.
Everyone here
knows what we mean
when we say widget, but
anyone who has looked
the word up in a dictionary knows that it doesn't
appear in any of the standard dictionaries. E....en
in The Oxford English
Dictionary. the most
complete dictionary of
them all, there is no entry
~~::.n widgeon and

We have found that
many people associate
widgets with M'idgeolU. an
interesting kind of wild
duck. This is an iogenious and appealing.
though inaccurate, explanat~on that may be aecounted for by their
latching on to the closest
word that t~ey can find.

We ha.e found thaI many people assoe/ale
wldgels with wIdgeons, an InleresUnll kInd
of wild duck. This is an ingenious and ap:'
pealing, though Inaccurate, explsnaUon.
In the dictionary, widgeon is the only word

We have done some research of our own and
come up with a few answers to the public's
Questions, and we wO,uld
like to share these with
you.

The president of Widget
International. Paul Reynolds, has olTered one explanation of the origin of
the word that should satisfy almost· everyone:
widget is a word that has
existed since the beginning of human language.
Before there were indi...idual names for things,

that is the least bit like
widget. Actual1y. widgeon and widger may
have gone through simi1ar transformations over'
the course of history. as
we shall demonstrate in
the next few sentences,
we hope. A typical exampie follows:

everything was a widget.
People would ask. for example, "Would you
please hand me that widget; so that] can fix this
widget?"
e_orala"gua"abtotamalophltricaled, .~ ... aya • • "d "" ••,.
call.d ".'d"atl"

Microdocument

an Interleaf laser printer is priced at
$29,900. Unbundled TPS software is
$15,000 per license. The options mentioned are priced separately. INTERLEAF
INC., Cambridge, Mass.
CI RCLE 266

More Mainframes Supported
Pacbase now runs on Honeywell
and Sperry systems.
.
CGI's Pacbase is a life-cycle applications
generator that has been available in
North America only on IBM mainframes.
It is to become available on North American Honeywell DPs-7, DPs-8, DPs-88, and
DPS-90, and Sperry 1100 mainframes in
the second quarter. It has previously
been available for those machines in
Europe.
CGI claims that current IBM customers can generate systems for Honeywell
and Sperry environments. With this new
version, Honeywell or Sperry installations can generate batch and on-line systems for their own environments.
Prices for the Honeywell and Sperry versions of Pacbase range from
$149,000 to $299,000, depending on operating environment. CGI SYSTEMS INC.,
Pearl River, N.Y.
CIRCLE 262

Three from Thoroughbred
A port to Compaq 386, security device, and RDBMS
The Thoroughbred Software Division of
Concept Omega Corp. recently introduced three products.
The first is a port to the Compaq
Deskpro 386 portable computer. With
the port, says Thoroughbred, all applications written in Thoroughbred BASIC un-

der Thoroughbred/ OS can be run on the
Compaq. The product is available in single-user, three-user, six-user, and 10user versions. It is priced from $495 to
$2,795. Thoroughbred claims to have migrated Thoroughbred BASIC to over 60
different computer manufacturers' hardware and expects to do more in 1987.
The second new product is Passport, a device for securing software. This
allows vars to tie their proprietary software applications to a particular computer system via serial numbers. Passport
can be plugged directly into the serial
port of a standalone system or between
the port and any terminal on a multiuser
.
system.
The serial number, visible internally and externally, can then be used to encode any proprietary program desired. A
user can make any number of backup
copies, but they are usable only on his or
her system.
Passport will be bundled with Thoroughbred BASIC under Unix and Xenix
and with Thoroughbred/os. Prices
range from $495 to $12,995, depending
on the size of the system.
Thoroughbred has also announced
Idol-II, a relational database management and retrieval system, designed for
use in the Thoroughbred BASIC multiuser
environment. It's an extension of the
company's 10-year-old Idol DBMS. Its
new features include a multirecord data
management capability that allows the
user to view and edit multiple file records
Prices
simultaneously.
for Idol-II range from $795 to $3,895.
THOROUGHBRED SOFTWARE, Somerville,
N.J.

CIRCLE 263

Proiect Management System
Designed to interact with popular
database and spreadsheet files
Pro*Path *Plus from SoftCorp is a critical
path method project management system designed to interact with programs
using Lotus 1-2-3, dBase III, DIF, and
ASCII files.
Users can create projects directly
from data in spreadsheets or DBMS files
and can export project information to
other programs for analysis' and
reporting.
The program performs scheduling
and automatic resource leveling. The
program also allows graphics dot matrix
printers to rotate reports and Gantt and
PERT charts 90 degrees, printing them on
one continuous piece of paper. Network

Oeansdesks
and does
with me
. Reduce functions typed
from the keyboard to just
one keystroke.
Introducing the new
, C078 Combined Function
. '.
~j Terminal. A new, innovative terminal for improving operations in Credit
Collections, Purchasing, Customer Service, and
many other areas.
Now a 3270 plug compatible terminal that
combines telephony, user functions, and interactive
data all in one. With programmable soft keys you clear
the desk of calendar, calculator, notes and telephone.
The new Telex C078 Combined Function Terminal.
To put your finger on this new productivity tool, call
Telex. USA: 1-800-331-2623, Ext. 3284 (Oklahoma,
1-918-628-3284). INTERNATIONAL: 1-617-769-8000.
CANADA: 1-800-268-3233. EUROPE: 41-38-22-6101.

The First to Put 3270
Compatibility and Productivity
on Speaking Terms.

TE.LE.X
Telex is a registered trademark of The Telex Corporation.

TELEX COMPUTER PRODUCTS, INC.
CIRCLE 65 ON READER'CARD
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diagrams of projects are automatically
produced. Projects can include up to 500
tasks, which can be linked together.
Automatic subproject rollup and mass
update facilities are included; sUbproject
explosion during printing is an option.
International date and number formats can be selected and up to 120 holidays can be removed from the schedule
for international use.
The software Pro*Path*Plus runs
on the IBM network and supports the IBM
PC Convertible. Softcrop says the program is not a new release of Advanced
Pro-Path 6, a low-end Softcorp project
manageent system, but users of that program can upgrade for $150. Otherwise,
Pro*Path*Plus is priced at $495. SOFTCORP, Clearwater, Fla.
CIRCLE 269

Sterling Goes DB2
Enhances two products to support
IBM's Relational DBMS
Predicting that IBM's DB2 will be the
dominant database manager in 1990,
Sterling Software's Answer Systems Division has added DB2 support to two
products. One is the recently announced
release 10.1 of the Mark IV mainframe
application development package. Mark
IV's Relational Support/1 has been in
use at selected user sites since July 1986.
Its features help users work with DB2
and SQLIDS tables.
Other functional capabilities added
to Mark IV include an IMS/VS checkpoint/ restart feature, and data dictionary
'enhancements for simplified management of various Answer Systems' products. An ISPF program preparation facility and a performance optimization capability for CMS environments are optional.
Release 10.1 is free to current customers of Mark IV. Relational Support/ 1
and the ISPF program preparation facility
are priced separately at $15,000 per feature. Mark IV pricing ranges from
$75,000 to $150,000. Answer/DB for the
Personal Computer, a micro-to-mainframe link, is the second product to add
DB2 support.
Answer /DB takes users through a
series of menus to select and extract information from an IBM mainframe computer and deliver it to a pc. IBM agreed to
help market Answer /DB to IMS users last
year. With DB2 support, Answer/DB is
priced from $45,000 to $200,000, depending on' the size. STERLING SOFTWARE, Answer Systems Division, Canoga Park, Calif.
CIRCLE 264
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Unix/Real-Time System
Modcomp provides Unix development and real-time processing.
The Realix operating system, recently
introduced by Modcomp for its Classic
32/85 minicomputers, brings features of
AT&T's Unix System V.2 to Modcomp's
own MAX 32 real-time operating system.
Realix is said to provide over 125
tools and utilities for program development, including editors for data files,
source programs, and text; text processors and formatters; tools for creation,
deletion, maintenance, and backup; and
tools for electronic communications. A
Bourne shell is included, as is a C compiler that generates Modcomp machine
code.
Routines are available for standard
I/O operations, file access and status information, string manipulation, memory
allocation, and mathematical operations.
Realix also supports multiprogramming
in FORTRAN, Pascal, and COBOL. A user
can create programs under Unix and
then link, catalog, and execute them as
real-time tasks under MAX 32.
Realix is delivered with all standard
MAX 32 elements, system processors,
standard compilers, and libraries on the
first disk drive of a Classic 32/85, and all
Unix elements, tools, utilities, and libraries on the second drive. It will be available in the second quarter at a price ranging from $12,000 to $15,000. MODCOMP,
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
CIRCLE 267

Finite Element Modeling
F or development of both 2-D and
3-D models
Enterprise Software Products is a startup whose first product is FEMAP, a finite
element modeling package for the IBM PC
family.
FEMAP includes read and write interfaces to MSC/PAL and Mcs/Nastran from
MacNeal-Schwendler Corp, Los Angeles. Users also can invoke MSC/PAL solution routines directly from FEMAP.
FEMAP supports both the color graphics adapter (CGA) and the enhanced
graphics adapter (EGA), with 3-D colorshaded hidden-line and wire-frame plotting available for both. The FEMAP element library contains 14 element types,
including beams, quadrilateral and triangular plates (linear and parabolic), plane
stress and plane strain membranes,
shear panels, parabolic axisymmetric triangles, scalar springs and dampers,

masses and linear tetra, wedge, and brick
solid elements.
Applied loads include nodal forces
and moments, gravity, element pressures, line loads, centripetal accelerations, and enforced displacements arid
accelerations. Constraints include applied boundary conditions and permanent constraints at the node level. Multilevel, user-defined coordinate systems
are available for complicated geometry.
An on-line calculator and program
file interface are included. The price of
FEMAP is $995 and it's available now. ENTERPRISE SOFTWARE PRODUCTS INC., HarCIRCLE 268
1eysville, ~a.

DBMS for the Mac
Nantucket announces system for
three Macintosh models.
McMax is Nantucket Corp.'s newest relational database management system,
created for all Apple Macintosh
computers.
Nantucket claims McMax is compatible with Ashton-Tate's dBase III
DBMS, so users can develop applications
in either McMax or dBase and run them
interchangeably on either a Macintosh or
a PC. McMax is said to be able to manipulate structured data from multiple files
and produce customized reports. The
system handles files up to 63MB in size,
with up to 16 million records. Each file
can have seven active index files and as
many as 100 index expressions. Ten separate files can be open simultaneously for
merging data between them.
Each record is stored sequentially
with a fixed record length of up to 32KB
and up to 2,000 fields of 253 alphanumeric characters each. McMax supports Microsoft's format and can exchange data
with other Macintosh applications.
McMax is priced at $295, is not copy
protected, and requires a minimum of
512KB of RAM and a hard disk drive or
dual floppy drives. NANTUCKET CORP.,
Universal City, Calif.
CIRCLE 265

Amdahl instructors
have been where
you want to go.
[> Take a course at any of our six education
centers, and one thing's sure:
Your instructor has practiced what he'll
preach. He's a professionally trained
instructor... and an experienced system
programmer.
What's more, in many courses you'll
be able to practice what he preaches, tooin class, hands-on, on a high performance
system.
Expert instructors and hands-on
instruction are two reasons why our courses
are favored by knowledgeable people
throughout the industry.
Fact is, over two-thirds of our students
come from organizations that use our competitors' machines._
This year, Amdahl Education and Professional Services is offering over 50 courses,
covering:
-VM/CMS - ACF/NCP
--CP
-ACF/VTAM
-VM/HPO -SNA
-VM/XA
-JES2
-ASSEMBLER
- IMS/VS
And you can take them in these cities:
Chicago
Columbia (MD)
Houston
Los Angeles
New York
Santa Clara
- MVS/SP1
-MVS/XA
- SMP/E
-VSAM
-JCL

*
*
*

*
*
*

For a catalog that details our full 1987
curriculum, call one of the numbers shown
below.
You'll find this catalog helpful in select",
ing courses that will help you get where you
want to go, professionally.

Call 1-800-233-9521, ext. 46 or

1-800-233-5727, ext. 46 in CA -

§]m~§]h~~
The Smart Choice
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High-Tech Coup

s the leader and guiding spirit tal has won $2 billion worth of orders
of Digital Equipment Corp., that would otherwise have gone to Big
the computer company he Blue. Even IBM positions its products
founded 29 years ago, President Ken- against Digital's these days. /lOur
neth H. Olsen has remained commit- strategy was not to compete with
ted to his vision of a business driven by IBM," Olsen insists. /lit was to introtechnology. That commitment, which duce into the commercial area those
long ago made Digital a leader in mini- things that worked so well in the techcomputers, has now propelled the nical area. "
company into undisputed leadership of
That it has done. Pouring billions
the industry's most vital new technolo- into R&D, Digital has introduced comgy: networking. Churning out an im- puters and communications software
pressive array of sophisticated com- over the past two years that are the
patible computers and communica- envy of the industry. Most succe
tions software, it has emerged as the of all: the MicroVAX II, a line of
only 'computer vendor that can effi- ful small computers, which
ciently tie together all elements of the sales of$l billion in
comes down full year on the
.

A

e

eatln

cal strategy of designing an entire line

of computers around a single unifying
architecture, called the VAX, which
would allow every computer to run the
same software, use the same data
bases and be hooked up to the same
communications equipment.
The common architecture greatly
simplified the enormously
task of devising a
scheme

COMPUTER SALES & SOFTWARE PROFESSIONALS

Digital's success story is the stuff headlines are made of.

Software Systems Architects

We came along with the computing solution that the
world had been waiting for-and pushed tales of a 'high
tech slowdown' off the page.

You will design system configurations with specific
industry focus. This will involve consulting with
customers, designing solutions and providing quality
assurance. We require:

While other computer companies talked percentage drops
and worst-case scenarios-we have brought Wall Street to
its feet with some amazing numbers.

• a minimum of 8 years experience with Digital's
DNA or related SNA products
• familiarity with VAX/VMS>~ or similar 32-bit
operating system technology
• knowledge of Ethernet/LAN or comparable
competitor products

The pioneers of compatibility have brought to market
the broadest range of products available with the same
architecture.
Yes, we have computers working together-at last the
desktop talks to the data center, the factory floor to the
executive suite, and the London office to u.S. headquarters.
We just happen to believe that information was meant to
be shared.
And the same applies to success.
H you have problem-solving and sales skills, industry or
vertical market expertise, solid communications skills, and
a knowledge of Digital's products-and how to position
them competitively-let's talk about making headlines
together.

Computer Sales Professionals
You will be involved in presenting our full range of
sophisticated systems and designing leading edge answers
to a wide variety of customer problems. We expect you
to talk solutions with all levels of a customer organization. We require:

Software Specialists
You will work directly with sales professionals and
customers to define computing needs, as well as be
directly responsible for the technical management of sales
projects. We require:
• a minimum of 3 years of technical pre-sales or sales
support experience working directly with sales reps
or customers
• experience in technical management of projects
during the pre-sales cycle
• VAX)~ and/or systems expertise with general
knowledge of comparable competitor products

For opportunities throughout the country...

Call 1-800-DEC-HIRE
24 hours a day,
7 days a week

• 5-10 or 10+ years computer sales experience
selling mini or mainframe systems
• large account management expertise
• knowledge of computer services, such as
timesharing or software

H you can't call, write U.S. Field Employment-National,
Dept. 0315 3807, Digital Equipment Corporation, 129
Parker Street, PK03-2/C29, Maynard, Massachusetts 01754.

Software Business Consultants

* Trademarks of Digital Equipment

In this consulting role, industry experts will develop
strategies that match Digital's product strategies to the
individual needs of customers. This will involve developing ~chitectures around specific application areas. We
reqUIre:
• a minimum of 15 years proven experience within
the finance/banking industry or other vertical
industries
• an ability to integrate Digital's products and
technology solutions with customer business goals
• knowledge of networking technologies and project
management experience desirable

We are an affirmative action employer.
Corporation

Be part of the story...now.

Call 1-800-DEC-HIRE
TM

d i gi tal'
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The Picture of Refinement
DESIGNING THE USER INTERFACE:
STRATEGIES FOR EFFECTIVE HUMANCOMPUTER INTERACTION
by Ben Shneiderman, Addison-Wesley,
Reading, Mass. (1987, 436 pp., $29.95).

BY JOHN M. CARROLL
As Ben Shneiderman notes in the early
pages of Designing the User Interface:
Strategies for Effective Human-Computer Interaction, new books on humancomputer interaction are appearing
monthly. Nevertheless, a new book by
Shneiderman is special. His 1980 book,
Software Psychology: Human Factors in
Computer and Informatt"on Systems (Little, Brown, Boston), was the definitive
presentation of human factors in computing systems at the time. His new work
provides an opportunity for taking stock
of interim progress and reflecting on future directions.
As in Software Psychology, Shneiderman takes pains in his new book to
help the reader understand how the field
advances, not merely where it is now.
Toward this end, Shneiderman's 1980
book extensively reviewed details of experimental design and laboratory methodology imported wholesale from academic psychology. The new book reviews a variety of domain-specific
abstractions, theories, guidelines, and
principles of human-computer interaction, and domain-specific methodology, including prototyping and usability
specifications. This is a measure of the
field's progress.
More than half of the 1980 book
addressed itself to programming and
database query issues, reflecting the
"professional programmer" focus of research in the 1970s. The new book has a
far broader scope encompassing personal computing, office applications, command and control systems, and CAD/CAM,
as well as programming. A great deal of
attention is given to interaction styles:
menu selection systems, command lan~
guages, and direct manipulation. The direct manipulation chapter is of special
interest perhaps because Shneiderman
himself is one of the chief proponents of
this new interface genre.
Chapters are also devoted to I/O
devices, to response time and display
rate, and to user assistance. There are
many contrasts with the earlier book.
126 DATAMATION D MARCH 15,1987

Speech, for example, is no longer mere
possibility, and window management and
the use of color are now major topics.
Shneiderman argues for usability
testing and redesign throughout the systems development process, and for measurable usability specifications playing a
role analogous to functional specifications. The final chapter addresses the
"larger" context, namely, that more
powerful, more diverse, and more usable
systems can have an impact on our
lives-for the better and for the worse.
Shneiderman ended Software Psychology
with such a chapter too, recognizing how
easily we can all lose the user interface
forest for the trees.
My enthusiasm for Shneiderman's new book is qualified in just a few
respects. Although there are many references to the "syntactic/ semantic"
model as "a way to organize the design
process," this is never adequately demonstrated. I had a similar reaction to
Shneiderman's commitment to "reductionist" methodology in psychology. The
most interesting and valuable portions of
the book-in fact, the majority of the
book's contents-are descriptive, analytically qualitative, and frequently just
informed opinion. This didn't make the
book less interesting or valuable to me,
but it caused me to wonder what reductionist psychology is doing in the book
and in the field.
Despite these reservations, the
new book lives up to expectations: it is
broad in scope, packed with information,
and delightful to read. Shneiderman covers the ever-broadening landscape of human-computer interaction with a witty
and caring intimacy. He knows the entire
field as few people do. The book is a fine
complement to Software Psychology
(most publications referenced in the new
book appeared after 1980). Designing the
User Interface is the most accessible and
comprehensive introduction to human•
computer interaction now in print.

John M Carroll, managerofAdvisory
Interfaces at IBM's T.]. Watson Research
Center and author of What' s in a Name:
An Essay in the Psychology of Reference (w.H. Freeman, New York, 1985),
recently edited Interfacing Thought: Cognitive Aspects of Human-Computer Interaction (MIT Press, Cambridge, 1987).

MAY
Second International Supercomputer
Conference and Exhibition.
May 3-8, Santa Clara. Contact Michelle
Aden, CYDROME, 1589 Centre Pointe
Dr., Milpitas, CA 95035, (408) 943-9460.

Canadian Information Processing
Society (CIPS) Congress '87.
May 12-14, Winnipeg, Canada. Contact
CIPS, Winnipeg Section, P.O. Box 2610,
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3c 4B3, Canada,
(204) 947-2837.

Society for Information Display (SID)
International Symposium.
May 12-14, New Orleans. Contact Hildegarde Hammond, Palisades Institute for
Research Services Inc., 201 VarickSt.,
New York, NY 10014, (212) 620-3388.

Scientific Computing and Automation
Europe.
May 13-15, Amsterdam. Contact Elsevier Science Publishing Co. Inc., 52 VanderbiltAve., New York, NY 10017.

E&M'87 (Software/Computing Conference and Exhibition).
May 19-21, Rosemont, 111. Contact Tower Management Co., 331 W. Wesley St.,
Wheaton, IL60187, (312) 668-8100.

IBERICOM'87 (International Conference
on Data Communications).
May 19-21, Lisbon. Contact IBERICOM
Secretariat, Associacao Portuguesa de
Informatica, Av. Almirante Reis 127, 1
Esq. 1100, Lisbon, Portugal.

International Conference on Communication and Data Communication.
May 25-27, Brussels. Contact Universite Libre de Bruxelles, Section Informatique et Sciences Humaines, 39 rue de
Bruxelles, B-1400 Nivelles, Belgium,
(067) 2185 29.

ACM SIGMOD-87 (Association for
Computing Machinery's Special Interest
Group on Management of Data).
May 27-29, San Francisco. Contact ACM,
11 W. 42nd St., New York, NY 10036,
(212) 869-7440.

ISDN (Integrated Service Digital
Network) '87.
May 31-June 4, Monterey, Calif. Contact
IEEE Communications Society, 345 E.
47th St., New York, NY 10017-2394,
(212) 705-7018.

COMDEX/Spring '87
GETS YOU GROWING.

Go to COMDEX/Spring '87 and gear your business up for extra profits and growth. Because there
you'll gather all the resources you need to make the
most of the busiest selling season of the year.

Exhibits to grow on
COMDEX/Spring' 87 unites you with the hottest
selling products and services including hardware
and software to automate and integrate offices. New
tools and techniques for communications and networking. Advances in micro-to-mainframe links.
Mass storage devices such as CD ROM. CAD/
CAM and desktop publishing products. All the
products and services to grow on.

Insight to grow on

(OmD~}~~7Spring '87
June 1-4, 1987
Georgia World Congress Center
Atlanta, Georgia
It's time to get up and grow.

r---. - - - - - - - - l
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COMDEX/Spring '87!
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I 0 Send me exhibitor information.
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Return
to:
The
Interface
Group,
Inc.
I
300 First Avenue
I
I ______________
Needham, MA 02194-2720
zJ'
DM- 3 -15-87
Name

With a Conference that includes the acclaimed
Desktop Publishing and CAD/CAM Seminars, and
special sessions on microcommunications and
software challenges, COMDEX/Spring '87 shows
you the workings of today's money machines.
Thousands of resellers from allover the country
are gearing up for growth at COMDEX/Spring '87.
Get your business growing by completing and
sending in the coupon for attendee information.
Produced by The Interface Group, Inc., 300 First
Avenue, Needham, MA 02194.
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Of Flying Machines
and Computers
I. Bernard Cohen has spent his life putting
scientific discoveries in historical perspective.

chines, Scheutz did. With the advent of
the punch card, developed by Herman
Hollerith, tabulating machines became
widely used. The company that would
eventually become IBM bought Hollerith's company and soon controlled the
tabulating machine markeL
Cohen observes that early computers were quite crude. It was the development of the IBM/Harvard machine
(on which Aiken worked) and ENIAC that
paved the way for modern data processing, along with other innovations like the
stored program.
"The early computers were all
one of a kind and built by universities,"
Cohen says. "The first commercial computer, Remington Rand's Univac, was
not built on an assembly line. Each machine was made for a specific purpose."
The past 40 years of growth in
computing have been well documented
for future historians, the professor says.
"There are a number of individuals who
are very concerned about the recording
and preservation of this industry's history," he comments. On predicting the industry's future from the study of the
past, Cohen says that "no one can gauge
what technological developments will
take place in the next 10 years."
If anything, he comment~ studying the history of computers shows how
dynamic the industry is. And when historians of the future study this era, the efforts of people like this Harvard professor will ensure that that has been well
documented.

vances the computer has brought, Cohen
BY ROBERT CRUTCHFIELD
observes, there have also been social
When I. Bernard Cohen stepped up to changes. "During the '50s and '60s peothe podium recently at the Dallas Info- ple viewed the computer· as a helpful
mart to introduce a traveling museum ex- tool," he points ouL "Today, many privahibit funded by IBM, he was truly in his cy and confidentiality issues have been
elemenL
raised."
Of the microcomputer revolu:The professor emeritus of the
history of science department at Harvard tion, Cohen says there is a low level of
University stood amid numerous models computer literacy. "People think they
based on Leonardo da Vinci's fifteenth are computer literate if they can do word
century visions of a parachute, helicop- processing. "Very few people have a real
ter, flying machine, and rotating bridge. sense of the power of a computer-it is
Just a floor below and five centuries re- beyond them." When talking about the
moved from the Renaissance were ven- tremendous growth in the computer indor showrooms displaying tomorrow's dustry, Cohen says the discussion cancandidates for future generations to ogle not be confined to the postwar era. The
at in some museum.
roots of the modern computer can be
Professor Cohen has devoted the traced back to the seventeenth century
better part of his life to the task of putting and the mathematics machines of Schickscience and technology into historical ard, Pascal, and Leibnitz.
perspective. He has won world recogniHe credits Charles X. Thomas of
tion for his study of Sir Isaac Newton, France for actually building calculating
and is equally noted for his studies of machines in the 1830s. Other nineteenth
Benjamin Franklin and the rise. of elec- century inventors who paved the way for
tricity as a field of science.
the modern computer include Charles
The spry, 73-year-old educator Babbage and George Scheutz. Though
was the first American to receive a bach- Babbage never fully completed his maelor's degree (in 1937) in the emerging l. BERNARD COHEN:
study of the history of science from Har- liVery few people
vard. Later, he founded a department have a real sense of
there dedicated solely to the history of the power of a
science.
computer ."
Professor Cohen is regarded as
one of the few specialists in the relatively
new area of the history of computers and
information processing. He has conducted many interviews with founders and innovators, and has been active in ensuring
the preservation of both hardware and
software.
Cohen recalls interviewing industry pioneer Howard Aiken shortly before
Aiken's death in March 1983. Aiken told
the historian that "the day will come
when they will give away hardware and
sell the software to go along with iL"
"That trend has already started,"
>c
Cohen says. "The price of software is go>ing up while the cost of hardware is
.dropping."
~
~_____'B_e_s_id_e_s__th_e__t_e_ch_n_o_l_o_g_ic_a_l_a_d_-______________~----------------------------------------------~j
Q)
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It's Not.
It's the New OKIDATA PC Modem.
If the name's familiar but you can't place the face,
relax. The new OKITELTM 1200 is every bit as good
at "bits per second" as our printers are at "characters
per second."
And that's very good.
You see, besides being a big name in· personal
printers, OKIDATA is a titan in telecommunications.
,Our parent company is one of the biggest telecom~
munication equipment suppliers in Japan.

Get It Right the First Time
With Automatic Adaptive Equalization.
Because the OKITEL 1200 automatically adapts to
Widely varying line quality, your data rarely gets lost or
disconnected by a "noisy" line. So you hardly ever
have to re~transmit. A convenience usually
found only in higher~peed modems.
Our new PC modem also offers auto~
dialing, auto~answering, and auto~
disconnecting. The ability to use
tone or pulse~dialing. As well as
a special self~diagnostic loopback.

On-Une, On-the ..Double.
To help you get instantly acquainted with your
OKITEL 1200, we're including a special introductory
offer that provides up to $150 in discounts on three
of the most popular on~line services: CompuServe~
Newsnet(!) and Dow Jones(!) News/Retrieval.

Tum Ordinary Minutes
Into OKIDATA Minutes.
When you use a modem, every minute means money.
But an OKIDATA Minute actually saves you money.
You get a full 60 seconds of quality time every minute
you're on~line because you get it right the first time. '
The OKITEL 1200 PC Modem. Fewer transmission
breaks, plus automatic error detection and automatic
adaptive equalization.
Start getting your money's worth out of every
modem minute. Get the new OKITEL 1200
modem with the very familiarand very respected -name.
Call toll~free, 1~8oo~OKIDATA for
the name of the OKIDATA dealer
nearest you.
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Excess is Best

Microethics

Is there no one out there who can save us
from the excesses of graphic designers?
DATAMATION has taken a giant step
backward in redesigning the magazine. It
is now very difficult to see at a glance
where articles start and finish.
The new mix of text and graphics
with gray screens, confusing rules, and
poor font selection gets a very large zero
for readability and visual appeal.
JIM HARDY
Southam Murray Printing
Weston, Ontario

When an agency of the federal government sues your corporation, or your ceo
is indicted for fraud, or the press attacks
your company's hiring practices, all personnel suffer: some may be laid off, some
may lose money when the corporation's
stock plummets, and some may be forced
to take cuts in salary. Most corporate citizens consider this unfair, because we
like to think that most of us are purely
blameless. Somebody upstairs is overcharging the Defense Department, while
we-hell, we've never stolen so much as
a paper clip.
But ethos, or character, encompasses the little things, too. There is a
framework required for dealing ethically
with smaller matters; we might call it a
micro ethic.
In the project team. Battles between peers are common, but often quiet
enough that a manager doesn't notice
them. When Rick finds a bug in the old
disk controller code, he blames Nick, because Nick touched it last; Nick blames
Rick because Nick's last changes were in
a more delicate area; and Dick ignores
them both, because he wrote the original
controller code, and it worked fine before
they tried to add all those silly bells and
whistles. All venial sins, but in combination they could create the deadly sin of
leaving a customer's controller broken.
Dick might have offered his
knowledge of the big picture; Nick and
Rick might have offered their code to
each other for review before it was implemented. Together, they might have
avoided the bugs.
What will really happen is that
Rick will triumphantly find Nick's bugs
sometimes, and other times the opposite
will happen, and Dick will continue
smirkingly to ignore them both. And all
three engineers blame their manager,
who was the one who demanded all those
bells and whistles in the first place.
Their manager, if he sees this going on at all, will murmur something
about the healthiness of competition.
In the department. The manager
should know better, since he has seen·
the adverse effect of competition among
fellow project managers Alfred and Ingrid. Alfred wants his team's minicomputer in Ingrid's lab. After all (Alfred
says), Ingrid's lab is only a few steps
away from the offices of Alfred's team,
and there's a spot in the corner of the lab
that will accommodate the mini with a
few feet to spare.

More on Printing
"The ABCs of Printing," by Hesh Wiener
(Dec. 1, p. 59) is generally quite informative and interesting, but several errors
may leave the reader with the. wrong
impression.
Wiener says that most nonimpact
printers are 300 by 300 dots per inch,
while IBM has significantly lower resolution of 240 by 240 dots per inch. This
statement is true only if you count the
Japanese desktops, which print at eight
or 10 pages per minute. However, Mr.
Wiener's article addresses high-speed
computer output printers, and in this arena most new products are 240 by 240
dots per inch (or less): Bull 6050, 6090;
Datagraphix 4800, 6800, 9800; Fujitsu
6700 (3052), 3051; Hewlett-Packard
2680; NCR 6480; Siemens 2200, 2300;
Sperry (Unisys)0777; and Storage Technology 6100.
Xerox is the only present vendor
with 300 by 300 dots per inch; Kodak has
yet to commence shipments. Further,
"resolution" (addressability is a more accurate term) is only one dimension of
print quality, and the user's perception of
the IBM 3800 Model 3 print quality is that
it is quite good.
No mention is made of many of the
significant printer vendors in the North
American market, including Datagraphix
(which had the third largest share of
3800-class shipments in 1985); Sperry
(Unisys), which has been in the printer
business as long as IBM has; or Siemens,
which claims to have a larger shipment
share than IBM in Western Europe (if you
count the 100-page-per-minute ND-3),
and a significant and growing share of the
Noith American market through distributors such as Datagraphix, Storage
Technology, or NCR.
H.G. SUITERJR.
Datagraphix Inc.
San Diego, California
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Noway, says Ingrid, but she
doesn't say why. She doesn't say, because she's been wheedling the director
about a pet project of hers, and doesn't
want word to leak out. (She suspects Alfred wants to buy into some of the glory
of her prospective supermini project.)
Her pet project will require that space in
the lab.
The reason why Alfred had to
have the mini moved somewhere is
equally selfish: the company doesn't sell
the machine anymore, and even though
Alfred's team still has to support it, Alfred wants to hide the mini and make the
supermicro project (Alfred's pet project)
a little more visible to upper management people who happen down the hallway. Out with the old and in with the
technologically unfeasible, that's the
joint motto of Ingrid and Alfred. Their
projects will never see daylight-but,
they know, their pioneering efforts will
look terrific on their resumes.
And companywide. Alfred and Ingrid, in turn, aren't so different from the
vice presidents of Network Products and
Computer Products, who are Harry and
Mary, respectively. Harry waves bar
graphs showing the company was built
on modems; Mary produces· four-color
pie charts proving that computer sales
have kept the company alive through
hard times. Each argues persuasively for
a fatter budget-at the expense of the
other. Fighting for departmental victories, they've lost sight of larger ones that
would benefit the entire corporation.
What these characters have in
common is a petty and egocentric view.
Similarly, most of our visions do not include furthering knowledge, or solving
problems, or even making a profit for the
company.
If somebody up there pins a
badge on us that says "hero," or if the
,next raise is substantially larger than the
last, or if a promotion is offered us, we
have achieved our goals. We read books
that have words like "power" and "success" and "money" in their titles, but
tennslike "cooperation," "sacrifice,"
"concession" are words we last heard in
Little League.
We might review our feelings
that we are morally superior to that ceo
in front of the federal grand jury; we may
discover our scruples differ not in substance, but merely in degree.
BRUCE C. KULA
Software Engineer
Indian Rocks Beach, Florida
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Now Available!
The Datamation
1986 Microcomputer
Purchasing Study
.Featuring detailed marketing statistics and growth
trends on hundreds of manufacturers of micros,
related equipment, supplies and software.
More than a survey ... an in-depth proftle
of the micro market
.
Identify and compare your company's present and
future growth with your competitors'. Datamation's
End User and OEM buyers of 26 different micro
products report what and how much they bought
in 1985 ... including:
• Detailed pricing and unit volume information
• Share-of-market shown as percent of dollar volume
• Geographic breakout of purchases
To order your copy .•.
Send your company purchase order or check for $250
per copy to: Datamation magazine, Attention: Mary
Connors, 875 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10022. Or
call Mary at (212) 605-9678 for additional information.
CRTRMRTICN®
Serving the needs of information processing professionals ... worldwide.

IBM 34/36/38 Interface
Impact provides emulations for
IBM 5219, 5224, 5225 and 5256
printers.
Device addresses can be set on
the interface and the interface
supports cable through or terminate
designations.

IBM 3274/3276 Interface
Impact's 3274/3276 interfaces
provide complete IBM 3287 printer
emulations.

Interface Design
Impact's interfaces are available
in small robust external interface
boxes or alternatively very practical
slim line interfaces that have a large

base plate that supports the footprint
of most printers minimising the
amount of desk space reqUired.

Impact
Impact is an Australian company
whose R&D activities commenced
in 1977. The Company has powerful
shareholders like Citicorp,
Westpac, Aetna Life Insurance,
Security Pacific Bank, BT, Pratt,
Ensign Investments, Koitaki and
Macquarie Bank.
Impact Systems Inc.
Suite 250, 535 Middlefield Road
Menlo Park. CA 94025.
Telephone: (415) 324-3344.
Facsimile: (415) 324-3368.
• IBM is a registered trademark of IBM Co!poIation, Inc.

Manufactured by: Impact Systems Limited, 7 Gibbes Street, Chatswood, Sydney 2067, Australia.
Telephone: (61-2) 406-6611. Telex: AA176123. Fax: (61-2) 406-6218.
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The World Business Show

4 ...TheFASTEN
YOUR SEAT BELTS!
international business forum of
the year awaits you. Now your ambitions can really get off the ground.

3 ...Exhibitors
GET READY FOR DEPARTURE!
from all over the world
will be coming to take advantage of .
the multiple direct contacts that only
SICOB can offer.

.2 ...

ALL SYSTEMS GO!
The latest in data processing, telecommunications, duplication, office
organisation and office automation
will be on board from April 6th to
11th. Fly with the VIP's at the Data
Processing, Office Automational1d'
Office Organisation Conventions: .

J...Discover
TAKE OFF INTOSPAGihi
Paris-Nord, the most modern exhibition centre in Europe.
118,000 m2 of the latest advances in
technology.

GO!
...
SICOB 1987. THE WORLD
BUSINESS SHOW.'

SEE THE LATEST. SEE IT ALL.
SICOB FRANCE
4, place de Valois 75001 Paris Tel: 42.61.52.42 -Telex: 212.597 F
PROMOSALONS: INTERNATIONAL
TRADE EXHIBITIONS IN FRANCE,
INC - 8, West 40th street - suite 1505 . New York, NY 10018 - Tel: 1 (212)
869.1720 -Telex: 427.563 FRSHOWS
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i
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From 6th to 11th April 1987

38th International Sicob Exhibition - Paris France
CIRCLE 71 ON READER CARD

SWITCHING TERMINAL
TERMINALS. SWITCHING.
Get Connected With An Equinox Data PBX.
An Equinox Terminal Network lets you connect your
terminal to any async RS-232 computer, modem or printer
with a few keystrokes. No more cable swapping, A-B
switches or moving between termif}als.

Low-Cost, Easy Installation.
Equinox terminal networks cost under $100 per connection and are protocol transparent. "Plug and
play" wiring accessories, menu-driven configuration and on-line "HELP" make installation asnap.

Network for your needs. And all of our Data PBXs are fully
compatible, so they can be expanded and networked to
accommodate growth and protect your investment.
Find out why thousands of terminal users rely on an
Equinox Data PBX for terminal networking. For more
information, an on-site demonstration or to find out
about our 30-day no-risk free trial program,

Call1-800-DATA-PBX.

In Florida call (305)255-3500.
Equinox Systems Inc.
12041 S. W. 144th Street
Miami, FL 33186-6108.

Network Growth With Compatible Products.
Whether you have a few terminals or thousands,
we have a Data P~X to create the right size Te

Equinox is a registered trademark of Equinox Systems Inc.
MOX
8·16 Lines

OS·5
24·960 Lines

OS·15
24·1320 Lines

lEQUiNOx···
Smart Connections For Dumb Terminals.
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